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The only two instances of the Greek term ἐκκλησία (usually translated “church”) found in the Gospels are in Matthew 16:18 and 18:17. These two passages have been examined, debated, and interpreted in a number of ways by various scholars. The present dissertation presents considerable exegetical evidence that these two uses of ἐκκλησία are actually part of a larger literary structure called a chiasmus, which connects the passages in which Matthew 16:18 and 18:17 are found. Because these are highly significant ecclesiological passages, this study further develops the connection of the chiastic structure to other foundational ecclesiological passages, namely the Matthean Great Commission (28:16-20) and Acts 2-6 in order to examine and clarify the theological implications of this newly discovered chiasm. The results of this study demonstrate that: 1) there is strong support for the existence of this chiasm; and 2) understanding Matthew 16:13-18:20 as such has important implications for ecclesiological issues such as the relationship of national Israel to the church and the specific circumstances of the beginning of the church.
PROPOSAL AND INTRODUCTION

One of the most well-known passages in the Bible, as well as a foundational text for the doctrine of ecclesiology, is Matthew 16:17-19: “And Jesus said to him, ‘Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh and blood did not reveal this to you, but My Father who is in heaven. I also say to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build My church; and the gates of Hades will not overpower it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in heaven’” (NASB). As one author has said, “For the passage about Peter, the Rock…has been and is a watershed, of decisive importance for every interpreter of the New Testament.” Because of its high-profile nature and the fact that the contents of this verse have been dissected and debated from so many different angles, it almost seems inconceivable that there could be a fresh perspective left from which to approach this passage.

However, such a fresh, unexplored angle does indeed exist. It is the highly significant role that Matthew 16:17-19 plays within a previously unnoticed literary structure spanning from Matthew16:13 to 18:20. The passage in question is certainly of great importance, but when viewed as part of an overarching literary structure, it is but one piece of a larger whole, which is of significant importance for exegesis and theology. As will be developed in detail in the following study, both the exegetical implications arising from this newly identified literary structure for the Matthew 16:13-18:20 structure itself, the remaining chapters of Matthew, and

1 Unless otherwise noted, translations will be from NASB.

the earlier chapters of Acts, as well as further implications for the Doctrine of Ecclesiology, are far-reaching.

Need for This Study

To date, there has been a great deal of study devoted to Matthew 16:13-20, particularly Peter’s confession of Jesus as the Messiah, and, to a lesser extent, Matthew 18:15-20, primarily as a text dealing with church discipline. Both of these passages contain uses of the word ἐκκλησία, the only uses found in the Gospels, and specific formulations using the words δέομαι

---


and λύω, which have to do with “binding” and “loosing” on earth and in heaven. While it would seem, even at first glance, that there should be a connection made between these passages based on the use of similar terminology alone, very little research actually connects the two in more than a cursory manner. However, very recent research has proposed and established the likely existence of a large literary unit—a chiastic structure—within Matthew, spanning from 16:13 to 18:20, which shows how the author truly intended the two significant previously mentioned passages to be connected. In the light of this fresh research, a need has emerged to investigate this section of Matthew’s Gospel in more depth to see if, indeed, this is a viable way to deal with these passages as parts of a single unit and the implications this would have for the interpretation of this section of Scripture.

In addition, since the two passages in Matthew 16 and 18 contain the only occurrences of the word ἐκκλησία in the Gospels, it stands to reason that these are ecclesiologically significant passages. Since a fresh way of understanding these two passages now exists, especially one that connects them and will help connect them to the remainder of Matthew’s Gospel and even the earlier chapters of Acts, exploring the meaning of this proposed chiastic structure will accomplish much more than add to the field of literary criticism. It will also lend fresh theological understanding to the beginning of the church and ecclesiological understanding in general. Examining the chiastic connection of Matthew 16:13-18:20 and developing the

---


connection to rest of Matthew and to Acts is, then, an important endeavor for the field of literary criticism and for systematic theology, especially the foundations of ecclesiology.

Purpose of This Study

Chiastic structures are present in many of the various literary genres throughout the Old and New Testaments. As they have been identified and studied, especially since the early to mid-twentieth century, chiasms have been shown to be more than just literary niceties or mnemonic devices to aid the hearer of the text, though they certainly are beneficial in those regards. The presence of chiasms should be seen as much more noteworthy than simply aesthetic features of the text; they can, and often do, have great exegetical significance in the interpretation of biblical passages.⁷

Thus, the existence of such a structure connecting two theologically significant passages in the Gospel of Matthew, which has only recently been identified, deserves further and in-depth investigation. This study will show that the chiasm in Matthew 16:18 is not only exegetically significant for that section of Scripture itself, but it also has great significance for the remainder of Matthew’s Gospel as well as the early chapters of the Book of Acts. As such, it will lend important theological insight for the understanding of the beginning of the Church.

This study will first establish that there is a connection between Matthew 16:13-18:20 that is much more than mere similarity in wording. As will be demonstrated, there is, within these verses, a literary structure known as a chiasmus, of which the two passages containing the uses of ἐκκλησία and the “binding” and “loosing” terminology form the outer layers of this

---

structure. As will be seen, demonstrating the existence of this overarching structure will also help to properly understand the meanings of the individual passages in question. Furthermore, since the structure encompasses all that is in between them, it will aid in understanding those passages as well, especially in light of how they all fit together within the structure (which itself will be shown to have an important meaning).

As stated above, the development of the chiastic structure connecting Matthew 16:13-18:20 will not only help in understanding the connection between and meaning of these oft-discussed but fairly rarely associated, passages, it will also be a valuable tool for understanding the remainder of Matthew’s Gospel. Thus, the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus is not simply a stand-alone literary structure, but its existence shows a connection between this unit and the remaining chapters in Matthew, especially with the Matthean version of the Great Commission in Matthew 28:16-20.

In addition, the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus will be shown to have a connection to the earlier chapters of the book of Acts. Since Matthew 16:13-18:20 contains the only uses of the word ἐκκλησία (“church”) in the Gospels, it has important implications for the study of the beginning of the church. Thus, examining and assessing the validity of possible connections between Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the earlier chapter of Acts, where the church is clearly seen to be growing and developing, is important for understanding Jesus’ declaration of intent to build His church (Matt 16:18) and the building of His church through His disciples, as seen in the Book of Acts.
Method of This Study

For Evangelical Christians who hold to Scripture as the final authority in matters of faith, the goal of biblical interpretation must be to find the correct meaning of the text of Scripture. This means that one must seek first to understand what the original author intended the text to mean to the original audience. As John Breck explains, “This is the necessary first step toward any attempt to unfold what has traditionally been called the ‘spiritual sense’ of Scripture, which we can define as the Word addressed by God through the text to the church and world of today.”

Since the nineteenth century, the focus of biblical criticism has largely moved from the literal sense of Scripture, or the author’s intended meaning, to finding the sources behind the text (source criticism), detecting oral traditions within the text (form criticism), identifying the persons or schools who helped shape the final form of the text (redaction criticism), or even to the idea that the meaning of text is incomplete until it is read and assimilated by the reader (reader-response criticism). Though these methods have bequeathed some potentially valuable insights (e.g., identifying important literary structures within the text of Scripture), they have, by and large, made little effort to discern the intended meaning, and, even though they can be used in ways to help uncover the intended meaning, additional approaches, such as literary structural analysis, are needed to uncover the literal sense of a biblical passage.

Undoubtedly, the biblical authors used various forms to convey their messages. Thus, to understand the meanings that the authors intended to communicate, it is important to study the

---


structure of literary units within the overall compositions. According to Breck, “Structural analysis of the New Testament texts has proven beyond any doubt that most, if not all, of their authors, like many of their Hebrew and Jewish predecessors, relied heavily on chiasmus (also called ‘chiasm’) to produce their literary work.”¹¹ Not only are chiastic structures important rhetorical/literary forms in the New Testament, but there is an intimate connection between the structural form of a passage and its thematic content, that is, its theological meaning. As such, a newly identified chiastic structure encompassing a significant portion of Matthew’s Gospel merits significant investigation in order to establish its legitimacy and draw out any exegetical and theological implications.

The first chapter will begin with the history of the study of chiastic structures in Scripture, especially within the New Testament and the Gospel of Matthew itself in order to establish the key features and functions of chiasms. The existence of specific features common to most, or all, chiasms will help establish the criteria by which Matthew 16:13-18:20 can be evaluated to establish that it is, in fact, a legitimate chiastic structure that has only recently been identified.¹² The discussion of the function and exegetical significance of widely-recognized chiasms will then help to establish the potential exegetical significance of the chiastic structure in question.

The second chapter will focus on establishing the legitimacy of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm. The passage(s) will be evaluated in detail and the criteria established in Chapter 1 will be applied to demonstrate the likelihood of that the chiastic structuring is appropriate. Then, in


Chapter 3, a proposed interpretation of the passages within the chiastic structure will be presented along with potentially fresh exegetical insights gained from studying this section as a unit, and the remaining chapters of Matthew will be studied in light of the proposed meaning set forth for Matthew 16:13-18:20. Exegetically, and/or theologically, significant insights gained from this study will then be discussed.

Since the passages that form the proposed chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 are significant ecclesiological passages (especially 16:13-20), Chapter 4 will establish the Great Commission (Mt. 28:16-20) as the means by which Jesus’ declaration to build his ἐκκλησία would be fulfilled and assess the earlier chapters Acts, in which the church clearly is being established, in light of the previously gleaned exegetical/theological insights from Matthew. Here it will be briefly observed that the author of Acts appears to be reliant on the Gospel of Matthew in certain important ways. Through the implications of this, a case for Matthean theological priority in Luke’s use of Matthew will be briefly noted.  

Once the connection of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm with the remainder of Matthew and the earlier chapters of Acts has been established, Chapter 5 will apply the exegetical data derived in that regard to gain fresh insights in the area of biblical ecclesiology. Concerning the inception of the church, Evangelical theologians typically fall into one of two camps. Many systematic theologians see the church as beginning in Acts 2 at Pentecost, while others, tracing the extensive use of ἐκκλησία terminology in the Greek translation of the Old Testament, the Septuagint (hereafter LXX), understand the church to extend all the way back to the time of the

---

Abraham or to Adam. Those who believe the church started at Pentecost will point to Jesus’s use of the future tense in Matthew 16:18 when he says, οἰκοδομήσω μου τὴν ἐκκλησίαν – “I will build my church,” as evidence of his looking forward to the time in Acts 2 when that would begin, though somewhat glossing over Jesus’ uses of ἐκκλησία in Matthew 18:17. Those who see the church as extending back throughout the history of Israel will take Matthew 18:17 as evidence that Jesus understood the church to be an already-existing institution and essentially explain away or dismiss Jesus’ use of the future tense in 16:18. Thus, while theologians of both persuasions may address these significant passages in Matthew, they do so in only a cursory manner, and generally no particular attention is given to the biblical record between Jesus’s promise that he would build His church and the early material in Acts where the church is clearly already in existence. At the very least, though, the latter chapters of Matthew and the earlier chapters of Acts should be understood as some sort of a transitional period. This transitional period will be shown to contain what can be referred to as a Proto-Ecclesiology, in that it is prior to what many evangelicals understand as the beginning of Jesus’ promised ἐκκλησία.

Review of Relevant Literature

Since the establishment and examination of a previously unidentified chiasm in the Gospel of Matthew is foundational to this study, it is important to survey some of the most important examples of previous research concerning chiastic structures. Study of chiasmus as a

---

14 It should be noted that, while numerous other biblical and theological considerations are taken into account by theologians when examining the inception of the church, the scope of this study is to examine the insights gleaned from passages in Matthew when understood as part of a single literary unit.

principle of literary construction apparently began with J.A. Bengel’s *Gnomon novi testament*, which was published in 1742, in which he first called attention to chiasmus. According to Lund:

> Though the chiasmus in its simplest form of four members was well known and cultivated in classical literature, no use seems to have been made of the principle in exegesis until J.A. Bengel called attention to it and employed it, to some extent, in his exposition of the New Testament…To Bengel, then, belongs the credit of having first grasped the significance of chiastic forms in the writings of the New Testament and of having applied the principle to exegesis.\(^\text{16}\)

In the nineteenth century, significant works by John Jebb, Thomas Boys, and John Forbes furthered the investigation into chiastic structures.\(^\text{17}\) However, it was not until the twentieth century, thanks especially to the work of Nils Lund,\(^\text{18}\) that the study of chiasmus began to attract attention. Since then, chiasmus has continued to be explored more and more extensively.\(^\text{19}\)

Lund published several articles on chiasmus, but his landmark work was his book, *Chiasmus in the New Testament: A Study in the Form and Function of Chiastic Structures*, which began as his dissertation research at the University of Chicago (and was later published in 1942).


\(^\text{17}\) John Jebb, *Sacred Literature* (London, 1820); Thomas Boys, *Tactica Sacra: An Attempt to Develop, and Exhibit to the Eye by Tabular Arrangements a General Rule of Composition Prevailing in the Holy Scriptures* (London, 1824) and *Key to the Book of Psalms: Being a Tabular Arrangement, by which the Psalms Are Exhibited to the Eye according to a General Rule of Composition Prevailing in the Holy Scriptures* (London, 1825); John Forbes, *The Symmetrical Structure of Scripture, or the Principles of Scripture Parallelism Exemplified in an Analysis of the Decalogue, the Sermon on the Mount, and Other Passages of the Sacred Writings* (Edinburgh, 1854), *Studies on the Book of Psalms: The Structural Connection of the Book of Psalms, Both in Single Psalms and in the Psalms as an Organic Whole* (Edinburgh, 1888), and *Analytical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans: Tracing the Train of Thought by the Aid of Parallelism* (Edinburgh, 1868).


\(^\text{19}\) This is evidenced by the fact that one can find a vast number of articles dealing with the existence of chiasmus in numerous parts of Scripture with even the briefest of searches of scholarly databases.
*Chiasmus in the New Testament* became quite influential and set the stage for the development of contemporary chiasmus research.

As to his own methodological stance, Lund was greatly influenced by the work of the leading scholars in the field of Form Criticism, such as Johannes Weiss and Rudolf Bultmann. Not surprisingly, then, he relied heavily on the principles of *Formgeschichte* in his work. As a result, he makes a distinction between the Hebrew and Greek literary influences he believed can be detected within the text of the New Testament. He identified Chiasmus as being part of the Hebrew influence that can be identified in the text, explaining at the outset of his book:

> The following pages, therefore, are devoted to the tracing of the Hebrew literary influence on the Greek text of the New Testament; more definitely, they discuss a particular Hebrew form, namely, the extensive use of the inverted order commonly called chiasmus.\(^{20}\)

Though other works have since helped to show that chiasmus was common to the literature of most, if not all, ancient cultures, not just Hebrew literary tradition,\(^{21}\) Lund’s work remains important for evaluating the existence of chiasmus in both the Old and New Testaments. Lund examines passages from the Law, the Prophets, and Psalms to establish criteria for identifying chiastic structures, then surveys the Pauline epistles, the Gospels, and Revelation to show that the use of chiasmus is widespread in the literature of the New Testament.

It is not an overstatement to say that Nils Lund was integral in helping to stimulate the study of chiastic structure into the significant field of New Testament study that it has become today. His works, especially *Chiasmus in the New Testament*, are still some of the most relevant and commonly appealed to sources concerning the study of chiasmus. In addition, Craig Blomberg’s article, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” is a very insightful work in regard to


\(^{21}\) See Stock, “Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity.”
evaluating potential chiastic structures, given that he devotes a great deal of space specifically to
the topic of detecting extended chiasms.\textsuperscript{22} Though Blomberg’s article is brief, it is thoroughly
researched and provides excellent specific criteria for identifying chiasms in an effort to help
avoid trying to force chiasms where they do not really exist. Yet even more concerned with
preventing the false identification of chiasmus is Mark J. Boda, who, in his article, “Chiasmus in
Ubiquity: Symmetrical Mirages in Nehemiah 9,” identifies several pervasive errors made by
rhetorical analysts in identifying chiastic structures.\textsuperscript{23} Though his work is focused on chiasms
purportedly identified in Hebrew compositions, his concern that the identification of so many
chiasms over the last roughly fifty years has made many scholars skeptical, and the cautions that
he offers against too hastily “detecting” a chiasm are well worth noting. Finally, John Welch,
on whose work Boda heavily relied, has extensively researched chiastic structures and
specified some very helpful criteria for their identification as well, most succinctly in his article,
“Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus.”\textsuperscript{24}

John Breck’s \textit{The Shape of Biblical Language: Chiasmus in the Scriptures and Beyond}
makes an important contribution in that, while he does primarily discuss chiastic structures
throughout the New Testament (and other non-biblical literature), he devotes two chapters to
chiastic structures within the Synoptic tradition. Breck also focuses largely on the drawing out of


\textsuperscript{23} Mark J. Boda, “Chiasmus in Ubiquity: Symmetrical Mirages in Nehemiah 9,” \textit{Journal for the Study of
the Old Testament} 21, no. 71 (September 1996): 56–58.

\textsuperscript{24} John W. Welch, “Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus,” \textit{Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies} 4, no. 2 (1995): 1–14; See also \textit{Chiasmus in Antiquity}. Welch has also published aspects of his
work online and given a helpful summary chart of criteria from various resources on the study of chiasmus at
Welch has done much of his work in an effort to establish the legitimacy and importance of the existence of chiastic
structures, not only in the Bible, but also in the Book of Mormon, and the presence of such structures in the Book of
Mormon is outside the realm of this study, his research and writing is, nonetheless, thorough and valuable for the
evaluation of biblical chiasms.
the exegetical and theological significance of the structures of these literary units, which unquestionably is vitally important for furthering the discussion of the significance of the larger Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm.

Once the validity and value of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm has been established, it will be important to examine previous interpretations of the passages contained therein. In order to address these passages, various scholarly articles, commentaries, and other books will be consulted, especially those that have already pointed to the existence of chiasmus in Matthew.

This will help guide the way in which the implications and meaning of Matthew 16:13-18:20 are drawn out. It will also be necessary, when making the connection to the earlier chapters of

---

Acts, to examine similarly relevant literature on Acts,\(^\text{26}\) as well as briefly noting material concerning the relationship between the authors of the Synoptic Gospels. Of particular importance in exploring the link between Matthew and Luke’s writings are the works of William Farmer and those who follow in his line of thought concerning Matthean priority, and David Alan Black, as their works lay an important foundation for how Luke may have relied, and built, upon Matthew’s work in order to write a Gospel for the Gentiles.\(^\text{27}\)


Finally, since this study seeks to apply the exegetical insights gained from the development of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm and its connection to the remainder of Matthew and earlier chapters of Acts to an expanded and clarified understanding of biblical Ecclesiology, it will be helpful to consult a number of relevant theological works. These will include biblical, systematic and dogmatic theologies, as well as works specifically on Ecclesiology, and works dealing with Ecclesiology as it relates to the texts addressed in this study. However, it should be noted at the beginning that almost nothing has been written in regard to the ecclesiological implications of the latter chapters of Matthew, a key area of this study (see Chapter Three).

---

CHAPTER 1: CHIASMUS: INVERTED PARALLELISMS AND THEIR PRESENCE IN SCRIPTURE

The Study of Chiasmus

In modern scholarship, the study of chiasmus as a principle of literary construction began with J.A. Bengel’s *Gnomon novi testament*, published in 1742, in which he first called attention to chiasmus. In the nineteenth century, significant works by John Jebb, Thomas Boys, and John Forbes furthered the investigation into chiastic structures. It was not, however, until the early twentieth century, thanks especially to the work of Nils Lund, that the study of chiasmus began to attract much greater attention. Since then chiasmus has been explored quite extensively, and many scholars such as John Breck and John Welch have found that the proper identification and

---


31 This is evidenced by the fact that one can find a vast number of articles dealing with the existence of chiasmus in numerous parts of Scripture with even the briefest of searches of scholarly databases.
interpretation of this literary structure can be invaluable for understanding the true meaning of a text in which it is found.\textsuperscript{32}

Form and Function of Chiasms

A chiasmus, often referred to as chiasm or chiastic structure, is a literary structure which involves parallelism of words, phrases or ideas, entire sentences, or even larger literary units. The word chiasmus is from the Greek \textit{chiazein}, which means to place in the shape of the letter \textit{chi} (\(X\)) or crosswise.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, while synonymous parallelism, which is quite familiar to students of Hebrew poetry, might express a pattern of parallel ideas one after the other, e.g., \(A-A'-B-B'\), chiastic or inverted parallelism would express parallel ideas, phrases, etc., in an inverted but balanced manner, e.g., \(A-B-B'-A'\). A basic example of inverted parallelism can be seen in Mark 2:27:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The Sabbath (A)} & \quad \text{was made for man (B)} \\
\text{not man (B')} & \quad \text{for the Sabbath (A')} 
\end{align*}
\]

The idea of being a crosswise or “chiastic” structure is effectively demonstrated here, but a chiasmus is typically written out as follows:

\textsuperscript{32} Breck, \textit{The Shape of Biblical Language}.

A The Sabbath
   B was made for man
   B’ and not man
   A’ for the Sabbath.\(^{34}\)

While this example shows clearly the idea of inverted parallelism, it does not clearly demonstrate a third basic feature often associated with chiasmus, which is climactic centrality.\(^ {35}\) Climactic centrality is an important feature of chiastic patterns, so much so that many see this as the defining feature of chiasmus. John Breck defines chiasmus as a, “…literary form consisting of two or more parallel lines structured about a central theme whose detection and proper analysis open new and significant avenues toward understanding the author’s message.”\(^{36}\) Peter Ellis is also emphatic about the importance of the central element in a chiasmus, stating:

Chiastic structure is valuable for helping us discover the beginning and end of a narrative or discourse. By definition a chiasm begins and ends with matching verses, e.g., a-b-a’ or a-b-c-b’-a’ where the a and a’ are paralleled, containing similar terms or themes. Yet, it is still more valuable as an aid to discerning the central message of the narrative or discourse.\(^ {37}\)

Ellis is referring here specifically to the fact that in the Gospel of John, the central message or theme is most often found in the central section of the chiasmus, but he undoubtedly sees climactic centrality as a vital feature of chiastic structures generally, which he continually makes evident in his article. While some more than others see climactic centrality as a defining feature of chiasmus, what is important to note about the presence of a chiastic structure is that awareness


\(^{35}\) Ibid.

\(^{36}\) Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language, 1.

of its presence, especially in a larger literary unit, can help the reader understand the meaning of that unit and give further insight for the text in which it is located. The way in which reading with an understanding that a chiastic structure is present will be further developed shortly.

Chiasmus in the Old Testament

Inverted parallelism, or chiastic structuring, was popular in ancient times. These literary forms have been identified in Summo-Akkadian, Ugaritic, Aramaic, Classical Greek, and Latin literature, and according to Dorsey, “ancient writers and audiences seem to have appreciated the pattern immensely, if its frequency in ancient literature is any indication.” It is not surprising then, that, as Dorsey explains, “The symmetric (or chiastic or introverted) pattern is also relatively common in the Hebrew Bible.” Chiasmus has been identified in the Law, the Prophets, and Wisdom literature of the Old Testament.

While traditional parallelism, the balancing of two paired lines, either directly or antithetically, to express a theme in complementary ways, is a common, if not the defining feature of Hebrew poetry, inverted parallelism, or chiasmus, has been identified in many portions of wisdom and poetic literature in the Old Testament as well. Though many chiasms are short, only a few verses or even one verse, Robert Alden has identified at least 19 psalms among the first 50, which he believes are structured chiastically in their entirety. Some of these

---

38 Welch, *Chiasmus in Antiquity*.


40 Ibid., 30.

41 Alden, “Chiastic Psalms.”
arrangements have garnered more support from other scholars than others, such as Psalm 8, which Alden arranges as follows:

A Benediction (v. 1)
   B God's rule (vv. 2-3)
   C Man's meanness (v. 4)
   C' Man's greatness (v. 5)
   B' Man's rule (v. 6-8)
A' Benediction (v. 9)\(^{42}\)

Anthony Ceresko also find chiasmus to be a common literary structure in Hebrew poetry, citing several examples from Psalms: 105:1-6, 7-11; 89:1-5; 145:11-12; 51:1-11, as well as poetic portions of other books such as 2 Samuel 1:19-27 and Hosea 8:9-13.\(^{43}\) Another example of the importance of chiastic structure in the Wisdom Literature is David Dorsey’s understanding of the structure of Song of Songs. He recognizes that chiastic structuring can be found throughout the book on the microstructural level, that is, smaller units consisting of a few up to several verses. However, Dorsey, building on the work of J. Cheryl Exum\(^{44}\) and William H. Shea\(^{45}\), proposes that the entirety of Song of Songs is arranged in a large, overarching chiastic structure. He argues, rather convincingly, that the macrostructure of the book consists of seven parts, each having some chiastic arrangement within, and can be demonstrated as follows:

\(^{42}\) Ibid., 13; See also, Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language, 40–42, who essentially agrees with this arrangement, though he give a much more detailed explanation of the arrangement and its implications for understanding.


A Opening Words of Mutual Love and Desire (1.2-2.7): 7 speeches, alternating between the young woman and the young man, chiastic
   1. Solomon mentioned by name
   2. Brothers mistreat (?) the young woman
   3. Her self-assurance regarding her beauty
   4. Her vineyard contrasted with her brothers'
   5. Apple tree as a place of lovemaking
   6. She would keep him as a sachet between her breasts
   7. Closed by refrain, 'His left arm... '

B His Invitation to Her to Join Him in the Countryside (2.8-17): 3 or 4 parts, chiastic
   1. Description of the renewal of spring and nature
   2. Flowers and grapevines; vineyards in bloom
   3. He comes to her home to invite her
   4. Ends with refrain, 'My lover is mine... '

C Her Dream of Him and Their Union (3.1-5): 7 parts, chiastic
   1. Begins with her in bed at night
   2. She yearns for her absent lover
   3. She goes out to search for him in the streets
   4. She is found by the city watchmen
   5. Refrain, 'My lover is mine... ', at beginning

D The Wedding (3.6-5.1): 7 parts, chiastic
   1. Mention of the name of Solomon
   2. Dramatic climax in 4.16-5.1

C´ Her Dream, and Their Expressions of Admiration for One Another (5.2-7.11 [10]): 7 parts, chiastic
   1. Begins with her in bed at night
   2. She yearns for her absent lover
   3. She goes out to search for him in the streets
   4. She is found by the city watchmen
   5. Refrain, 'I am my lover's... ', at end

B´ Her Invitation to Him to Join Her in the Countryside (7.12[ll]-8.4): 3 parts
   1. Description of the renewal of spring and nature
   2. Flowers and grapevines; vineyards in bloom
   3. She would bring him to her home
   4. Refrain, 'I am my lover's... ', at beginning

A´ Closing Words of Mutual Love and Desire (8.5-14): 7 speeches, alternating between the young woman and young man; chiastic
   1. Solomon mentioned by name
   2. Brothers belittle (?) the young woman
   3. Her self-assurance regarding her beauty
   4. Her vineyard contrasted (?) with Solomon's others
This arrangement puts the wedding scene as the centerpiece and major focal point of the entire song, which is not surprising in a song celebrating the adoration of two lovers, and which fits well with the idea of the central theme being a major focal point in chiastic structures, as mentioned above. Luter, building on Dorsey’s proposed structure, goes even further, and demonstrates that, while Song of Songs is one grand chiasmus, each section is itself structured chiastically as well. It is clear from the abundance of research that there is agreement among many scholars that inverted parallelism or chiasmus is an important literary feature in Hebrew poetry.

Chiasmus as a literary feature is not limited only to poetic sections of the Old Testament but can be observed in the legal and narrative sections as well. In the legal sections of the Pentateuch, many instances of repetitious language can be explained, according to Lund, not by the mere formality of language as with modern legal documents, but because they follow a verifiable chiastic pattern. Some are straightforward, e.g., Lev. 11:24-28, which contains seven

---


sections, the lines of which are alternating parallelisms, while the sections or groups of lines are chiastic:

A And by these ye shall become unclean

B Whosoever toucheth the carcass of them shall be unclean until even;
   And whosoever beareth aught of the carcass of them shall wash his clothes,
   And be unclean until even.

C Every beast which parteth the hoof, and is not clovenfootted, nor cheweth the cud, is unclean unto you

D Every one that toucheth them shall be unclean

C’ And whatsoever goeth upon its paws, among all the beasts that go on all four, they are unclean unto you

B’ Whosoever toucheth their carcass shall be unclean until even,
   And he that beareth the carcass of them shall wash his clothes,
   And be unclean until even.

A’ They are unclean unto you.

Other examples are more extensive and contain even more layers, e.g., Lev. 14:10-20 and 14:21-32. Of these, Lund says, “[T]hese laws show an elaborate combination of chiastic and alternating lines with traces of numerical symmetry; they also illustrate the law of distribution of related ideas at the extremes and at the centre.”49 Other examples of symmetric patterning in legal section can be seen in Ex. 21:2-22:27 and Ex. 22:28-23:19,50 but it is not limited only to legal language.

Chiasmus can be seen in the narrative sections of the Pentateuch and Prophets as well. Lund sees a chiastic pattern in Gen. 3:9-17, which describes the meeting between the fallen pair and God, the characters being introduced as the man (v. 9), the woman (v. 12), and the serpent


(v. 13), and the meting out of the punishments for their sin, which are pronounced in reverse order: to the serpent (v. 14), to the woman (v. 16), and to the man (v. 17). Similarly, Dorsey recognizes chiastic structuring in Gen. 3, but as part of a larger structure that spans from Gen. 2:4-3:24:

A Creation of Man (2:4-17)
   B Creation of Woman (2:18-25)
      C Serpent in conversation with woman (3:1-5)
         D Sin and God’s uncovering of it (3: 6-13)
      C’ Punishment of serpent (3:14-15)
   B’ Punishment of woman (3:16)
A’ Punishment of man (3:17-24)

Dorsey also identifies many symmetric patterns in other narrative sections such as the story of the flood (Gen. 6:9-9:19), the Tower of Babel (Gen 11:1-9), the Exodus (Ex 6:14-13:16), the wilderness journey (Num. 10:11-21:20), and the story of Rahab (Josh. 2). Another example of chiasmus in narrative can be seen in the book of Ruth, which Boyd Luter and Richard Rigsby take to be a single, extended chiasmus.

In addition, Dorsey detects symmetric patterning, or chiasm, in many of the major and minor prophets. For example, he finds chiastic patters in each chapter of Daniel 1-6. Boyd Luter has identified Daniel 7 as a chiasmus, pointing to vv. 13-14 discussing the Son of Man coming

---


on the clouds and his dominion being everlasting as the focal center.\textsuperscript{55} Lund also finds chiasmus in the prophets, especially Isaiah\textsuperscript{56} and Habakkuk, the entirety of which he and Walker see as being one large chiasmus.\textsuperscript{57} Some of the most extensive work done in identifying chiasm in narrative sections of the Old Testament has been done by Yehuda Radday. In his work, he seeks to prove that many narrative sections of the Old Testament are chiastically built, and that recognizing this is a key to properly interpreting many narratives. He identifies and defends the existence of chiasm in virtually every narrative book.\textsuperscript{58} Though certain examples of chiasm in the Old Testament may be disputed, the overwhelming consensus of scholars, especially those who have done in depth study on the topic, is that the prevalence and importance of chiasmus in Hebrew literature cannot be ignored.

Chiasmus in the New Testament

Having established the use of chiasmus among ancient near eastern writers, and specifically those that wrote the Hebrew Scriptures, this study will now turn to the New Testament in order to show that the use of chiastic structuring was still in practice by the time these writings were composed. Lund concludes that, despite Greek literary influence, there remained in the first century A.D. a residue of the Semitic form among the writers of the New Testament, which lent itself to the use of symmetric parallelism and chiasmus in their writings.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} Lund, \textit{Chiasmus in the New Testament}, 64ff.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Lund and Walker, “The Literary Structure of the Book of Habakkuk.”
\end{itemize}
In fact, the entirety of his work in *Chiasmus in the New Testament* was “…devoted to the tracing of the Hebrew literary influence on the Greek text of the New Testament; more definitely, they [the pages therein] discuss one particular Hebrew form, namely the extensive use of inverted order commonly called chiasmus.”\(^5^9\) To be sure, the Hebrew literary forms must have influenced the writers of the New Testament, as they would have been greatly familiar with and influenced by the writings of the Old Testament, but the distinction between Greek and Semitic influence in the New Testament may not have been as clear as Lund believed.

According to Welch, chiasmus, being employed to varying degrees, appears in Greek and Latin literature from the time of Homer through to the later Roman writers.\(^6^0\) Augustine Stock, in his “Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity,” has shown that the educational practices from Homeric, Hellenistic, and Roman periods (1000 B.C. to A.D. 500) lent themselves well to the use and recognition of chiasmus. He explains that in Roman times, children had to learn the alphabet forwards, backwards, and then both ways at once, for example alpha-omega, beta-psi, gamma-chi…mu-nu, commenting that, “This exercise could not help but to contribute to chiastic awareness.”\(^6^1\) Other features of Greek and Roman education such as the importance of rhetoric likely contributed to an awareness of chiastic forms as well. Stock, who is specifically concerned with Mark’s Gospel in this work, says, “Mark, then, was writing to readers/hearers well-equipped by their education to recognize and appreciate chiasmus,”\(^6^2\) and, based on his findings concerning ancient education and the influence of Hebrew forms from in the Old Testament, the same could be said for all readers/hearers of the New Testament writings in the first century.

\(^{6^0}\) Welch, *Chiasmus in Antiquity*.
\(^{6^1}\) Stock, “Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity,” 24.
\(^{6^2}\) Ibid., 26.
If, then, the original audiences of the New Testament writings were predisposed to recognize and appreciate chiastic structuring, it should come as no surprise that Lund and many following him have identified chiasms throughout the New Testament. In the writings of the Apostle Paul, numerous chiastic structures have been identified. Concerning Paul’s style, Lund acknowledges that many have found it difficult. He says, “[Paul’s writings] suffer from a diffuse and repetitious style, which, at times, makes it difficult to construe his sentences. Even when there is no difficulty in following his thought, his literary style appears heavy and cumbersome.”63 However, he goes on to explain that, with a proper understanding of Paul’s Hebrew heritage, his style should not be seen as literarily deficient, but rather one that fuses literary conventions of his time with those of common in the Old Testament, such as regular use of chiasmus.64 1 Corinthians has been particularly identified by scholars as containing many examples of chiastic structuring. Lund identifies smaller sections where chiastic structuring is used, such as 1 Cor. 11:8-12, and, interestingly, notes that it is a chiastic structure made up of even smaller inverted parallelisms:

A  For the man is not of the woman, but the woman of the man.

B  For neither was the man created for the woman, but the woman for the man.

C  For this cause the woman ought to have authority upon her head because of the angels.


64 Ibid., 143–44.
Nevertheless, neither is the woman without the man, nor the man without the woman, in the Lord.

For as the woman is of the man, so is also man by the woman; but all things are of God.65

Other sections of 1 Corinthians have been proposed as chiasms as well, including: 9:1-27,66 10:1-11:34,67 11:34b-14:40,68 12:31-14:1,69 15:35-37.70 While this list gives a sampling of the chiastic structures identified within 1 Corinthians, Breck, pointing to the several examples of chiasm in this letter, states, “These passages (and we could point to many others here and elsewhere in the apostle’s writings) indicate…that Paul ‘thought’ chiastically,’ that his process of reasoning was shaped and given expression by the principles of concentric parallelism. Even in the heat of debate he draws upon those principles…”71 Perhaps most interesting for the present study, as they demonstrate well the existence of larger chiasms, are the proposals for the letter being arranged as a single long chiasm. Welch proposes the following arrangement:

I: Introduction (1:1-9)

II: Division in the Church regarding Leadership:
Resolution in Christ crucified (1:10-2:5)

65 Ibid., 148.
67 Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language.
69 Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity.
70 Jeremias, “Chiasmus in Den Paulusbriefen.”
71 Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language, 217.
III: Man is led by the Spirit of God (2:6-4:21)

IV: Sexual Problems within the Church (5:1-7:40)

IV’: Idolatry within the Church (8:1-11:34)

III’: Man is led by the Gifts of God (12:1-14:40)

II’: Divisions in the Church regarding Resurrection: Resolution in Christ resurrected

I’: Conclusion (16:1-24)\textsuperscript{72}

Breck concurs that Paul consciously and intentionally structured the letter chiastically, but he offers the following modified structure:

\textbf{A} (1:1-9): Opening greetings.

\textbf{B} (1:1-17): Parties create division [Stephanas named].


\textbf{I} (9:1-2): Paul as an apostle is free in Christ.


\textbf{F’} (11:17-34): Abuses in the Body (Lord’s Supper).


\textsuperscript{72} Welch, \textit{Chiasmus in Antiquity}, 216f.
B’ (16:1-18): Jerusalem collection creates unity [Stephanas named].

1 Corinthians demonstrates well the presence in Paul’s writings of shorter and longer chiastic structures, but his use of chiasmus is not limited to this letter.

Paul’s use of chiasmus has been identified in many of his other writings as well. One particularly noteworthy instance is 2 Corinthians 1:12-7:16. As Craig Blomberg explains in his article, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” understanding this section as an extended chiasmus can help answer previously contested questions concerning structure and unity of this letter. After thoroughly discussing the criteria for identifying chiasms (which will be discussed in depth below), Blomberg concludes that 1:12-7:16 should be understood in light of the following structure:

A 1:12-22 – The Corinthians can rightly boast in Paul
B 1:23-2:11 – grief and comfort over the painful letter; hope for the forgiving offender
C 2:12-13 – looking for Titus in Macedonia
D 2:14-4:6 – a series of contrasts – belief vs. unbelief, centered on Christians as the letters of the living God, in glory being transformed into his image
  a 2:14-16a – death vs. life
  b 2:16b-3:3 – false vs true approaches to ministry
  c 3:4-18 – old covenant vs. new
  b’ 4:1-2 – false vs. true approaches to ministry
  a’ 4:3-6 – darkness vs. light
E 4:7-5:10 – surviving and triumphing despite every hardship (esp. vv. 8-10)
F 5:11-21 – theological climax: the ministry of reconciliation
E’ 6:1-10 – surviving and triumphing despite every hardship (esp. vv. 8-10)
D’ 6:11-7:4 - a series of contrasts – belief vs. unbelief, centered on Christians as the temple of the living God, in light being transformed into his holiness

---

This is another, very convincing, example of an extended chiasmus, which contains shorter chiasms within. Romans 10:9-10 is argued by both Jeremias and Breck to be chiastically structured, though they differ slightly on the precise form. Breck also identifies chiastic structuring and believes it can add to proper understanding to other noteworthy passages in Paul’s writings such as the Christological hymn of Philippians 2:5-11 and the much discussed passage concerning the relationship of husbands to wives in Ephesians 5:21-33. Many other examples of chiasmus in the Pauline corpus exist, though they are too numerous to list here. What is clear from the examples given and the many others identified by scholars, is that chiasmus is an important literary structure in Paul’s letters, and its recognition is significant.

Throughout the General Epistles, less instances of chiastic structuring have been identified, though there are still some examples proposed, especially by Welch. He proposes a “loose” chiastic structuring for James, and somewhat more convincingly provides a chiastic

---

74 Blomberg, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7.”

75 Jeremias, “Chiismus in Den Paulusbriefen”; Breck, *The Shape of Biblical Language*.

76 Breck, *The Shape of Biblical Language*, 222–33; See also, Boyd Luter and Michelle V. Lee, “Philippians as Chiasmus: Key to the Structure, Unity and Theme Questions,” *New Testament Studies* 41, no. 1 (January 1995): 89–101 in which the authors argue that Philippians is a single extended chiasmus.

outline for Jude.⁷⁸ Study of the book of Hebrews has proven more fruitful in the area of chiasmus research. Victor Rhee sees both Hebrews 1:1-14⁷⁹ and 10:19-39⁸⁰ as chiasms, while others such as Vanhoye, in his widely recognized structuring of Hebrews, have shown the entire book to be arranged as an extended chiasmus.⁸¹

Concerning Revelation, Lund proposes a chiastic structure for the entire book, though this is based on his understanding that several sections have been relocated by later editors. Others, such as Kenneth Strand and Michelle Lee have proposed overarching chiastic structures for the entirety of Revelation.⁸² Lund, in addition to proposing that Revelation is an extended chiasmus also finds chiastic structures throughout Revelation, e.g. the last series of seven angels, 17:1-22:5.⁸³ While Breck does not propose a chiastic pattern for Revelation, he does believe that, “Examples of authentic chiasmus can be found throughout the writing…,”⁸⁴ which include 9:17d-18, 14:9b-11, and 21:1-4.

Though there is less evidence of chiasmus in the non-Pauline epistles and Revelation, or at least less work has been done in this area, there is no shortage of evidence for chiastic structuring in the Gospels and Acts. John’s Gospel has received much attention from a few

---

⁷⁸ Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity.


⁸⁴ Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language, 201.
scholars on this topic. Notably, Peter Ellis, in his “Inclusion, Chiasm, and Division in the Fourth Gospel,” has examined the entirety of John’s Gospel with regard to chiasmus and has found its use to be pervasive throughout. He, in addition to finding smaller chiasms throughout John, believes the entire book to be structured chiastically. While the many chiasms detected by Ellis are too numerous to give here, a very brief outline of the overarching chiastic structure he proposes for the Gospel of John is as follows:

A  Part I: 1:19-4:3 – Witness and Discipleship  
B  Part II: 4:4-6:15 – Response: Positive and Negative  
B’ Part IV: 6:22-12:11 – Response: Positive and Negative  
A’ Part V: 12:12-21:25 – Witness and Discipleship85

The prologue is noticeably absent from the proposed outline given by Ellis, and, though it is distinct from the rest of John’s Gospel, it too, he explains is constructed chiastically.86 The evidence for chiastic structuring of the prologue and its importance is supported by the work of Culpepper and Staley as well.87 Ellis is so convinced of the presence and importance of chiasmus in the Gospel, he states:

In completing the chiastic analysis of John's gospel, what has been far more significant than detecting inclusions and chiasms, has been the recognition of a total and persuasive consistency in the style of the author. For those who put little stock in inclusions and even less in chiasms, this consistency of style should buttress the contention, previously almost impossible to prove, that one man and one man only is responsible for the overall composition of this gospel.88

86 Ibid., 284.
88 Ellis, “Inclusion, Chiasm, and the Division of the Fourth Gospel,” 279. Each chiastic layer, according to Ellis, is made up of five sequences, which are themselves constructed chiastically as well.
Other scholars have also detected the presence of chiastic structures in John, and some even concur with the overall chiastic structuring of the entire gospel.\footnote{See, Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity; Breck, “Chiasmus as a Key to Biblical Interpretation”; Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language.}

As already noted above, Augustine Stock’s article, “Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity,” was written primarily to show the likelihood that the original audience of Mark’s Gospel would have understood and appreciated the presence of chiasmus in that work. He argues that Mark did, in fact, effectively employ that literary device in 2:1-3:6 and 3:20-35 as proposed by Wilfrid Harrington in his commentary on Mark.\footnote{Stock, “Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity”; See also Wilfrid J. Harrington, Mark (Wilmington, DE: M. Glazier, 1990).} Lund, in his discussion of the Gospels, notes several instances of chiasmus in Mark, e.g., 2:13-3:8,\footnote{Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament, 229ff.} and Benson Goh proposes that chiasmus is especially important in Mark 11 and 12.\footnote{Benson Goh, “The Charge of Being Deluded Interpreters of Scripture: A Reassessment of the Importance of Chiasms in Mark 11-12,” The Journal of Inductive Biblical Studies 2, no. 1 (2015): 30–61, https://doi.org/10.7252/JOURNAL.02.2015S.03.} Breck sees chiastic structures as especially prevalent in Mark, citing 1:12-13, 9:2-10, 10:46-52 as clear examples, and he further breaks down Mark’s Gospel into individual units, almost all of which contain chiastic structures or concentric parallelism. He states, “In fact it is no exaggeration to say that the entire Second Gospel is structured according to the principles of concentric parallelism.”\footnote{Breck, “Chiasmus as a Key to Biblical Interpretation,” 123. It should be noted that Breck does make a distinction between concentric parallelism and chiasmus, insomuch as he believes a true chiasmus must contain a clearly defined central element that is the focus of the structure.}

Luke and Acts are also shown to contain chiasmus in several places. Breck gives special attention to the Lukan infancy narrative, in which he finds several chasms: 1:7-25; 1:28-38; 1:68-78, the “Benedictus” of Zechariah; and 2:41-51, the story of Jesus at the Temple.\footnote{Breck, The Shape of Biblical Language, 99ff.}
likewise notes that Luke contains chiasmus in parables such as the great banquet, 14:16-24, and the parable of the two sons, usually referred to as the prodigal son, 15:11-32.\textsuperscript{95} Charles Talbert points to the journey of Jesus to Jerusalem, specifically Luke 10:21-18:30, as an extended chiasmus. He explains, “From the foregoing analysis of the Third Evangelist's use of his sources in the central section of the Gospel it appears that there are certain definite signs that Luke deliberately adapted his materials in order to achieve the chiastic structure…”\textsuperscript{96} He also observes that Luke has used the same chiastic structuring in the narrative of Paul’s journey, which ends in Jerusalem, Acts 15:1-21:26.\textsuperscript{97} Kenneth Wolfe has gone so far as to propose that Luke has set up both volumes, Luke and Acts, in a chiastic pattern, or ring structure as he refers to it. Less what he takes to be the introductory material of each book, Luke 1:1-4:13, the birth of Jesus to the beginning of his ministry, and Acts 1:1-11, which he takes to be a summary of the Luke’s Gospel and introduction of the theme of Acts, he gives the following structure for Luke and Acts together:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[A] Galilee (Luke 4:14-9:50)
  \item[B] “Journey to Jerusalem” – through Samaria and Judea (Luke 9:51-19:40)
  \item[C] Jerusalem (Luke 19:41-24:49)
  \item[D] Ascension (Luke 24:50-51)
  \item[C'] Jerusalem (Acts 1:12-8:1a)
  \item[B'] Judea and Samaria (Acts 8:1b-11:18)
  \item[A'] To the end of the earth (Acts 11:19-28:31)\textsuperscript{98}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{95} Ibid., 152-153. Breck also notes the use of chiasmus in other places in Luke as well, but these demonstrate well his contention that it is not an uncommon feature in Luke’s Gospel.


\textsuperscript{97} Ibid., 56–57.

While the proposed overarching chiastic structure of Luke-Acts is interesting, it has not, to date, been taken up by many scholars as a likely feature. However, along with other New Testament writings, Luke and Acts have also been shown to contain shorter and longer sections, which are constructed chiastically.

Matthew’s Gospel, with which the present study is primarily concerned, also contains numerous examples of chiasmus. Lund pointed to shorter passages such as Matthew 13:13-18 and longer discourses like the missionary discourse, 10:5-11:1, and Jesus’ discourses on authority and the law, 12:22-45 as examples of chiasmus in the First Gospel. He also devotes significant space to the Sermon on the Mount in order to demonstrate that chiasmus determines the organization of the entire sermon as well as many of the individual units within. Welch and Breck seem to agree on this, and Welch following Lund offers this outline of Matthew 4:25-8:1:

X: Introduction: Multitudes, mountain, teaching (4:25-5:2)
      Z: The Higher Quality of Christian Righteousness:
         It is Higher than that of Jew or Gentile (5:17–18, 20–47)
      Z’: The Higher Quality of Christian Righteousness:
         It is Perfection according to the Golden Rule (5:48–7:12)
X’: Conclusion: Teaching, mountain, multitudes (7:28–8:1)

---


Welch also points out that many of Jesus’ parables in Matthew are chiastic, such as the parable of the wheat and tares, Matt. 13:24-30, and the parable of the ten bridesmaids, Matt. 25:1-13. John Nolland gives a number of examples of chiastic structures in Matthew, and 1979, David Wenham proposed a still widely accepted chiasm in Matthew 13. In addition, Charles Talbert lists several alternative chiastic structures for Matthew 10, and Luter has also published a chiastic structuring of the end of Matthew, 27:50-28:20, in dealing with the subject of the presence and roles of women disciples in the Gospels. Others have identified chiastic structures in Matt. 1:18-25, Matt. 1-2, Matt. 11-12, Matt. 21-25, and even the Gospel as a whole. Breck also noting chiastic structuring throughout the Gospel of Matthew, explains it is quite pervasive in the First Gospel to the point that, “…the author relied on

102 Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity.
109 Boerman, “The Chiastic Structure of Matthew 11-12.”
chiasmus more than most interpreters have been aware.” As Gary Derickson states, “The presence of chiasms in Matthew’s Gospel is commonly accepted,” and yet, there have been relatively few well-received proposals of chiastic structures in the section of Matthew in which the proposal that is the focus of this paper (i.e., 16:13-18:20) is found. One reasonably well-known older example is Paul Gaechter’s view of interlocking chiasms in Matthew 14:1-16:20 and 16:13-17:17 (with 16:13-20 being the overlapping text found in both structures). A more recent example is Charles Talbert’s inverted parallel structuring of Matthew 16:21-17:27. However, as this study will show, the proposed structure spanning from 16:13-18:20 is more compelling than even these proposals and is a stronger candidate for being a legitimate chiasmus. From the discussion above, it has been shown that chiasmus is present throughout the Scriptures and most certainly in the First Gospel. It is with this in mind that the present study will seek to demonstrate the existence of the newly identified chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20, but first some criteria must be established for identifying and establishing the existence of such a structure.

Identifying Chiastic Structures and Their Meaning

As has been discussed at length, numerous chiastic structures have been identified throughout both the Old and New Testaments, and of particular importance for this study, especially in the Gospel of Matthew, but in order to rightly evaluate the existence of such a

---

113 Ibid., 106.
116 Talbert, Matthew, 201–12.
structure, some criteria must be established. Though the importance of Lund’s work in establishing the popularity of the study of chiasmus is undisputed, his method in identifying such structures is viewed by many, even the authors of the preface to the 1992 reprint of his *Chiasmus in the New Testament*, as somewhat loose. How, then, can one know if a passage, especially an extended section of Scripture, should truly be regarded as chiastic in order to evaluate it as such? In his article, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” Blomberg offers nine helpful suggested criteria for detecting extended chiasmus:

1. There must be a problem in perceiving the structure of the text in question, which more conventional outlines fail to resolve… If a more straightforward structure can adequately account for the textual data, recourse to less obvious arrangements of the material would seem, at the very least, to risk obscuring what was already clear.
2. There must be clear examples of parallelism between the two "halves" of the hypothesized chiasmus, to which commentators call attention even when they propose quite different outlines for the text overall. In other words, the chiasmus must be based on hard data in the text which most readers note irrespective of their overall synthesis. Otherwise it is too simple to see what one wants to see and to impose on the text an alien structural grid.
3. Verbal (or grammatical) parallelism as well as conceptual (or structural) parallelism should characterize most if not all of the corresponding pairs of subdivisions. The repetitive nature of much biblical writing makes it very easy for general themes to recur in a variety of patterns.
4. The verbal parallelism should involve central or dominant imagery or terminology, not peripheral or trivial language. Ancient writers often employed key terms as catchwords to link passages together, although the material they considered central does not always match modern preconceptions of what is important.
5. Both verbal and conceptual parallelism should involve words and ideas not regularly found elsewhere within the proposed chiasmus. Most unpersuasive proposals fail to meet this criterion; while the pairings suggested may be plausible, a little ingenuity can demonstrate equally close parallelism between numerous other pairs of passages which do not support a chiastic whole.
6. Multiple sets of correspondences between passages opposite each other in the chiasmus as well as multiple members of the chiasmus itself are desirable. A simple ABA' or ABB' A' pattern is so common to so many different forms of rhetoric that it usually yields few startlingly profound insights. Three or four members repeated in inverse sequence may be more significant. Five or more elements paired in sequence usually resist explanations which invoke subconscious or accidental processes.
7. The outline should divide the text at natural breaks which would be agreed upon even by those proposing very different structures to account for the whole. If a proposed chiasmus

---

frequently violates the natural "paragraphing" of the text which would otherwise emerge, then the proposal becomes less probable.

8. The center of the chiasmus, which forms its climax, should be a passage worthy of that position in light of its theological or ethical significance. If its theme were in some way repeated in the first and last passages of the text, as is typical in chiasmus, the proposal would become that much more plausible.

9. Finally, ruptures in the outline should be avoided if at all possible. Having to argue that one or more of the members of the reverse part of the structure have been shifted from their corresponding locations in the forward sequence substantially weakens the hypothesis; in postulating chiasmus, exceptions disprove the rule.¹¹¹¹

Welch also offers a helpful and more extensive list in his article, “Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus”:

1. Objectivity: The proposed pattern, the inverted parallel order, is clearly evident in the text.
2. Purpose: There is a clear literary reason for the author’s use of a chiasm.
3. Boundaries: A chiasm is stronger if it operates across a literary unit as a whole and not only upon fragments or sections which overlap or cut across significant organizational lines intrinsic to the text.
4. Competition with other forms: Chiasmus is more dominant in a passage when it is the only structuring device employed there. Chiasmus becomes less significant to the extent that a competing literary device or explanation of the arrangement of the words or thoughts more readily accounts for an apparently chiastic placement of elements.
5. Length: The longer the proposed chiasm, the higher its degree of chiasticity. In other words, a chiasm composed of six words introduced in one order and then repeated in the opposite order is more extensively chiastic than a structure composed of three repeated words.
6. Density: The more compact the proposed structure, or the fewer irrelevancies between its elements, the higher the degree of chiasticity.
7. Dominance: A convincing analysis must account for and embrace the dominant nouns, verbs, and distinctive phrases in the text.
8. Mavericks: A chiasm loses potency when key elements in the system appear extraneously outside the proposed structure.
9. Reduplication: If the same word or element appears over and over within the system, the likelihood is greater that some other kind of repetition (including random repetition) is predominant in the passage instead of chiasmus.
10. Centrality: The crux of a chiasm is generally its central turning point. Without a well-defined centerpiece or distinct crossing effect, there is little reason for seeing chiasmus. Inverting is the essence of chiasmus, so the clearer the reversal at the center point, the stronger the chiasticity of the passage.
11. Balance: Ideally, the elements on both sides of the proposed focal point should be nearly equal, in terms of number of words, lines, or elements.

12. Climax: A strong chiasm will emphasize the central element of the passage as its focal climax.
13. Return: A chiasm is more complete where its beginning and end combine to create a strong sense of return and completion.
14. Compatibility: The chiasticity of a passage is greater when it works comfortably and consistently together with the overall style of the author.
15. Aesthetics: Further factors become relevant in assessing a passage's degree of chiasticity, such as the author's fluency with the form; consistency in sustaining the structure, balance, and harmony; pliability at the turning point; and meaningful applications of the form that do not resort to subtleties so obscure as to be esoteric or awkward.\footnote{119}

Other scholars have offered criteria for identifying and evaluating the likelihood of the presence of chiasmus as well, such as Lund, though his criteria are not as clearly systematized.\footnote{120} Mark Boda, in his article, “Chiasmus in Ubiquity: Symmetrical Mirages in Nehemiah 9,” primarily gives negative categories, pointing out errors that have commonly occurred leading to false identification of chiasmus.\footnote{121} While both of these sources are helpful, their criteria can essentially be subsumed under those already given by Blomberg and Welch. Since Welch and Blomberg have provided the most cogent lists of criteria for identifying chiasmus, it will be best to evaluate their proposed criteria and establish which will be used to assess the proposed Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus. Looking back to Welch’s list, several of Blomberg’s criteria fit within the same categories as those given by Welch, though there are

\footnote{119} Welch, “Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus.”

\footnote{120} Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament.

\footnote{121} Boda, “Chiasmus in Ubiquity”; See also David J. Clark, “Criteria for Identifying Chiasm,” Linguística Bíblica 35 (1975): 63–72. Clark’s work, rather than actually offering criteria, seeks to analyze and raise question concerning the criteria proposed by Joanna Dewey, which are, “(1) content - the theme or themes of each pericope, (2) form or structure - the type of narrative and/or dialogue of which the pericope is composed, (3) language - primarily the occurrence of catchwords...(4) setting, and (5) theology.”; See Joanna Dewey, “Literary Structure of the Controversy Stories in Mark 2:1-3:6,” Journal of Biblical Literature 92, no. 3 (September 1973): 394–401.
some unique criteria given by Blomberg. If the two lists are combined together, it would form a list as follows:\footnote{Welch has helpfully combined both his own criteria and those of Blomberg in a chart on his website - https://chiasmusresources.org/criteria-chart. Welch’s chart actually displays the criteria of several other authors as well, but, as stated above, these essentially all fall within the categories given by Welch and Blomberg.}:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for presence of chiasmus</th>
<th>Welch</th>
<th>Blomberg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectivity</strong></td>
<td>1. The proposed pattern, the inverted parallel order, is clearly evident in the text.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
<td>2. There is a clear literary reason for the author’s use of a chiasm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boundaries</strong></td>
<td>3. A chiasm is stronger if it operates across a literary unit as a whole and not only upon fragments or sections which overlap or cut across significant organizational lines intrinsic to the text.</td>
<td>7. The outline should divide the text at natural breaks which would be agreed upon even by those proposing very different structures to account for the whole. If a proposed chiasmus frequently violates the natural &quot;paragraphing&quot; of the text which would otherwise emerge, then the proposal becomes less probable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition with other forms</strong></td>
<td>4. Chiasmus is more dominant in a passage when it is the only structuring device employed there. Chiasmus becomes less significant to the extent that a competing literary device or explanation of the arrangement of the words or thoughts more readily accounts for an apparently chiastic placement of elements.</td>
<td>1. There must be a problem in perceiving the structure of the text in question, which more conventional outlines fail to resolve… If a more straightforward structure can adequately account for the textual data, recourse to less obvious arrangements of the material would seem, at the very least, to risk obscuring what was already clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density</strong></td>
<td>5. Length: The longer the proposed chiasm, the higher</td>
<td>6. Multiple sets of correspondences between</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{Welch has helpfully combined both his own criteria and those of Blomberg in a chart on his website - https://chiasmusresources.org/criteria-chart. Welch’s chart actually displays the criteria of several other authors as well, but, as stated above, these essentially all fall within the categories given by Welch and Blomberg.}
its degree of chiasticity. In other words, a chiasm composed of six words introduced in one order and then repeated in the opposite order is more extensively chiastic than a structure composed of three repeated words.

6. The more compact the proposed structure, or the fewer irrelevancies between its elements, the higher the degree of chiasticity.

7. A convincing analysis must account for and embrace the dominant nouns, verbs, and distinctive phrases in the text.

4. The verbal parallelism should involve central or dominant imagery or terminology, not peripheral or trivial language. Ancient writers often employed key terms as catchwords to link passages together, although the material they considered central does not always match modern preconceptions of what is important.

8. Mavericks: A chiasm loses potency when key elements in the system appear extraneously outside the proposed structure.

5. Both verbal and conceptual parallelism should involve words and ideas not regularly found elsewhere within the proposed chiasmus. Most unpersuasive proposals fail to meet this criterion; while the pairings suggested may be plausible, a little ingenuity can demonstrate equally close

9. Reduplication: If the same word or element appears over and over within the system, the likelihood is greater that some other kind of repetition (including random repetition) is predominant in the passage instead of chiasmus.

5. Both verbal and conceptual parallelism should involve words and ideas not regularly found elsewhere within the proposed chiasmus. Most unpersuasive proposals fail to meet this criterion; while the pairings suggested may be plausible, a little ingenuity can demonstrate equally close
| The center has significance | 10. Centrality: The crux of a chiasm is generally its central turning point. Without a well-defined centerpiece or distinct crossing effect, there is little reason for seeing chiasmus. Inverting is the essence of chiasmus, so the clearer the reversal at the center point, the stronger the chiasticity of the passage. 

11. Balance: Ideally, the elements on both sides of the proposed focal point should be nearly equal, in terms of number of words, lines, or elements. 

12. Climax: A strong chiasm will emphasize the central element of the passage as its focal climax. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>2. There must be clear examples of parallelism between the two &quot;halves&quot; of the hypothesized chiasmus, to which commentators call attention even when they propose quite different outlines for the text overall. In other words, the chiasmus must be based on hard data in the text which most readers note irrespective of their overall synthesis. Otherwise it is too simple to see what one wants to see and to impose on the text an alien structural grid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Verbal (or grammatical) parallelism as well as conceptual (or structural) parallelism should characterize most if not all of the corresponding pairs of subdivisions. The repetitive nature of much biblical writing makes it very easy for general themes to recur in a variety of patterns.

9. Ruptures in the outline should be avoided if at all possible. Having to argue that one or more of the members of the reverse part of the structure have been shifted from their corresponding locations in the forward sequence substantially weakens the hypothesis; in postulating chiasmus, exceptions disprove the rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense of Closure</th>
<th>13. Return. A chiasm is more complete where its beginning and end combine to create a strong sense of return and completion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>14. Compatibility. The chiasticity of a passage is greater when it works comfortably and consistently together with the overall style of the author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>15. Aesthetics. Further factors become relevant in assessing a passage's degree of chiasticity, such as the author's fluency with the form; consistency in sustaining the structure, balance, and harmony;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The combining of the two lists is helpful here, as it allows for evaluation and discussion of the criteria in a more efficient manner.

Evaluation of the Welch/Blomberg Criteria for Extended Chiasmus

Concerning the first criterion listed in the chart, that of “Objectivity,” Welch explains that the pattern must be clearly and objectively observable in the text. He says:

If a proposed chiasm consists of elements that are objectively observable in the text, rather than depending on distant parallels or clever linkages that require imaginative commentary to explain, it is more likely that the chiastic character of the text is strong and less likely that the reader has imposed an arrangement upon the text which he or she alone has brought to it. The more evident an arrangement, the greater the degree of chiasticity.”

While it makes sense that objectively observable data to support a chiastic structure would lead to greater chiasticity (as Welch refers to it) of the passage in question, this criterion does not really tell us anything about what that data is. In his argument for objectivity, what is “objectively” observable in the text — how many similarities are required, how much “imaginative commentary” is too much, etc. — is ultimately left to the reader and becomes subjective. It seems that he is saying something along the lines of, “it’s more likely to be a

---

chiasm if it’s clearly chiastic,” which is ultimately unhelpful in assessing the likelihood of the presence of a chiasm. This category will, therefore, not be used in assessing the proposed chiasmus in the next chapter.

The criterion of “Purpose” is somewhat more helpful, though it still seems to be vulnerable to the charge of subjectivity on the part of the observer. Welch is makes the important point the chiasmus can be useful for several purposes, e.g., emphasizing the central point, making important comparisons or contrasts, aiding in memorization, etc., however, it is hard to imagine a scenario in which someone proposing a chiastic structure for a passage would not argue that it has a clear purpose. The issue then becomes whether or not the reader is convinced that the proposed purpose for the chiasm is convincing, which, again becomes somewhat subjective. This criterion can be helpful, though it should be seen as a secondary category to more objectively observable data from the text.

Welch and Blomberg, along with other scholars, note the importance of “Boundaries” in identifying the presence of chiasmus. Welch and Blomberg are essentially in agreement that the proposed chiasm should fit within the natural boundaries of the text in which it is found. In other words, it should not violate the intrinsic organization of the text, i.e., natural paragraphing or other organizational lines agreed upon by most scholars. If, for example, a proposed chiasmus repeatedly violates natural organizational lines, it would be less probable that the chiasm exists. Blomberg cites Ellis’s proposed chiastic structuring of John’s Gospel, specifically the separation of 4:39-45 from 4:4-38, as a prime example of this problem. While Ellis’s proposed structure does not necessarily violate the natural paragraphing of the text, it does seem that it

---

124 See especially, Boda, “Chiasmus in Ubiquity.”

may unnaturally divide the literary unit: the story of Jesus and the Samaritan woman. While Ellis’s structuring may cut across this literary unit, it could be argued that the chiastic structures that make up the narrative complement one another while still allowing for this to be read as a single unit made up of distinct chiasms. What is important to note, though, is that clear violations of natural boundaries should be weighed in the likelihood of a proposed chiastic structure.

Concerning competition with other forms, both authors agree that chiasmus is more likely when it is not in competition with some other structuring device. Blomberg explains, “There must be a problem in perceiving the structure of the text in question, which more conventional outlines fail to resolve. This criterion singlehandedly casts serious doubts over many recent proposals.” He believes that proposals for chiastic structuring of Mark, 1 Corinthians, and John’s Gospel are all doubtful, because he believes more straightforward outlines of these texts already exist. Blomberg believes that, if, what he refers to as a “more straightforward structure” adequately accounts for the textual data, then, “recourse to less obvious arrangements of the material would seem, at the very least, to risk obscuring what was already clear.” However, this brings into question what one considers to be a straightforward structure. Following Blomberg’s apparent logic here, chiasmus is only likely to be present if no other

126 Ellis, “Inclusion, Chiasm, and the Division of the Fourth Gospel.”


131 Blomberg, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” 5. (See Blomberg’s footnote 8).

132 Ibid.
structure that seems more probable to the modern reader does not account for the data. It is fair to say, as Welch does, that, “Chiasmus becomes less significant to the extent that a competing literary device or explanation of the arrangement of the words or thoughts more readily accounts for an apparently chiastic placement of elements.” However, it is not necessary to simply discount the existence a proposed chiasm based on the existence of what seems to be an already straightforward outline or structure given for a text, as Blomberg appears to do.

Under the criterion of “Density” in the chart, Welch combines both length and density as evidence for a chiasm. The longer a proposed chiasm and the fewer irrelevancies contained therein both lend credibility to its existence. Blomberg concurs that a shorter chiastic pattern is less significant than one with three or four members repeated in inverse order, and five or more inversely paired elements usually resist other explanations. The length and density of proposed chiasm are important for establishing the existence of a chiasm as well as the potential for significant insights to be gained from identifying and studying it as such.

The next criterion in the chart deals with “Significant Wording” within a chiastic structure. This criterion is one that lies at the heart of detecting a chiasm and understanding its significance. Both Welch and Blomberg agree that for a proposed chiasmus to be convincing, the inverse parallelism must involve dominant imagery and terminology rather than just peripheral or trivial language. Parallelism of significant terminology, along with conceptual parallelism, which will be addressed below, is a highly significant indicator of the existence of chiasmus.

Stray elements, or “Mavericks,” as Welch refers to them, are key elements found within a chiasmus that also appear extraneously outside the proposed structure. Welch explains:

---


The analyst is open to the charge of selectively picking and choosing among the occurrences of this element if some of its occurrences in the text are arbitrarily ignored. What is omitted from an analysis is often just as indicative as what is included when one turns to evaluating the creative success and conceptual value of a proposed chiasm.\textsuperscript{135}

While it is possible for key elements to appear in other places throughout a text, it would seem to lend more credibility to a proposed structure if the key terms and concepts are found only within the structure. Conversely, it does not seem improbable that a biblical author, while writing about important topics, may come back to the same topics at various times, some of those instances occurring within a chiastic structure in order to make a point about that term or concept more clearly or emphatically. Stray elements, like the criterion of purpose mentioned above, should, then, be seen as possibly a secondary criterion to those dealing with more objective features.

Repetition of elements in a chiasmus, what Welch refers to as “Reduplication,” can actually count against the likelihood of its existence if those elements are found over and over again within the proposed structure. Blomberg explains, “Both verbal and conceptual parallelism should involve words and ideas not regularly found elsewhere within the proposed chiasmus… while the pairings suggested may be plausible, a little ingenuity can demonstrate equally close parallelism between numerous other pairs of passages which do not support a chiastic whole.”\textsuperscript{136}

While repetition of key terms and concepts is important in the parallel structuring of chiasms, other types of repetition are possible and the regular recurrence of the same key elements may point to one of these other types of repetition being employed rather than a chiastic structure.

Another important criterion for determining the existence of a chiasmus is the significance of the “Central Element.” Welch and Blomberg agree that the center of the chiasm,

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{135} Welch, “Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus” https://publications.mi.byu.edu/fullscreen/?pub=1389&index=1.\
\textsuperscript{136} Blomberg, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” 6.}
either a single central “layer” or two corresponding central “layers,” will form the climax of the chiastic structure. This is highly significant for detecting chiasmus and for gleaning interpretive significance from an identified chiastic structure. Breck emphasizes the importance of the central element in a chiasmus, stating:

"[A]uthentic chiasmus, produces balanced statements, in direct, inverted or antithetical parallelism, constructed symmetrically about a central idea…Because of its central focus, chiasmus accentuates the main idea or theme the writer is concerned to convey to his readers. It serves, therefore, as an indispensable key for determining the literal sense of a scriptural passage."

Concerning the importance of a climax at the center for detecting chiasmus, Blomberg emphasizes the fact that the central element must be a passage worth of such a position in terms of either its ethical or theological significance, and Welch points to the importance of inversion or reversal in the central element as strong evidence of chiasticity. While the theological or ethical significance of a central element may be debatable, identifying a central, climactic element in the structure is vital for supporting the existence of chiasmus and its interpretation.

Closely related to the criterion of a significant central element is the criterion of “Symmetry” or parallelism. Chiasmus is essentially defined as an inverted parallel structure, so there should be clear parallels (verbal and/or conceptual) on both sides of the central element. Though Welch includes his need for balance under the criterion of significance of the center, it fits well here with the idea of symmetry as well. He explains that, ideally, the elements on both sides of the central element should be nearly equal concerning the number of words, lines, or

---


elements, and Blomberg echoes this, emphasizing the importance of avoiding ruptures in the outline. Blomberg goes further, though, in emphasizing the need for symmetry, stating, “There must be clear examples of parallelism between the two ‘halves’ of the hypothesized chiasmus, to which commentators call attention even when they propose quite different outlines for the text overall.” While parallelism (and the corresponding symmetry of the structure) are no doubt vital to the existence of a chiastic structure, Blomberg may be going a bit far in declaring a need for previous attention to have been called to the parallels prior to the chiasmus being detected. Nonetheless, symmetry and verbal/conceptual parallelism being evident in most, if not all, of the corresponding layers is a highly significant factor in detecting chiasmus.

The last three criteria given by Welch, which have no correspondence with the criteria given by Blomberg, are “Sense of Closure” (or “Return”), “Compatibility,” and “Aesthetics.” The criterion of return/sense of closure is significant because, as already mentioned, a strong chiasmus will demonstrate balance or parallelism in the corresponding layers, and this is even more important in the outer or beginning and ending layers, those that would be labeled A and A’. Of the significance of this criterion Welch says, “Second in importance to the central crossing effect in a lengthy chiasm is the way the chiasm begins and ends. The overall structure becomes more apparent when the boundaries are clearly defined and where the passage begins and ends similarly.” Certainly, the author would want to clearly indicate where the chiasmus begins and ends with a very evident demonstration of parallelism and completion, so this criterion should indeed weigh heavily in determining the existence of a chiasm.

---

“Compatibility,” according to Welch, is the idea that the existence of chiasmus is more likely when it fits with the style of the author. If, indeed, an author has used chiasmus or other related forms of parallelism elsewhere in his writing, it would seem more likely that a meaningful chiasm may be present, though based on the weight of other evidence, it would be difficult to discount the presence of chiasmus based on this criterion alone.

Concerning “Aesthetics,” Welch says:

Finally, there is room for subjective appreciation. Computers alone cannot identify chiasmus. Since human readers must judge an author’s artistic success, further factors become relevant in assessing a passage’s degree of chiasticity, such as the author’s fluency with the form; consistency in sustaining the structure, balance, and harmony; pliability at the turning point (which yet does not draw undue attention to itself); and meaningful applications of the form that do not resort to subtleties so obscure as to be esoteric or awkward.142

While the aesthetic component is certainly important for understanding the value of chiasmus for the intended audience, those who would have been familiar with the use of the form, it is difficult to see how effectively this criterion could be used to detect chiasmus. Welch seems to include this criterion simply to say that there is room for subjectivity in detecting chiasmus. While this is duly noted, other criteria given are much more valuable for the present student seeking to determine the existence of chiasmus in a given passage.

Based on the above discussion and evaluation of the criteria presented by Blomberg and Welch for determining the presence of chiasmus, the following criteria seem to be the most significant and useful for the present study.

1. Parallelism and Symmetry – evidence of parallelism between corresponding layers and symmetry of the overall structure

2. Central significance – the central layer(s) contains idea(s) important enough to be the climax of the entire structure

3. Dominance of significant words/phrases/themes – parallelism between corresponding layers involves dominant imagery/terminology/ideas, not trivial/peripheral language

4. Closure/Return – beginning and end create sense of completion/closure, strong parallelism between the outer layers of the proposed structure

5. Density – more sets of corresponding layers and fewer irrelevancies between point to a greater likelihood that the proposed structure is a legitimate chiasmus and that the author was intentional in structuring it as such

6. Repeated Elements - Few or no repeated elements throughout the structure – verbal and conceptual parallels involve words or ideas not found elsewhere in the proposed structure

7. Boundaries – proposed structure divides text at natural breaks and does not violate natural “paragraphing” of the text

8. Primary structuring device is chiasmus – limited competition with other forms, possible problem perceiving structure that chiasmus helps to explain

9. Compatibility – chiasmus compatible with author’s style, and chiasms are found elsewhere in author’s writings

10. Purpose – author has a clear literary reason for use of chiasmus

These ten criteria can further be divided into tiers of significance. The first tier, those that should be seen as carrying the most weight in evaluating a proposed chiasmus is criteria 1-4. Criteria 5-8 make up the second tier, as they are important, but do not speak to strictly necessary elements of chiasmus. The third tier, then, is criteria 9-10. These final two criteria, while they may lend support to the existence of a chiasmus determined to exist based on the preceding
criteria, are less substantial, for the reasons discussed above. In the following chapter, the proposed chiasmus in Matthew 16:13-18:20 will be evaluated using these criteria with more weight given to tier 1 criteria, then tier 2, and finally tier 3.

The following chart gives a helpful visual representation of the criteria to be used and their division into the three tiers of relevance:

A Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus (Dodson)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – Critical Components</td>
<td>Parallelism and Symmetry</td>
<td>There is evidence of parallelism between corresponding layers of proposed chiasmus and a symmetrical arrangement of those layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significance at center</td>
<td>A central element of ethical or theological significance toward which the author desires the entire structure to point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominance of important words/phrases/themes</td>
<td>Parallelism between symmetrical layers involves significant words, phrases, and or themes, not trivial language or ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closure/Return</td>
<td>The beginning and end, the outermost layers, create a sense of completion or closure – there is strong parallelism between the beginning and ending elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Strong Supporting Evidence</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>More sets of corresponding layers and fewer irrelevancies within lead to a higher likelihood of the presence of chiasmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repeated elements</td>
<td>Verbal and/or conceptual parallels should involve words or ideas that are not found elsewhere in the proposed chiasmus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Value of Chiasmus

Apart from simply identifying the existence of a chiasmus, which, as has been shown, many scholars have done for passages throughout the Old and New Testaments, it is important to recognize the value a chiasm has for adding understanding to the author’s intended meaning of the passage. An example on a small scale can be seen in a shorter chiastic structure found in Matthew 7:6, which reads, “Do not give what is holy to dogs, and do not throw your pearls before swine, or they will trample them under their feet, and turn and tear you to pieces” (NASB). To the mind accustomed to thinking in a linear fashion, it may sound as though the swine will be doing both the trampling as well as the turning and tearing. However, understood chiastically or as inverted parallelism, the meaning becomes much clearer.143

A  Do not give what is holy to dogs  
B  and do not throw your pearls before swine

---

or they will trample them under their feet
and they will turn and tear you to pieces.

This structure follows a pattern common in Greek and Roman rhetoric known as the *hysteron-proton* or “last-first” model. Breck comments, “The real meaning of the passage cannot be discerned unless we read it ‘spirally,’ from the extremities toward the center (A → A′ → B → B’): ‘If you give what is holy to dogs, they will turn on you; if you throw pearls before swine, they will trample them under foot.’”\(^{144}\) Another example of this can be seen in Philemon 5:

A  because I hear of your love
B  and of the faith
B′  which you have toward the Lord Jesus
A′  and toward all the saints\(^{145}\)

Philemon’s faith is not in both the Lord Jesus and the saints. Rather, by understanding it chiastically, one can properly understand that Paul has heard of his love for all the saints and his faith toward the Lord Jesus. These, of course, are brief examples of simple *hysteron-proton* patterns, but they do show the importance of recognizing inverted parallelisms and chiastic structures. This may also point to the way in which simple direct parallelism could develop into more sophisticated chiastic structures.\(^{146}\)

If comprehending chiastic structuring is necessary for rightly understanding even shorter passages such as those discussed above, it is even more important for much longer chiastic sections. Breck explains that, “The benefits of chiastic and related rhetorical forms were in fact

---


\(^{145}\) This is a somewhat weaker example than that seen in Matt. 7:6, as it is possible that πίστιν here could be translated “faithfulness,” which would make it less necessary to read this verse in light of the *hysteron-proton* model.

\(^{146}\) Breck, *The Shape of Biblical Language*, 26–27.
many, both to the biblical authors and to their readers.”  

Ancient authors had to organize and internally structure their work by some means other than paragraph, punctuation, spacing, etc., as these conventions did not exist. They used means, such as inclusion to frame literary units, and concentric parallelism, or chiasmus, to provide stress on important themes and focus the reader’s/hearer’s attention on the central message of the unit. Chiasmus was also an important mnemonic device, as the original audiences would have sought to memorize the message of the author as they heard it, and the repetition of key words and ideas building to the central theme would have aided in this. In addition to the practical benefits, concentric parallelism and chiasmus would also have had important aesthetic value for the original audiences.  

Welch expresses well this aesthetic value of chiasmus:  

Whereas the primary concern of an ancient writer, and especially a biblical writer, was certainly not to create chiastic compositions for their own sakes, skilled writers would have no difficulty applying this form and artistic composers would seize upon such an opportunity under suitable circumstances to take great advantage of the powers which the form itself affords…More than than now, beauty was synonymous with form.  

The minds of the ancient audiences would have recognized and appreciated both the usefulness and power the chiastic form offered.  

While the modern reader of Scripture may not easily be able to appreciate the aesthetic qualities of the chiastic form, as Breck says, “To detect parallel and chiastic structures is no less important for today’s exegete or, indeed, for any reader of Scripture. Failure to do so has led interpreters to weave some rather fantastic theories to explain apparent irregularities in the

147 Ibid., 53.

148 Ibid., 53-54. Breck does make a distinction between concentric parallelism and chiasmus, in that chiasmus, in his view, always contains a key central element, while concentric parallelism, such as Matt. 7:6, may not. Thus, to Breck, they are distinct, but the principles for rightly identifying and understanding them are largely the same.

149 Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity, 14.
composition and style of individual biblical writings.\textsuperscript{150} While many studies have been done to identify chiastic structures, little impact has been made concerning how they affect interpretation, but if the exegete seeks the literal meaning of the text, that is the author’s intended meaning, one must respect the literary forms of passages.

How, then, should the contemporary exegete who seeks to respect the literary forms of biblical passages be informed by the presence of chiasmus? Two primary features of chiasmus can aid interpreters in understanding the literal meaning of a passage. First, the central element, or two complementary central elements, most often highlight the major focus of the chiasmus, (i.e., of the entire passage encompassed within the structure). Second, complementary pairs within the chiastic structure are valuable, in that one member can help clarify the other, and together they often convey a composite meaning.\textsuperscript{151}

To read chiastic passages properly, then, one must be able to identify the complimentary pairs and the central element(s), and then read them in such a way that they inform one another. While it may seem contradictory, chiastic passages can and should be read linearly, in that the movement from line to line still has a chronological or thematic narrative flow, and spirally, in that, “progression from line to line also describes a spiral or, more accurately, a helical movement from the extremities (inclusion) toward the thematic center.”\textsuperscript{152} By doing this, the interpreter of Scripture can more accurately handle the text in such a way as to rightly understand its literal meaning.

Studies in recent decades have led to the identification of chiasmus throughout the Old and New Testaments, though certainly not all possible examples have been rightly identified as

\textsuperscript{150} Breck, \textit{The Shape of Biblical Language}, 54.

\textsuperscript{151} Man, “The Value of Chiasm for New Testament Interpretation,” 147.

\textsuperscript{152} Breck, \textit{The Shape of Biblical Language}, 52.
such, and not all possible instances have been identified. It is, then important to identify and study chiastic structures where they do exist. As Welch says, “[W]herever chiasmus demonstrably exists, its potential impact on interpretation and textual analysis stands to be profound,” and, “…its contribution to theological exegesis and the spiritual appreciation of sacred literatures is often highly significant.”

153 With this in mind, this study will now seek to establish that chiasmus is indeed present in Matthew 16:13-18:20, and that it is highly significant both for understanding that passage and for biblical ecclesiology.

153 Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity, 14–15.
CHAPTER 2: CHIASMUS AND MATTHEW 16:13-18:20

As discussed above, chiasmus has been observed and studied in Matthew’s Gospel for decades. However, the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 which will be explained below has apparently gone undetected until quite recently. Even so, the evidence for it being a legitimate example of chiasmus is quite strong. Further, the meaning of this proposed literary structure is, in its own right, very significant, as is the relationship it evidences to “clues” found through much of the First Gospel.

As proof for these claims, the remainder of this chapter will evaluate Matthew 16:13-18:20 against the criteria given in the chart, “A Graded Synthesis of the Criteria for Extended Chiasmus” (see Chapter One), in order to show that there is strong evidence to support it as a legitimate chiastic structure and discuss how reading a passage chiastically can significantly affect its understanding and interpretation. These ideas will then be taken into consideration as they apply to this particular passage, in light of understanding it as a chiasmus.

The Structure of Matthew 16:13-18:20

At best, it is perplexing why the proposed chiastic structure of Matthew 16:13-18:20 has not been identified prior to the work done recently by Dodson and Luter.\(^{154}\) As has been noted, Matthew 16:17-18 has been studied by numerous scholars and interpreters and is held by most to

be a very important ecclesiological passage. However, relatively few works have made a strong connection between Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, which passages contain the only uses of the ἐκκλησία in the Gospels, and which this study will show to be the outer layers of the proposed literary structure, i.e., a chiasmus.

Several articles have addressed the passages together in discussion of the similar language, especially that of “binding” and “loosing,” and possible implications. Most major commentaries note the similar wording and structure of the phrasing as well. Thus, it is difficult to see why there has not, at the very least, been discussion of these passages as an inclusion. However, no such evaluation seems to exist.

Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 as Literary Bookends

Duvall and Hays define an inclusio as a passage containing the same or very similar wording at the beginning and end of a passage, which they also refer to as bracketing. David Dorsey refers to inclusio as a “sandwich structure,” that is, beginning and ending a unit on the

---


same note, while John Nolland calls it “framing.” The point here is certain terminology that is generally important, or scarcely used wording, should be understood as bookends or brackets around a larger unit of Scripture.

To make a strong case for Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 as the “bookends” for 16:13-18:20, it is not necessary to go any further than comparing the following data:

16:13-20: Ἐλθὼν δὲ ὁ Ἰησοῦς εἰς τὰ μέρη Καισαρείας τῆς Φιλίππου ἤρωτα τοὺς μαθητὰς αὐτοῦ λέγων· τίνα λέγουσιν οἱ ἀνθρώποι εἶναι τὸν ὕιν τὸν ἀνθρώπου; οἱ δὲ εἶπαν· οἱ μὲν Ἰωάννην τὸν βαπτιστήν, ἄλλοι δὲ Ἡλίαν, ἔτεροι δὲ Ἰερεμίαν ἢ ἕνα τῶν προφητῶν. λέγει αὐτοῖς· ύμεῖς δὲ τίνα με λέγετε εἶναι; ἀποκριθεὶς δὲ Σίμων Πέτρος εἶπεν· σὺ εἰ ὁ χριστός ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ τοῦ ζῶντος. Ἀποκριθεὶς δὲ ὁ Ἰησοῦς εἶπεν αὐτῷ· μακάριος εἶ, Σίμων Βαριωνά, ὅτι σάρξ καὶ αἷma οὐκ ἀπεκάλυψεν σοι ἄλλ’ ὁ πατήρ μου ὁ ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς, κἀγώ δὲ σοι λέγω ὅτι σὺ εἰ Πέτρος, καὶ εἴπα τάυτη· τῇ πέτρᾳ οἰκοδομήσω μοι τὴν ἐκκλησίαν καὶ πῦλα θάδου οὐ κατησχύσωσιν αὐτῆς. δόσω σοι τὰς κλείδας τῆς βασιλείας τῶν οὐρανῶν, καὶ ὁ ἐὰν δήσῃ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἔσται δεδεμένον ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς, καὶ ὁ ἐὰν λύσῃ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἔσται λελυμένον ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς.161

ἐκκλησία (16:18); δέω and λύω “bind and loose” (twice each in 16:19)

18:15-20: Ἐὰν δὲ ἀμαρτήσῃ [εἰς σὲ] ὁ ἀδελφὸς σου, ὑπαγε ἔλεγξον αὐτὸν μεταξὺ σοῦ καὶ αὐτοῦ μόνου. ἐὰν σοι ἀκούσῃ, ἐκέρδῃσας τὸν ἀδελφὸν σου· ἐὰν δὲ μὴ ἀκούσῃ, παράλαβε μετὰ σοῦ ἐπὶ ἑνα ἢ δύο, ἤ τε πάντας τοὺς μαθητὰς δύο ἐκείνους ἢ τρίων σταθή πάν ῥῆμα· ἐὰν δὲ παρακούσῃ αὐτὸν, εἰπε τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ· ἐὰν δὲ καὶ τῆς ἐκκλησίας παρακούσῃ, ἐστῶ σοι ὅσπερ ὁ ἐθνικὸς καὶ ὁ τελῶνης. Αἰμὴν λέγω υμῖν· δοκεῖ ἐὰν δῆσητε ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἔσται δεδεμένα ἐν οὐρανοῖς, καὶ δόσω ἐὰν λύσῃ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἔσται λελυμένα ἐν οὐρανοῖς. Πάλιν [αἰμήν] λέγω υμῖν ὅτι ἐὰν δύο συμφωνήσουσιν εξ ὑμῶν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς περὶ παντὸς πράγματος οὐ ἔχει αἰτιότητα, γεννησται αὐτοὶ παρὰ τοῦ πατρὸς μου τοῦ ἐν οὐρανοῖς. οὐ γὰρ εἰσίν δύο ἢ τρεῖς συνημμένοι εἰς τὸ ἐμὸν όνομα, ἐκεί εἰμι ἐν μέσω αὐτῶν.

ἐκκλησία (twice in 18:17); δέω and λύω “bind and loose” (twice each in 18:18)


161 Unless otherwise noted, the Greek text is from NA28.
The word ἐκκλησία is found only in Matthew 16:18 and in 18:17 in the Gospels, which certainly qualifies it as scarcely used and significant. As for δέω and λύω, though neither verb is uncommon in the New Testament, or the Gospel of Matthew, for that matter, the combination of the two, this binding and loosing formula, is seen only in Matthew 16:19 and 18:18. As France says concerning 18:18, “The commission given to Peter in 16:19 is repeated almost verbatim except that the verbs are now plural, addressed to the disciples as a group…” ¹⁶² This is another clear example of rarely used, significant language. These usages give strong evidence of an inclusio formed by these passages.

The first aspect of interpretive help provided by locating an inclusio is that it defines the textual limits of a passage to be studied. The second aspect is that, according to Duvall and Hays, the “bookends” provide “critical context for understanding the bracketed material”¹⁶³ (i.e., the text of Matthew 16:21-18:14). This will be discussed more fully below.

The Remaining Layers of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasm

If Matthew 16:13-18:20 is indeed a chiasmus, an inverted parallel structure, then 16:13-20 is the A layer of the structure and 18:15-20 is A’ layer. The following pairings are proposed as the B through F layers of the overall chiastic structure, along with brief comments about the significant echoed, opposite, complementary, or illustrative wording in moving from the first to the second member of each pair.¹⁶⁴

The next two layers after the first and last section would be:

---


¹⁶³ Duvall and Hays, Grasping God’s Word, 102.

¹⁶⁴ Dorsey, Literary Structure, 31.
16:21-23: Από τότε ἦρξατο ὁ Ἰησοῦς δεικνύειν τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ ὅτι δεῖ αὐτόν εἰς Ἱεροσόλυμα ἀπελθεῖν καὶ πολλὰ παθεῖν ἀπὸ τοῦ πρεσβυτέρου καὶ ἀρχιερέων καὶ γραμματέων καὶ ἀποκτανθῆναι καὶ τῇ τρίτῃ ἡμέρᾳ ἐγερθῆναι. καὶ προσλαβόμενος αὐτὸν ὁ Πέτρος ἦρξατο ἐπιτιμᾶν αὐτῷ λέγων· ἔλεος σοι, κύριε· οὐ μὴ ἔσται σοι τοῦτο. ὁ δὲ στραφεὶς εἰπεν τῷ Πέτρῳ· ὑπαγε ὑπίσχο μου, σατανᾶ· σκάνδαλον εἰ ἔμοι, ὅτι οὐ φρονεῖς τὰ τοῦ θεοῦ ἄλλα τὰ τῶν ἀνθρώπων.

σκάνδαλον: Peter, an “offense” to Jesus going to the Cross

18:7-14: Οὐαὶ τῷ κόσμῳ ἀπὸ τῶν σκάνδαλων· ἀνάγκη γὰρ ἔλθεῖν τὰ σκάνδαλα, πλὴν οὐαὶ τῷ ἄνθρωπῳ δι᾽ οὗ τὸ σκάνδαλον ἔρχεται. Εἰ δὲ ἦ θείρ σου ἢ ὁ ποὺς σου σκάνδαλίζει σε, ἔκκουσον αὐτόν καὶ βάλε ἀπὸ σου· καλὸν σοι ἐστίν εἰσελθεῖν εἰς τὴν ζωήν κυλλὸν ἢ χολὸν ἢ δύο χείρας ἢ δύο πόδας ἔχοντα βληθήναι εἰς τὸ πῦρ το ἀιωνίον, καὶ εἰ ὁ ὀφθαλμός σου σκάνδαλίζει σε, ἔξελε αὐτὸν καὶ βάλε ἀπὸ σου· καλὸν σοι ἐστίν μονόφθαλμον εἰς τὴν ζωὴν εἰσελθείν ἢ δύο ὀφθαλμοὺς ἔχοντα βληθήναι εἰς τὴν γέενναν τοῦ πυρός. Ὁ ῥάτε μὴ καταφρονήσῃς ἐνὸς τῶν μικρῶν τοῦτον· λέγω γὰρ ὅτι οἱ ἁγγελοὶ αὐτῶν ἐν οὐρανοῖς διὰ παντὸς βλέπουσιν το πρόσωπον τοῦ πατρὸς μου τοῦ ἐν οὐρανοῖς. Τί ὅτι δοκεῖ; ἐὰν γένηται τινι ἀνθρώπῳ ἐκατὸν πρόβατα καὶ πλανηθῇ ἐν ἐξ αὐτῶν, οὐχὶ ἀφῆσει τὰ ἐνενήκοντα ἐνέα ἐπὶ τὸ ὅρι τοῦ καὶ πορευθεὶς ζητῆσι τὸ πλανώμενον; καὶ ἐὰν γένηται εὐρεῖν αὐτὸ, ἀμὴν λέγω ὅτι χαρεῖ ἐπὶ αὐτῶ ἐλλα. ἡ ἐπὶ τοῖς ἐνενήκοντα ἐνέα τοῖς μὴ πεπλανημένοις. οὕτως οὐκ ἔστιν θέλημα ἐμπροσθεν τοῦ πατρὸς ὑμῶν τοῦ ἐν οὐρανοῖς ἵνα ἀπόληται ἐν τῶν μικρῶν τοῦτον.

σκάνδαλον: Woe upon those causing “offense” for “little ones”

It should be noted here that four of only five uses of the noun σκάνδαλον in Matthew (and in the Gospels, there is only one other instance in Luke 17:1, a parallel passage to Matthew 18:7ff.) occur in these two sections, once in 16:23 and three times in 18:7. In the proposed B and B’ layers, rarely used, key terminology is found in both passages, and there is a clear conceptual link concerning God’s interests as opposed to those of man. In 16:21-23, Peter, who had just answered the question correctly about who Jesus is in 16:15-16, allows himself to be used as Satan’s instrument, becoming a stumbling block to Jesus by trying to convince Him to bypass His predicted upcoming death in Jerusalem. This, Jesus says, is because Peter is setting his mind not on the things of God, but on those of men. The pairing with 18:7-14 shows that, to Jesus, causing the stumbling of a small child who has believed in Him is a very serious spiritual
offense, and the discussion of cutting off one’s hand or foot if it causes one to stumble and the leaving of the 99 to find the one shows the contrast between the things of God and those of man.

The C and C’ layers are proposed as follows:

C 16:24-28: Τότε ὁ Ἰησοῦς εἶπεν τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ· εἰ τις θέλει ὑπίσκο μου ἔλθειν, ἀπαρνησάσθω ἑαυτόν καὶ ἀράτω τὸν σταυρὸν ἑαυτοῦ καὶ ἀκολουθεῖτο μοι. ὥσ γὰρ ἐὰν θέλῃ τὴν ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ σῶσαι ἀπολέσῃ αὐτὴν· ὥσ δ᾽ ἂν ἀπολέσῃ τὴν ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ ἕνεκεν ἐμοῦ εὑρήσει αὐτὴν. τί γὰρ ὑφεληθήσεται ἀνθρώπος ἐὰν τὸν κόσμον ὅλον κερδήσῃ τὴν ὁ δὲ ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ ἐμβυθή, ἢ τί δοθῇ ἀνθρώπος ἀντάλλαγμα τῆς ψυχῆς αὐτοῦ; μέλλει γὰρ ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἔρχεσθαι εν τῇ δόξῃ τοῦ πατρὸς αὐτοῦ μετὰ τῶν ἁγγέλων αὐτοῦ, καὶ τότε ἀποδώσει εἰκάστῳ κατὰ τὴν πράξιν αὐτοῦ. Ἀμήν λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι εἰσίν τινες τῶν ὃδε ἐστῶτον ὐἱπτες ὑμῖν τὴν ἀνθρώπου ἐρχόμενον ἐν τῇ βασιλεία αὐτοῦ.

Coming after Christ: Denying self and giving up your life; Every man will be repaid according to his deeds; Son of Man’s kingdom (βασιλεία)

C’ 18:1-6: Ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ὥρᾳ προσήλθον οἱ μαθηται τῷ Ἰησοῦ λέγοντες· τίς ἄρα μείζων ἐστὶν ἐν τῇ βασιλείᾳ τῶν οὐρανῶν; καὶ προσκαλεσάμενος παιδίων ἔστησεν αὐτὸ ἐν μέσῳ αὐτῶν καὶ εἶπεν· ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, ἐὰν μὴ στραφήτε καὶ γένησθε ὡς τὰ παιδία, ὦ μὴ εἰσέλθητε εἰς τὴν βασιλείαν τῶν οὐρανῶν. ὅστες οὖν ταπεινώσει ἑαυτὸν ὡς τὸ παιδίον τούτο, αὐτὸς ἐστὶν ὁ μείζων ἐν τῇ βασιλείᾳ τῶν οὐρανῶν. καὶ ὃς ἐὰν δέχηται ἐν παιδίον τοιούτῳ ἐπὶ τῷ ὑμόματι μου, ἐμὲ δέχεται. Ὅς δ᾽ ἂν σκανδάλισῃ ἑνα τῶν μικρῶν τούτων τῶν πιστευόντων εἰς ἐμὲ, συμφέρει αὐτῷ ἵνα κρεμασθῇ μύλος ὁνικὸς περὶ τῶν τραχέλων αὐτοῦ καὶ καταπονηθῇ ἐν τῷ πελάγει τῆς θαλάσσης.

Greatest in the kingdom (βασιλεία); Childlike faith and humility; Good deeds, receiving a little one in His name commended and bad deeds, causing a believing little one to stumble, will be worse than being drowned

In the C and C’ layers, two complementary ways of approaching the proper attitude related to spiritual growth in relation to Christ are explained. While the verbal links between these two passages are not as strong, the conceptual link is quite clear. There is clear progression, from the discussion of coming after Christ by humbling oneself and giving one’s life, to being the greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven by having childlike faith and humility. From a spiritual “adult” angle, it is necessary for a person to lose their current worldly life, to deny themselves, in
order to find true life in Christ (16:24-28). From a “childlike” spiritual angle, the one with simple
faith and humility is “the greatest in the kingdom of heaven” (18:1-5). Jesus also promises that
when he comes in the glory of his father, he will repay each man’s deeds; those who receive
those who are humble like little children in Jesus name are equated with receiving him, while
those who cause one of the little ones (μικρός) to stumble are to receive punishment, something
worse than being drowned in the sea.

The fourth set of parallel passages can be seen in 17:1-8 and 17:24-27.

D 17:1-8: Καὶ μεθ’ ἡμέρας ἐξ παραλαμβάνει ὁ Ἰησοῦς τὸν Πέτρον καὶ Ἰάκωβον καὶ Ἰοάννην τὸν ἀδελφὸν αὐτοῦ καὶ ἀναφέρει αὐτούς εἰς ὅρος ὑψηλὸν κατ’ ἱδίαν. καὶ μεταμορφώθη ἐμπροσθεν αὐτῶν, καὶ ἔλαμψε τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ὡς ὁ ἥλιος, τὰ δὲ ἱμάτια αὐτοῦ ἐγένετο λευκὰ ὡς τὸ φῶς. καὶ ἴδιον ὄψιν ἀўτοῦς Μοϋσέως καὶ Ἡλίας συλλαλοῦντες μετ’ αὐτοῦ. ἀποκριθεὶς δὲ ὁ Πέτρος εἶπεν τῷ Ἰησοῦ· κύριε, καλὸν ἐστιν ἡμᾶς ὡς εἶναι· εἰ θέλεις, ποιήσον ὡς τρεῖς σκηνάς, σοὶ μίαν καὶ Ἔρρισση μίαν καὶ Ἡλίας μίαν. ἐτι αὐτοῦ λαλοῦντος ὡς νεφέλη φωτεινή ἐπεκάθασαν αὐτοὺς, καὶ ἴδιον φώνη ἐκ τῆς νεφέλης λέγουσα· αὕτης ἐστιν ὁ υἱὸς μου ὁ ἀγαπητός, ἐν ὑψῷ ἐνδόκησα· ἀκούετε αὐτοῦ. καὶ ἀκούσαντες οἱ μαθηταὶ ἐπέσαν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον αὐτῶν καὶ ἐφοβήθησαν σφόδρα. καὶ προσῆλθον ὁ Ἰησοῦς καὶ ἄναψε τοὺς ἄνωτός ἐπεν· ἐγέρθητε καὶ μὴ φοβεῖσθε. ἐπάραντες δὲ τοὺς ὀφθαλμοὺς αὐτῶν οὐδένα εἶδον εἰ μὴ αὐτῶν Ἰησοῦν μόνον.

Seeing heavenly glory on earth: the true heavenly glory of Jesus, God’s Son

D’ 17:24-27: Ἐλθόντων δὲ αὐτῶν εἰς Καφαρναοῦμ προσῆλθον ὁ τὰ διδραχμα λαμβάνοντες τὸ Πέτρον καὶ ἐπάνω ὁ διδάσκαλος ὑμῶν ὑπὸ τελεί [τὰ] διδραχμα· λέγει· ναί. καὶ ἐλθόντας εἰς τὴν οἰκίαν προέφθασεν αὐτῶν ὁ Ἰησοῦς λέγων· τί σοι δοκεῖ, Σίμων; ὁ βασιλεύς τῆς γῆς ἀπὸ τῶν λαμβάνοντος τέλη ἤ κίνησαν; ἀπὸ τῶν υἱῶν αὐτῶν ἢ ἀπὸ τῶν ἀλλότριων; εἰπόντος δὲ· ἀπὸ τῶν ἀλλότριων, ἐφὶ αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς· ἢρα γς ἐλευθεροί εἰσιν οἱ υἱοί. ἤνα δὲ μὴ ἱκανόλισσωμεν αὐτοὺς, πορευθεὶς εἰς τὰς θάλασσας βάλε ἄγκιστρον καὶ τὸν ἀναβάντα πρῶτον ἰχθύν ἄρον, καὶ ἀνοίξας τὸ στόμα αὐτοῦ εὐρήσεις στατῆρα· ἐκεῖνον λαβὼν δὸς αὐτοῖς ἀντὶ ἐμοῦ καὶ σοῦ.

Respecting earthly authority so as not to offend, using the illustration of “sons”: Jesus pays a tax to an earthly king

In the proposed D and D’ pair, the connection may not seem as clear, since there is no
specific similar terminology, which readily connects the two. However, a strong connection can
be made by way of understanding the contrast between the two, which is a common feature of
parallelism. The heavenly glory and authority of the transfigured Christ, the preview, so to speak, of him coming in his kingdom (17:2-5), is contrasted with that of earthly kings who levy taxes (17:24). Jesus, who is demonstrated to Peter, James, and John, to be the Son of God, the true King in 17:1-8, chooses, for the time being to live under the authority of the earthly king by paying the tax, albeit by miraculous provision (17:25-27).

The E and E’ layers, those just before the central layer, are found in 17:9-13 and 17:22-23.

E 17:9-13: Καὶ καταβαινόντων αὐτῶν ἐκ τοῦ ὄρους ἐνετείλατο αὐτοῖς ὁ Ἰησοῦς λέγων· μηδενὶ εἴπητε τὸ ὄραμα ἑως ὅτε ὁ ὦ Ἰησοῦς τοῦ ἄνθρωπον ἐκ νεκρῶν ἐγερθῇ. Καὶ ἐπιρώτησαν αὐτὸν οἱ μαθηταὶ λέγοντες· τί οὖν οἱ γραμματεῖς λέγουσιν ὅτι Ἡλίαν δὲ ἐλθέν πρῶτον; οὐ δὲ ἀποκριθεῖς εἶπεν· Ἡλίας μὲν ἐρχεται καὶ ἀποκαταστήσει πάντα· λέγω δὲ μὴν ὅτι Ἡλίας ἡδὴ ἔλθεν, καὶ οὐκ ἐπέγνωσαν αὐτὸν ἀλλ’ ἐποίησαν ἐν αὐτῷ ὡσα ἠθέλησαν· οὕτως καὶ ὁ ὦ Ἰησοῦς τοῦ ἄνθρωπον μέλλει πάσχειν ὑπ’ αὐτῶν. τότε συνήκαν οἱ μαθηταὶ ὅτι περὶ Ἰωάννου τοῦ βαπτιστοῦ εἶπεν αὐτοῖς.

Explaining the corporate rejection of John the Baptist to Peter, James and John; coming suffering… resurrection of Jesus (Jesus’ second prediction in Matthew of resurrection, i.e., beyond death, the first being in 16:21)

E’ 17:22-23: Συστρεφομένων δὲ αὐτῶν ἐν τῇ Γαλιλαίᾳ εἶπεν αὐτοῖς ὁ Ἰησοῦς· μέλλει ὁ ὦ Ἰησοῦς τοῦ ἄνθρωπον παραδιδοθῆ εἰς χειράς ἄνθρωπων, καὶ ἀποκτενοῦσιν αὐτὸν, καὶ τῇ τρίτῃ ἡμέρᾳ ἐγερθῆσται· καὶ ἐλυπήθησαν σφόδρα.

The betrayal, death and resurrection of Jesus (the third prediction of His death and resurrection)

In the E and E’ layers, there are both verbal and conceptual parallels. Though neither the phrase Son of Man (ὑἱὸς τοῦ ἄνθρωπον) nor the verb raised (ἐγείρω) are rare, the pairing of the two is, in fact, uncommon. The specific phrasing of the Son of Man being raised is used only five time in the New Testament, the two instances in E and E’, once in Matthew 20:18-19, and twice in Luke. Luke 9:22 is in the passage that parallels Matthew’s account of Peter’s confession of Jesus as the Christ and Jesus’ earlier prediction of his coming death and resurrection, and
Luke 24:7 is a reference back to Jesus’ prediction while they were gathered with him in Galilee (Mt 17:22-23, E’) of his coming suffering and being raised. There is then, good reason to see E and E’ as containing a significant parallel in wording.

Concerning the conceptual relationship between the two, understanding the inverted parallel structure here helps explain the insertion of Jesus’ prediction of His betrayal and resurrection where it would otherwise seem quite awkward. However, by understanding that it is connected with, and continues from, His discussion of the rejection and killing of John the Baptist, it fits quite easily. Jesus first makes it clear to the inner circle of His closest disciples that His kingdom program has been delayed because the prophesied Elijah figure/forerunner (i.e., John the Baptist) has been rejected and killed, just as He Himself soon would be (17:9-13). Then, He reiterates to all 12 of His closest disciples His prediction of His death/resurrection for the third time in a span of 30 verses [16:21; 17:9, 12; 17:22-23]), this time adding the idea of being “betrayed into the hands of men” (17:22).

The final pairing, F and F’, which form the important central point of the proposed structure, are found in 17:14-18 and 17:19-20[21].

165 Matthew 17:21 is included in the text in NA27, though it is discussed in the textual apparatus (p. 48). The verse is not included in the text of UBS4 Revised or NA28.
phrase “faithless generation” is used only here and in the parallel verses in Mark and Luke.\(^166\)

F' 17:19-20 [21]: Τότε προσελθόντες οἱ μαθηταὶ τῷ Ἰησοῦ κατ᾽ ιδίαν εἶπον· διὰ τί ἡμείς οὐκ ἠδυνήθημεν ἐκβαλεῖν αὐτό; οὐ δὲ λέγει αὐτοῖς· διὰ τὴν ὀλιγοπιστίαν ὑμῶν· ἀμήν γὰρ λέγω ὑμῖν, εἰνέχει πίστιν ὡς κόκκον σινάπεως, ἔρειτε τῷ ὅρῳ· μετάβα ἐνθὲν ἐκεῖ, καὶ μεταβῆσθαι· καὶ οὐδὲν ἀδυνατήσει ὑμῖν.

Problem of “little faith” by the 12 disciples (ὀλιγοπιστία here is only use in Scripture, while the cognate ὀλιγόπιστος is used elsewhere in Matthew only in 6:30, 8:26, 14:31, and 16:8, the last three of which focus on the 12 and are significant for this study, and once in Luke 12:28, which is a parallel to Mt 6:30); “faith” (πίστις) “the size of a mustard seed”

In the central layers, there are significant uses of rare terminology as well as a discussion of theological significance that warrants its position at the center of the proposed structure and brings to a climax what has been built from the outer layer (more on this will be discussed below). What first appears to be one of a number of similar encounters in which Jesus heals a demon-possessed person must, on further consideration, be seen as a more significant event for two reasons. First, the wording Jesus uses to describe not just the immediate crowd, but the entire wider Jewish populace of the day,\(^167\) “unbelieving and perverted generation”\(^168\) (17:17a); and second, Jesus’s unprecedented questions: “How long will I be with you? How long will I endure you?”\(^169\) (17:17b). By contrast, though the “little faith” of the 12 disciples is initially presented in a seemingly negative light, it is quickly spoken of as a great positive, very much the

\(^{166}\) Note: In the middle third of Matthew, there are six significant uses of γενεὰ [11:16; 12:39, 41, 42, 45; and 16:4, all pointing ahead to the use in 17:17].

\(^{167}\) In certain respects, the view presented here in brief agrees with that of France, The Gospel of Matthew, 660–661. However, France concludes that the “generation” (γενεὰ) does not reach “the point of no return” until Matthew 23:34-36 (660), whereas the current writer believes that is precisely what Matthew is portraying in 17:17.

\(^{168}\) Author’s translation.

\(^{169}\) Ibid.
opposite of the unbelieving surrounding “generation,” the foundation for great future spiritual works (17:20).


Having discussed the corresponding layers in the proposed Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus, it will be valuable to evaluate the structure in its entirety based on the synthesis of criteria given in the previous chapter to assess the likelihood of the existence of extended chiasmus in this passage. In the following section, the proposed structure will be considered in light of each of the ten criteria given in the chart, “A Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus (Dodson),” and the overall likelihood of chiasticity of the passage based on these evaluations will be discussed. As a point of reference and for the sake of clarity in the following discussion, a brief outline of the proposed structure would be as follows:

A (16:13-20) ἐκκλησία (only here and 18:17 in Gospels); “bound and loosed”

B (16:21-23) Peter, a stumbling block (σκάνδαλον) to Jesus going to the Cross

C (16:24-28) Discipleship: Giving up your life; Son of Man’s βασιλεία

D (17:1-8) The true heavenly glory of Jesus, God’s Son

E (17:9-13) Rejection of John the Baptist; coming suffering… resurrection of Jesus (υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου/ἐγείρω)

F (17:14-18) Healing in the face of a γενεὰ ἀπιστος και διεστραμμένη, whose time is short (ἀπιστος and διαστρέφω only used here in Matthew; *see γενεά usage below)
Concerning the Tier 1 criteria, those most critical to demonstrating the existence of chiasmus, the proposed structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 meets all four to varying degrees. The first criterion, “Parallelism and Symmetry,” required a demonstration of parallelism between the corresponding layers their arrangement in a symmetrical fashion. As discussed above, the A/A’, B/B’, E/E’, and F/F’ layers contain significant verbal parallels. This is especially true in the A/A’ layers with the use of ἐκκλησία and the combination of δέω and λύω in the unique binding and loosing formula, which are parallels one cannot help but recognize. Though these parallels have been acknowledged in many works and commentaries, a clear connection between the two has, until very recently, eluded scholars. Concerning the C/C’ and D/D’ layers, the parallels are primarily conceptual. In the C/C’ pairing, though there is some verbal parallel with the use of the word kingdom (βασιλεία), this is not a strong parallel due to the commonality of the word throughout the Gospel of Matthew. However, the conceptual parallel is quite strong, in that both passages, when paired together, clearly complement one another in the discussion of being part

---

of Christ’s kingdom and spiritual growth. The D/D’ layers also parallel one another on a conceptual level by way of contrast between Jesus’ heavenly glory and earthly humility, as discussed above.

As can be clearly seen in the outline above, there is an elegant symmetrical pattern in the arrangement of the corresponding sections. Further, if one looks at the two halves of the structure (A-F and F’-A’), they are quite close to the same length. In a passage made up of over 1,200 words (in Greek\textsuperscript{171}), the two halves are within about 70 words of one another in length, which further adds to the demonstration of symmetry is the chiasmus. Between the strong verbal/conceptual parallels found in the corresponding layers and their symmetrical arrangement, the proposed structure quite convincingly meets Criterion 1, “Symmetry/Parallelism.”

Criterion two, “Significance at the center,” requires the central element(s), or layer(s), of a chiasmus to be something of theological or ethical significance that the author would see as worthy to be the climax of or idea to which he is pointing in the entire structure.\textsuperscript{172} At the center of this chiasmus, the F/F’ layers, is what may seem, at first glance, to be a simple telling of an encounter where Jesus’ casts out a demon, but there is actually much theological significance in these verses. Jesus contrasts the present, faithless and perverted generation with those who have even little faith. The theological significance of little faith as opposed to faithlessness is very important, as will become clearer in the subsequent discussion of interpretation of the passage that makes up the chiasmus. Thus, Matthew 16:13-18:20 does, though it requires further discussion, meet the criterion of “Significance at the center.”

\textsuperscript{171} Cf. NA28

\textsuperscript{172} Dorsey, \textit{The Literary Structure of the Old Testament}, 39–41. It should be noted here, that, in a chiasmus with an even number of layers, which the proposed structure is, Dorsey sees the position of prominence in such a structure as the outer two layers rather than at the center. Even if this is the case, the two central layers in such a chiasmus should still be understood as significant, since they are that to which the rest of the structure builds. While, for interpretive purposes, Dorsey’s understanding of the most prominent layers being the outer ones is valuable, the import of a significant pair of central elements should not be dismissed.
“Dominance of important words/phrases/themes” is also demonstrated in this chiasmus. As already discussed under Criterion 1, “Parallelism and Symmetry,” there are clear verbal links and parallels in the A/A’, B/B’, E/E’, and F/F’ layers, and clear conceptual correspondence in the C/C’ and D/D’ layers (see discussion above). These verbal and conceptual parallels between the corresponding layers of the chiasm are not based on insignificant, peripheral, or trivial language or ideas. Rather, they are based on language and themes that are biblically significant, and especially so in light of the rarity of many of the parallel words and phrases and the theological significance of the topics that are paralleled in the corresponding layers.

There may be no criterion which Matthew 16:13-18:20 more clearly meets than that of “Closure/Return.” This criterion requires the outermost layers of the chiasmus to create a sense of closure or completion and there to be strong parallelism between those layers. A and A´ in this structure have what are arguably the strongest parallels of any of the proposed layers. It was, in fact, the clear parallels between Matthew 16:13-19 and 18:15-20 (and lack of a satisfactory explanation of the link between them) that first drew the attention of the present author and his colleague and caused them to investigate the passage further, ultimately leading to the discovery of the chiastic structuring of the passage in question.

Though these parallels between A and A´ have been discussed above, they warrant further observation here in order to demonstrate again the strength of the connection between the two. ἐκκλησία is only used in the Gospels in Matthew 16:18 and in 18:17. This undoubtedly qualifies ἐκκλησία as scarcely used, and since Jesus is discussing here, not just a gathering of some sort, but the building of “His Church” and part of the role of that church, which is certainly very significant. There is also a strong verbal and conceptual connection regarding the use of δέω and λύω, the “binding and loosing” formula. Though neither δέω nor λύω is rare in Matthew’s Gospel, this specific formula is used only in these two passages, A and A´, and the words Jesus
says to directly to Peter are repeated nearly verbatim to the group of disciples in 18:18.\textsuperscript{173} Again, rare phrasing and a topic of great significance are seen here, and what Jesus appears to be doing is expanding the command he has given Peter in 16:13-19 to the group of disciples in 18:15-20, which very well fits with the A′ layer bring closure or completion to the structure by use of return to the language and theme(s) of the A layer. Again, the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus meets the criterion of “Closure/Return” remarkably well, and, thus, it should be noted meets all four of the tier one criteria for extended chiasmus quite well, which strongly indicates the legitimacy of this proposed chiastic structure.

The Tier Two criteria from the Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus, “Density,” “Repeated elements,” “Boundaries,” and “Primary structuring device,” though, unlike the Tier One criteria, do not speak to strictly necessary elements of chiasmus, do provide strong supporting evidence that such a structure is present. The criterion of “Density” actually involves two elements working in tandem that give support to the presence of chiasmus. First, the number of paired elements involved speaks to the likelihood of the presence of chiasmus. Blomberg explains the correspondence between the greater number of elements and the presence of significant chiastic structuring:

Multiple sets of correspondences between passages opposite each other in the chiasmus as well as multiple members of the chiasmus itself are desirable. A simple ABA’ or ABB’ A’ pattern is so common to so many different forms of rhetoric that it usually yields few startlingly profound insights. Three or four members repeated in inverse sequence may be more significant. Five or more elements paired in sequence usually resist explanations which invoke subconscious or accidental processes.\textsuperscript{174}


\textsuperscript{174} Blomberg, “The Structure of 2 Corinthians 1-7,” 6–7; Though it is difficult to give precise statistical qualifications to what number of elements warrants an intentional extended chiastic structure, one attempt to do so can be seen in Radday, “Chiasmus in Hebrew Biblical Narrative” See especially the Appendix pp.116-117.
Thus, the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus, with six paired elements, demonstrates what would be, according to Blomberg, a high number of members that point to intentionally being structured as such by the author. The second aspect, “Density,” is what Welch refers to as “tightness in the text,” or the compactness of the structure. He explains that: “The more compact the proposed structure, or the fewer irrelevancies between its elements, the higher the degree of chiasticity. Tightness in the text is indicative of greater craftsmanship, rigor, focus, intention, and clarity… Thus, if a proposed chiasm involves only a few terms spread out over a long text, it has a low density.”

On this aspect of the criterion of “Density,” the proposed chiasmus in Matthew does not perform as well, as it is based on key terms and ideas that are spread over a long text, therefore it would be considered less compact, in this respect, than many shorter inverted parallelisms, though this lack of compactness is almost certain to befall most, if not all, extended chiasms. Thus, while Matthew 16:13-18:20 might be considered to lack “tightness” in the structure, it does display a high number of paired elements, which would allow it to meet the criterion of “Density” fairly well.

Concerning “Repeated elements,” i.e., the presence of verbal or conceptual parallels in the paired elements not found elsewhere in the proposed structure, the chiasmus in question performs quite well. Many of the verbal and conceptual elements that link the proposed layers, as discussed above, have been shown to be relatively rare in either the New Testament as a whole, within the Gospels, and/or within Matthew’s Gospel. More to the point though, the words, phrases, and or concepts that have been shown to link the layers to one another in the proposed chiasmus are not repeated elsewhere within the structure, which would blur the lines of where the pairings should actually be seen.

“Boundaries,” the next of the Tier Two criteria, speaks to the proposed chiasmus dividing the text at natural breaks. The Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus meets this criterion remarkably well, as it follows the natural structuring of the text, that has been seen by the majority of other interpreters, even though they did not recognize the presence of the chiastic structure itself. The beginning (16:13) and end (18:20) are well recognized as natural paragraph breaks in the text, as can be observed in most major Bible translations and numerous commentaries. In addition, all the proposed layers divide the text at what have regularly been observed to be the natural paragraph breaks. If the proposed structure was seen to be dividing the text in the middle of natural paragraphs, or even separating sections of sentences into different layers, it would weigh against the likelihood of a true chiasmus. But, that is not at all the case here and the structure meets this criterion fully.

The final criterion in Tier Two, “Primary structuring device,” is likely the most important of the principles in this tier for the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus. For the probability of chiasticity to be increased, in Welch’s view, chiasmus should be the primary structuring device employed in the passage in question. In other words, the less competition there is from other proposed methods of structuring, the more likely it is that a passage is chiastic, assuming, of course, that the other criteria for chiasmus are met.176 Similarly, Blomberg’s first criterion for detecting chiasmus, which falls under this category in the “Graded Synthesis” Chart, states:

There must be a problem in perceiving the structure of the text in question, which more conventional outlines fail to resolve... If a more straightforward structure can adequately account for the textual data, recourse to less obvious arrangements of the material would seem, at the very least, to risk obscuring what was already clear.177

176 Ibid., 6.

As discussed above, Blomberg goes a bit far in that he seems to be saying that virtually any other proposed structure would more straightforwardly account for the arrangement of the text. That is an overstatement, based on the prevalence of chiasmus now recognized throughout Scripture, and more pointedly for the present study, in the Gospel of Matthew.

Nonetheless, the presence of other proposed structures, especially one or more that are widely accepted by scholars, would weaken the likelihood that the passage in question is, in fact, chiastically structured. However, that is not the case at all for the passage in question.

Though scholars, as noted above, have frequently noted the likely connection of what have been called here the A and A’ layers based on the uses of the word ἐκκλησία and the virtual verbatim repetition of the “binding and loosing” formula, none have proposed a literary structure that successfully connects the two. While there are numerous proposals for the overall structuring of Matthew, with which the proposed structure spanning from 16:13-18:20 may be seen to be in competition, it only requires looking at the introductions to several major scholarly commentaries on Matthew to see that there is little, if any, consensus on this issue.

Scholars have proposed various structures for Matthew including: the author following the arrangement of the Pentateuch, a threefold division of the Gospel, divisions based on the five major discourses, and even various overarching chiastic structures. However, as France says, “Although much study has been devoted to the structure of Matthew in recent years, there has been little consensus as to the best analysis. The reason for this is not lack of data, but rather that...”


Matthew contains almost too large a variety of structural elements. There is apparently too much to comprehend under any single analysis of the structure.**180**

Since there is so little agreement as to how Matthew is actually structured as a whole, there is little reason to see the proposed chiasmus in competition with any one prevailing overarching structure. Also, there is virtually no competition from other structuring devices proposed for the passage in question. At least, that is the case inasmuch as they account for the connection of the 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, which, as has been demonstrated, is pointed out by numerous scholars and, therefore, calls for some discussion of how they should be understood in conjunction with one another. As such, this criterion strongly supports the likelihood of Matthew 16:13-18:20 as being a legitimate chiasmus.

In the final level of the “Graded Synthesis,” Tier Three, are the criteria of “Compatibility” and “Purpose.” “Compatibility” speaks to use of chiasmus being compatible with the author’s style and being found elsewhere in his writings. As discussed above in Chapter 1, numerous examples of chiasmus have been detected throughout Matthew’s Gospel,181 many of which have been widely accepted by scholars. There is no doubt, then, that the proposal of a chiastic structure in Matthew is compatible with the author’s style and that chiasmus is found elsewhere within his writing.

The criterion of “Purpose,” the idea that the author has a clear literary reason for employing chiasmus, is a bit more difficult to discern without first accepting the structure as

---


chiastic, in order to see what the author may be trying to convey by its use. However, as will be shown in later discussion, Matthew does, in fact employ this structure to make a point concerning the themes found within Matthew 16:13-18:20.

Overall, the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus finds strong support from most of the criteria in the “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus.” In Tier One, the proposed structure meets criteria one and three, and is overwhelmingly supported by criterion four, and, while it does require further discussion, will be shown to meet criterion two as well. In Tier Two, three of the four criteria strongly support Matthew 16:13-18:20 as a legitimate chiasmus. Though it meets one aspect of the criterion of “Density” well—the presences of multiple paired elements, it is not what one would consider as a tightly structured chiasmus, and therefore, only somewhat meets this criterion. The other three criteria in Tier Two, however, provide strong supporting evidence that this passage can be seen as chiastic. Finally, the Tier Three criteria, though they are less significant in the weight they carry, support this passage as chiastic as well. There is compelling evidence based on the evaluation of Matthew 16:13-18:20 that it is, in fact, a legitimate chiasmus and should, therefore, be studied as such.

Firmly establishing the existence of a chiasmus spanning from Matthew 16:13-18:20, as was done in Chapter 2, may seem to be a discussion reserved for Bible scholars to debate among themselves, with little value for the typical reader. However, that is far from true. As John Breck explains:

The benefits of chiastic and related rhetorical forms were in fact many, both to biblical authors and to their readers…To detect parallel and chiastic structures is no less important for today’s exegete or, indeed, for any reader of Scripture. Failure to do so has led interpreters to weave some rather fantastic theories to explain apparent irregularities in the composition and style of individual biblical writings…Above all, however, respecting the literary form of biblical passages goes far towards throwing light on the literal sense of the text. Understanding and elucidating that sense remains the exegete’s primary task.\(^\text{182}\)

Since proper exegesis calls for the identification of literary structures like chiasms and respecting them in the process of interpretation, then that task should be undertaken with Matthew 16:13-18:20.

While the initial part of this process is evaluating the passage itself as chiasmus and discerning its meaning as such, it is also necessary to understand its role in the larger context of the Gospel of Matthew. So, first, a discussion of how one can “read a passage chiastically” will be given. Then, the meaning of Matthew 16:13-18:20 in light of this chiastic structuring will be addressed. Since Matthew 16:17-18 has long been regarded throughout church history as a crucial, and often contentious, passage for New Testament interpreters,\(^\text{183}\) especially as it concerns the meaning of the phrase, “upon this rock, I will build my church,” it is important to

\(^\text{182}\) John Breck, *The Shape of Biblical Language: Chiasmus in the Scriptures and Beyond* (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1994), 53–55. Here, Breck further explains in his endnote that, in order to discover what he calls the spiritual sense of the text, the meaning that God intends for the Church and the world in each generation, one must uncover the literal sense of the text, i.e., the author’s intended meaning.

discuss here some of the most prominent understandings of this passage to see which, if any, are well supported by the chiastic reading of 16:13-18:20.

The Effects of Reading A Passage Chiastically

To properly understand a passage chiastically (i.e., as inverted parallelism) is to identify the structural key given by the author himself. Without this key, meaning may certainly be discerned from passages within the structure, but the overall force of the whole will likely be lost. According to Blomberg, the significance of grasping such a structural key, “…differs little from that of any other type of outline: it better enables the expositor to follow the author’s progression of thought and to emphasize the points he emphasized and to subordinate those he subordinated.”

There are, however, important differences in chiastic structuring and what modern interpreters think of when imagining an outline. Those differences consist of the way the thought of the author progresses (i.e., not strictly linearly, as modern prose would do) and the way in which points of emphasis are shown (i.e., not with a major point supported by minor points before moving on to the next major point).

Ronald Man, in his helpful article, “The Value of Chiasm for New Testament Interpretation,” explains that there are two major characteristics of chiasmus that primarily aid interpreters in discerning the meaning of a biblical passage: first, the central element or pair of elements, which are typically the focal point of the entire chiastic passage, and second, the complementary pairs that make up the chiasm, each of which can elucidate the other member,
and both of which work together to form a composite meaning.\textsuperscript{185} While virtually all scholars who study chiasmus agree that the center of the structure is important, it should also be noted that there are those, such as David Dorsey, who believe the most prominent pairing in an even-numbered symmetrical pattern to be the outer layers. Dorsey explains that, much like a passage framed by an inclusio, “The place of prominence in an even-numbered symmetry (e.g., a-b-c-c'-b'-a’) is generally at the beginning and the end rather than in the middle.”\textsuperscript{186} Here he cites as an example Exodus 21:2-22:27 [21:2-22:26], which features 10 symmetrically arranged units in which, “The most important units are the outer ones (21:2-17; 22:18-27 [22:17-26]), dealing with capital offenses and kindness to the poor, and not the central ones (21:33-22:9 [21:33-22:8]), which deal with more mundane cases involving loss of property.”\textsuperscript{187} In dealing with a chiasmus, which has an even-numbered symmetry, as Matthew 16:13-18:20 does, this potential feature of prominence in the outer layers, must surely be kept in mind.

The complementary pairs elucidating one another and the building of the whole chiasm toward the central passage is, as Breck describes it, an example of \textit{intensification} virtually always seen in biblical parallelism. Breck, building on the works of James Kugel\textsuperscript{188} and Robert Alter,\textsuperscript{189} describes intensification in all forms of parallelism as a pervasive feature of biblical literature. He explains:

The studies by Kugel and Alter confirm the theory that biblical parallelism is never truly “synonymous.” The “What’s more” factor – describing a movement of intensification,


\textsuperscript{186} Dorsey, \textit{The Literary Structure of the Old Testament}, 41; See also, John Beekman, John Callow, and Michael Kopesec, \textit{The Semantic Structure of Written Communication} (Dallas, TX: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1981): 119ff.

\textsuperscript{187} Dorsey, \textit{The Literary Structure of the Old Testament}, 41.


specification or completion from A to B – describes the very essence of Hebrew poetry and prose. What is true of the Hebrew Bible in this respect is true as well of much of the writings of the early Church. Gospels, Epistles and other New Testament and post-apostolic works likewise structure both poetic and prose passages according to the “What’s more” principle.\(^{190}\)

This “What’s more” factor (i.e., the movement of ideas which intensifies, specifies, or completes) is what Breck, borrowing from Alter, refers to as focusing. Focusing, he explains, is seen, not only in straightforward parallelism (A→A´→B→B´) but is equally well expressed by the use of chiasmus.

Chiasmus, in fact, lends itself to this characteristic of focusing in several directions. First, and commonly, there is the “natural” (especially in the mind of the modern reader) narrative movement from line to line, from beginning to end. Then, the focusing movement can also be seen in the parallel couplets (A´ intensifies, specifies, or completes A, B´ focuses B, etc.). Finally, all the corresponding pairs move toward the central element(s), which form the conceptual or thematic center. Breck describes this as a spiraling movement, which, “on the one hand produces the forward or focusing movement from line to line and strophe to strophe, and on the other provides meaning to the passage by focusing upon…its thematic center.”\(^{191}\)

To summarize the above discussion, chiastic passages “combine a forward narrative development with this concentric flow, to produce a double movement from beginning to end and from the extremities toward the center.”\(^{192}\) Hence, the analogy of a spiral.

---

\(^{190}\) Breck, *The Shape of Biblical Language*, 36.

\(^{191}\) Ibid., 38.

\(^{192}\) Ibid., 41.
Breck gives several examples in which this focusing can be seen and how it can be informative for the interpreter. He includes one somewhat longer example from the New Testament, John 20:3-10, which demonstrates this idea quite well.

Breck believes it to be structured chiastically as follows:

4: Peter came out with the other disciple, and they went toward the tomb.
   3: They both ran, but the other disciple outran Peter and reached to the tomb first.
   2: and stooping to look in, he saw the linen cloths lying there,
   1: but he did not go in.
   0: Then Simon Peter came, following him,
   1’: and went into the tomb.
   2’: He saw the linen clothes lying, and the napkin, which had been on his head,
   not lying with the linen cloths but rolled up in a place by itself.
   3’: Then the other disciple, who reached the tomb first, also went in, and he saw and believed; for as yet they did not know the scripture, that he must rise from the dead.

4’: Then the disciples went back to their homes.

He explains that structuring in this way allows the author to convey a complex set of affirmations. In that regard, he states:

By its concentric structure, the passage conveys a dual message. On the one hand, it provides two valid (i.e., male – Deut 19:15) witnesses to the fact that the tomb was empty and the gravedcloths were lying in a particular way. On the other, it establishes the Beloved Disciple as the first to reach the tomb and witness the linen cloths, and as the first to “believe”: “he saw and believed” is the foundational experience of those who encounter the Johannine Jesus and receive him as Lord and Son of God…Yet at the same time, the evangelist affirms Peter’s “primacy” among the disciples by having him enter the tomb first…The evangelist’s concern, however is to stress the priority of the Beloved Disciple’s witness, relative to that of Peter. Chiastic parallelism…with heightening or intensification from the first statement to its “prime” complement, conveys to the

---

194 Ibid., 49.
Gospel’s readers the point that Petrine “primacy,” while acknowledged, is of less importance than the witness of the disciple who “sees and believes.”

This demonstrates the understanding that can be drawn from rightly identifying and interpreting a chiastic structure, while a typical “straightforward” reading does not allow a reader to grasp as fully what the evangelist is seeking to convey here.

What seems clear from previous studies of chiasmus is that one must not assume that the “straightforward,” or linear, reading provides the extent of the meaning conveyed when such an

---

195 Ibid., 49–50.

196 Ibid., 50–52. Though it does become somewhat difficult to follow, Breck’s further discussion of helical movement may be helpful for some in conceptualizing the intensifying movement in an extended chiasmus. The proper reading of chiastically structured passages, understanding that there is a narrative movement that is complemented by a concentric flow toward and away from its center of meaning, is best demonstrated, Breck believes, by what he describes as an upward spiraling movement typical of a helix, and thus, “The most appropriate image for this phenomenon is that of a “conical helix,” in which movement begins from a broad base, then spirals upward toward the point that represents the conceptual center. Presupposing an A:B:C:D:C’:B’:A’ pattern, for example, A:A’ are both farther apart from each other and farther from the central axis than B:B’. This means that B:B’ are heightened relative to A:A’, as C:C’ are relative to B:B’. The “point” or D is both the concluding point of the upward movement and the central axis of the cone. Thus, it serves as the “conceptual center” that both ends and gives structure to the movement as a whole.” This can be illustrated by the following figure:

Breck goes on to explain that, though, the “what’s more” and helical characteristics are not as evident in some instances of chiasmus as others, they are typical of both prose and poetry to the point that they can be considered normative for chiasmus in Scripture, and give six points that summarize the movements of chiastic structures:

1) The second verse of a line intensifies, specifies or completes the first: A→B (A…./→B…./).
2) The second parallel line or couplet intensifies, specifies or completes the first: 2→2’; 1→1’; or A→A’; B→B’.
3) The second strophe of the chiastic pattern intensifies, specifies or completes the first: I→II.
4) The first strophe “descends” toward the conceptual center, whereas the second strophe ascends from it.
5) Movement from line to line produces a chronological or thematic narrative flow “from beginning to end,” “from A to Z”: 2→1→0→1’→2’.
6) Finally, progression from line to line also describes a spiral or, more accurately, a helical movement from the extremes (inclusion) toward the thematic center: 2→2’→1→1’→0.
elegant literary structure is employed by the author. To fully understand the author’s intended meaning for the reader, one must seek to discern what the author sought to convey by the use of chiasmus. This means the passage must be examined in such a way that allows the reader to see how the parallel pairs inform and focus one another and, ultimately, how the chiasmus builds from its outer frame (i.e., the significant A/A’ layer) to the central element(s), which often form(s) the climax of the passage contained within the structure.

It should be noted here that, while much is made of the chiasmus building to the central element(s), this does not necessarily exclude Dorsey’s contention that the place of prominence in an even-numbered symmetry is in the beginning and end. Recall that the focusing discussed above means to intensify, specify, or complete. If, then, the place of prominence is seen to be the outer layers, the inner layers, especially the central one(s), will intensify, specify, and/or complete the essential idea conveyed at the beginning and end of the structure. The Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus will now be examined in the light of this discussion.

A Chiastic Reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20

Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 (what have been called here the A and A’ layers) have been given much attention over the centuries by those studying the Gospel, because of the import many place on Peter’s confession Jesus as the Messiah, and because of the noticeable similarities between the two passages, i.e., the uses of ἐκκλησία and the “binding and loosing formula.” For this reason, attention must be called again to the issue of position of prominence as espoused by Dorsey. It would make sense that these two sections, which are so clearly related, and arguably the most debated among interpreters, are quite significant in this chiasmus. Following Dorsey’s contention that the two outer units are the most important, that would mean the A/A’ layer is the
most prominent part of the structure. Therefore, it must be considered not only at the beginning of the interpretation of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm (i.e., as the outer layer of the structure), but, to some extent, in regard to all the pairings within (i.e., layers ‘B’ through ‘F’), as the overarching conceptual “glue” of the entire structure. With the “interpretive grid” for chiasmus in mind, Matthew 16:13-18:20 can now be carefully examined chiastically by moving through the chiastic structure beginning with the outer (‘A’) pairing toward the inner (‘F’) layer.

Layer 1: A 16:13-20/A´ 18:15-20

As noted earlier, these two passages are the only uses of ἐκκλησία is in the Gospels, and many interpreters have noted the significance of these occurrences and the repetition of the “binding and loosing” formula. In light of the identification of the larger chiasmus, of which these two uses are found in the outermost layer, it can be seen that they are indeed connected.

Before examining the meaning of the two parts of the A pairing further, however, it is of significance to note that both Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 have also previously been identified as smaller inverted parallel structures:

A: 16:13-20

a (16:13-16) Who do you all (i.e., the disciples) say I am? Peter confesses Jesus is the Christ (Messiah)

b (16:17-18a) The blessing of the Divine revelation to Peter (i.e., “Little Rock”)

c (16:18b) Christ will build His ἐκκλησία, and it will not be overpowered by the gates of Hades

b´ (16:19) The keys of the kingdom of heaven; binding and loosing

a´ (16:20) Charges the disciples to tell no one He is the Christ (Messiah)
A′: 18:15-20

a (18:15-16) first steps of rebuking brother who has sinned: privately, then with two or three witnesses

b (18:17a) If sinner refuses listen to two or three, tell it to the ἐκκλησία

c (18:17b) If sinner refuses to listen to the ἐκκλησία: remove them, as a heathen or tax collector

b′ (18:18) Binding and loosing (i.e., by the ἐκκλησία)

a′ (18:19-20) The presence of Christ in regard to the prayer of two or the assembly of two or three

While it is possible that the legitimacy of these two smaller structures could be contested, it is still beneficial to examine what they help to reveal. The two smaller chiasms in A and A′ clarify that the focus of both parts is His ἐκκλησία, which Jesus announces He will build (in the future) in 16:18. In the center of the A (16:13-20) structure, the emphasis seems to be that those entering Christ’s ἐκκλησία by a similar testimony to that of Peter are in no danger of being lost to Hades. However, in the twin structure of A′ (18:15-20), unwillingness to listen to the correction of the ἐκκλησία is to result in at least temporary expulsion from the ἐκκλησία. Also significant in comparing these structures is that, though Peter is in some sense given the “keys” to the kingdom of heaven in 16:19, which is clearly somehow related to the ἐκκλησία, 18:18 makes it clear that the ἐκκλησία, even if it as small as two or three people, is, apparently as much as Peter, involved in whatever is meant by binding and loosing.


198 Though ἐκκλησία is not used previously in Matthew, and not at all in the three other Gospels, it would hardly be a strange term to Jewish ears, given that there are some 75 uses of ἐκκλησία in the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible (i.e., LXX), usually referring to the worshiping community of Israel, often in the Wilderness. Also, Luke records Stephen employing the same sense of ἐκκλησία in Acts 7:38.

199 Luter and Dodson, “Hidden in Plain View: An Overlooked Chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20.” Luter and Dodson also point out that, in regard to the understanding of the center of the wider chiasm (17:17), a key identification in 16:18—the meaning of “the rock” (πέτρος)—is likely echoing Deuteronomy 32:4, where God
Whether one agrees with the existence of these structures (i.e., in Matt 16:13-20 and 18:15-20) or not, it is clear something of great import is being said by Jesus about His ἐκκλησία and about the idea of “binding and loosing.” 200 After all, those are the key—and quite clear—links between the two outer passages of this lengthy chiasmus.

Since, as seen above, the layered pairs in a chiasmus inform one another, one would expect to see A′ somehow intensifying A. Thus, it should be asked how that is the case here.

In answer to that question, Matthew begins in the A layer (16:13) with Jesus asking a question about his identity, “Who do people say that the Son of Man is?” Jesus then narrows specifically to the disciples (16:15), “But who do you (plural) say I am?” Then, narrowing even further, Peter, as the representative of the group of disciples, answers by correctly identifying who Jesus really is (16:16): “You are the Messiah, the Son of the Living God.”

To Peter, Jesus responds (16:17-18) that he is blessed, God has revealed this to him, and “upon this rock” (ἐπὶ τῷ πέτρῃ τῇ πέτρᾳ) Jesus will build His ἐκκλησία, which will not be overpowered by the gates of Hades. Then, Jesus tells Peter (16:19) that he will give Peter the keys to the kingdom of heaven and that whatever he binds or looses on earth will have been bound or loosed in heaven. Jesus then (16:20) warns his disciples not to tell anyone his identity, Himself is called “the Rock.” That point becomes even more significant when it is recognized that the very center of the wider inverted parallel structure is clearly echoing Deuteronomy 32:20.

200 While the binding and loosing language certainly has great significance in these passages and is key to identifying the link between the two outer layers of the chiasm, the meaning of this formula has been somewhat elusive. It is likely that the meaning is influenced by the Rabbinic usage, but there are various ways in which this can be interpreted. See esp. Richard H Hiers, “‘Binding’ and ‘Loosing’: The Matthean Authorizations,” Journal of Biblical Literature 104, no. 2 (June 1985): 233–50; and Nolland, The Gospel of Matthew; See also, J Duncan M Derrett, “Binding and Loosing (Matt 16:19, Matt 18:18, John 20:23),” Journal of Biblical Literature 102, no. 1 (March 1983): 112–17; Dennis C Duling, “Binding and Loosing: Matthew 16:19; Matthew 18:18; John 20:23,” Forum 3, no. 4 (December 1987): 3–31; Stephen C. Haar, “Binding and Loosing: A ‘key’ Function in Hearing and Applying Scripture,” Lutheran Theological Journal 45, no. 3 (December 2011): 208; Joel Marcus, “The Gates of Hades and the Keys of the Kingdom (Matt 16:18-19),” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 50, no. 3 (July 1988): 443–55; Mark Allan Powell, “Binding and Loosing: A Paradigm for Ethical Discernment from the Gospel of Matthew,” Currents in Theology and Mission 30, no. 6 (December 2003): 438–45. While the meaning of binding and loosing will not be discussed at length in this work, the chiasitic understanding of Matthew 16:13-18:20 may eventually shed new light on the best way to interpret this language (see Areas for Further Research below).
that he is the Messiah, which implies that they must have understood, in some sense, along with Peter, that Jesus is the Messiah as well.

Clearly, there is a narrowing movement in this passage from the wider scope of men/mankind, who do not correctly identify Jesus as Messiah, to the narrower group of disciples who do, at least in some sense, at this point understand him as Messiah, and further to Peter, who, as the representative of the disciples, actually confesses Jesus as Messiah. Those who understand Jesus’ identity and confess him as Messiah, then, are the foundation upon which he will (future tense) build his ἐκκλησία. Jesus then closes by instructing that they should not reveal his identity as Messiah to anyone.

The corresponding A´ section gives further insight into this issue of identity and building of the church. In the A´ section, there is a broadening movement by which the author further clarifies the A section. Matthew begins with Jesus instructing one individual to go to another to show him his fault (18:15), then moves to a broader group of two or three witnesses that should be taken if the offender does not listen to the individual (18:16). Then, if the one who sins does not listen to the two or three, Jesus instructs that what is at issue be told to the ἐκκλησία (18:17), which seems to imply a larger group. Refusal to listen even to the ἐκκλησία is to result in the one who has sinned being treated as a “Gentile” or “tax collector.”

Jesus then, after using the key ἐκκλησία terminology, repeats virtually verbatim the “binding/loosing” formula he spoke to Peter in the A layer, this time in the second person plural. Then, Jesus apparently further clarifies what this binding/loosing formula means by explaining (18:19) that, “if two of you agree on earth about anything that they may ask, it will be done for them by My Father who is in heaven.”

Jesus goes on to say (18:20), “For where two or three have gathered together in My name, I am there in their midst.” Jesus here returns to the issue of identity, but in this instance, it
is those who gather in his name, who identify with his name, in whose midst he will be when they are together. 201 These, then, are the ones who, like the disciples and, like Peter, rightly identify him as Messiah and confess him. These are the ἐκκλησία that Jesus will build.

Layer 2: B 16:21-23/B’ 18:7-14

As discussed above, four of only five total uses of the noun σκάνδαλον in Matthew’s Gospel occur in the B/B’ pairing, which, in addition to showing the connection between the two layers, also points to something important being said about what it means to be a “stumbling block.” Moving from B to B’ demonstrates the seriousness of the spiritual consequences of being a σκάνδαλον and causing a “little one” to stumble (the cognate verb σκανδαλίζω).

In the B part of the painting (16:21-23), Jesus explains that, in order for his ἐκκλησία to be built, it is necessary for him to go to Jerusalem, suffer at the hands of the religious leaders of Judaism, die and be resurrected (16:21). Peter, who here seems to be anything but a “rock,” as Jesus referred to him in 16:18, goes so far as to rebuke Jesus, and is thus said by Jesus to be a σκάνδαλον or “stumbling block” to his mission (16:22-23). This, Jesus says, is because Peter’s mind is on the interests of man rather than on those of God.

Remembering that there is forward narrative progression in the chiasmus, this puts in stark contrast Peter’s confession of Jesus as Messiah—when his mind is set on the things of God, (i.e., what Jesus’ Father revealed to him [16:17]), with his rebuke of Jesus—when his mind is set on the interests of man. This is what makes him a σκάνδαλον rather than a πέτρα (i.e., part of the bedrock on which Jesus will build his ἐκκλησία).

201 It is important to note here that every use of the phrase “my name” in Matthew’s Gospel has a future connotation, cf. Mt. 10:22; 18:5; 19:29; 24:5; 24:9.
The B’ portion of the pairing (18:7-14) intensifies this discussion of being a σκάνδαλον by explaining how serious it is for anyone to be a spiritual stumbling block to even the “little ones” becoming part of the kingdom of heaven and the ἐκκλησία. Jesus pronounces “woe” on the world because of the stumbling blocks, which are necessary, but warns against being the one through whom the σκάνδαλον comes (18:7). He goes on to state strikingly that it is better to cut off one’s own hand or foot or pluck out one’s own eye—surely very costly measures in terms of worldly things—than to let them cause one to stumble (18:8-9).

This, then, would seem to demonstrate the result of having one’s mind set on things of the interests of man and the world. Being more concerned about these things than the things of God would cause one to stumble and thus become a σκάνδαλον to others. Conversely, having one’s mind set on the things of God is demonstrated by concern for the “little ones” and leaving the 99 to find the one (18:10-13). For, as Jesus says in 18:14, “it is not the will of your Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones (i.e., those who will be part of his ἐκκλησία) perish.

Again, keeping in mind the narrative progression of the passage, the B’ layer not only intensifies the B layer, but also provides the context for, and is simultaneously informed by, the section which will follow, the A’ layer, which was discussed above. This helps to explain why the narrative proceeds from here to the discussion of church discipline. Not only is it a serious spiritual offense to be a σκάνδαλον to one that will enter the ἐκκλησία, but, the ἐκκλησία must also not allow anyone who is a σκάνδαλον—as even Peter himself, who represents the rock on which Jesus will build His ἐκκλησία, can become a σκάνδαλον—to continue as part of the ἐκκλησία without properly dealing with him or her, in keeping with Jesus’ principles stated in Matthew 18:15-20 (i.e., A’).
Layer 3: C 16:24-28/C’ 18:1-6

Jesus, after explaining that He will build his ἐκκλησία and rebuking Peter for being a stumbling block by trying to keep him from being killed, then says that it is not enough to simply stay out of the way and let things happen. If anyone wants to come after Jesus, they must not only allow him to suffer and be killed, but they are to take up their own crosses as well (16:24). In order for anyone to avoid losing his life, he must not try to preserve it. Rather, one must deny himself and lose his own life in order to truly find it and gain his reward when Jesus comes in the glory of His Father. For when He does come, He will repay each one according to his works (16:25-27).202 The urgency of this willingness to lose one’s life to follow Jesus is furthered by Jesus’s statement that some of those standing with him would not die before seeing him coming in His kingdom (16:28).203 What Jesus seems to be saying here is that true discipleship is not just a matter of letting Jesus go to the cross, and it is not even enough to avoid being a stumbling block by avoiding focusing on worldly things (cf. B layer). Rather, true discipleship is denial of self, even to the point of giving up one’s own life—and there is no time to waste in doing so.

The second part of this pairing, C’, depicts the disciples questioning Jesus as to who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven, to which Jesus responds by calling a child to himself and using him as an example (18:1-2). According to Jesus, not only does childlike faith and humility

202 It should be noted here that many English translations, such as NASB, NKJB, and ESV, render the Greek ψυχή as life in v. 25 and soul in v. 26. However, others, such as CSB and NET, rightly render it life as in v. 25, which better shows the connection and continuation of the point Jesus is making.

203 R.T. France explains well what Jesus means here, as He is most likely referring to them being witnesses of His Transfiguration, His coming in His kingship: “The point is that while some of them are still alive it will become clear to those with the eyes to see it that Jesus the Son of Man is enthroned as King…Six days later (an unusually precise time-connection in Matthew, which suggests a deliberate linking of the two pericopae 16:24-28 and 17:1-8) just three of those who heard Jesus’ words in 16:28 were to witness a ‘vision’ (17:9) of Jesus in heavenly glory. France, The Gospel of Matthew, 2007, 641; See also, Keener, The IVP Bible Background Commentary.
make one the greatest in the kingdom of heaven but being converted and becoming like children is actually a requirement to enter into the kingdom of heaven (18:3-4). He then describes the massive difference in receiving one such child in His name—which is equivalent to receiving Jesus himself—and causing a “little one” who believes in Him to stumble, which is worse than being tied to a millstone and drowned.

As discussed briefly in Chapter Two, Jesus is using His teaching on childlike faith and humility in C’ (18:1-6) to explain further the concept of truly following him (discipleship) as explained in C (16:24-28). If one wants to be a true disciple, one must be willing to deny himself (i.e., his own worldly interests) and take up his cross (i.e., be willing to suffer). But, even more than this, one must be converted, have his direction/focus changed (presumably from that of an average adult, which would be on worldly self-interests) and become humble, like a child. Jesus’s “payment” of each one according to his practice (16:27) is further clarified in that receiving a child will be rewarded as equivalent to receiving Jesus himself and there will be some kind of punishment worse than drowning for anyone who causes a believing little one to stumble (18:5-6). This pair works in tandem to show two integral characteristics for true discipleship—that is, for those who confess Him as Messiah and will be part of His ἐκκλησία: 1) total commitment/giving up one’s life; and 2) childlike humility.

In addition to the intensification/clarification the C’ section provides for C, it is also important to note the narrative movement in the chiastic structure as well. The C layer, as mentioned above, moves the discussion from Peter being a σκάνδαλον by having his mind set on worldly things to the need to do more than just avoid being a stumbling block, but instead to value Jesus more than one’s own life, in order to truly follow Him. C’ simultaneously informs the C layer, while also providing the preceding context for the B’ layer and the further discussion of the seriousness of being such a σκάνδαλον.
Layer 4 D 17:1-8/D’ 17:24-27

Within the larger framework of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiastic structure as a whole, the D layer, which encompasses the Transfiguration of Jesus, the appearance of Moses and Elijah, and the announcement by the Father of Jesus as His beloved Son, confirms Peter’s confession of Jesus as the Messiah (16:15-16). At the same time, it moves forward the understanding of what that means, i.e., that He is not just the awaited Messiah but in fact the Son of God, clothed in heavenly glory, the glory of God Himself.

It seems that the meeting with Moses and Elijah (17:3) has to do with the coming ἐκκλησία announced earlier (16:18) in the wake of rejection of John the Baptist as the offered Elijah figure (11:14; see Malachi 4:5), which brought about a delay in the previous kingdom plan. The primary focus within this layer seems to be sonship, as God announces Jesus as His own Son, one who shares in God’s own glory. Since this would certainly be a position of great authority, even if they didn’t fully recognize Jesus’s divinity at this point, it seems strange that there would be a need for the Father to command them to listen to His Son. However, in light of Peter’s previous reaction to Jesus’s revelation that he would be killed and raised on the third day, this sets up the following E layer, where Jesus will again explain to them His upcoming suffering/death and resurrection. If, for Peter, James, and John, there was any question of who Jesus really was, that would have been removed by what they experienced here. Jesus is God’s very Son, and He shares in His glory and authority.

At first glance, the D’ layer may not appear to correspond in any way one would expect to see in paired layers of a chiasmus. Some might even say it seems out of place in the narrative progression of the passages as well. By way of contrast, though, D’ gives important clarification to the D layer. Jesus, who is shown to be the Son of God, the Heavenly King, should be exempt,
like the sons of earthly kings, from doing something as menial as paying taxes. However, Jesus, who shares the heavenly glory of the Father, humbles himself to earthly authority.

Jesus, as the Messiah whom they had confessed and whose glory they had seen, was not going to build his ἐκκλησία by overthrowing earthly authorities and establishing an earthly kingdom at that time. To the contrary, He will build his ἐκκλησία by humbling himself to those earthly authorities, eventually to the point of death. Not only does his humility build on the progression toward the center of the chiasm concerning the building of His ἐκκλησία, it also models the humility Jesus will discuss concerning true discipleship, what it means to truly follow Him, in the C’ layer that follows (18:1-6).

Layer 5 E 17:9-13/E’ 17:22-23

In 17:9-13, the E layer, Jesus echoes the command he gave immediately following Peter’s confession that the disciples tell no one He is the Christ by commanding them that they should tell no one of what they had seen concerning his transfiguration until after he had risen from the dead. He explains that the coming of Elijah as the forerunner had already happened through John the Baptist. Like the corporate rejection and killing of John the Baptist as the Elijah figure, Jesus would also suffer and die at the hands of men as well. This is the second prediction in Matthew of Jesus’s coming suffering and resurrection (cf. 16:21), though, having been told by God during the transfiguration event to listen to Jesus, the disciples do not dispute Him, as Peter had done earlier (16:21-23).

To further emphasize his point, in E’ (17:22-23) Jesus makes his third prediction concerning his death and resurrection. He tells the disciples in no uncertain terms that He will be delivered into the hands of men, that they will kill Him, and that He will be raised from the dead
on the third day. This, of course, grieves the disciples, but again underscores that Jesus’s ἐκκλησία is not being built in the way many would have expected. Rather, that building process would be through the death and resurrection of the Son of Man. Again, not only does this reiterate the prediction in E, but also sets the stage for Jesus humbling himself to earthly authorities by paying taxes in D’ (17:24-27).

Layer 6 F 17:14-18/F’ 17:19-20[21]

In the final (i.e., middle) pairing of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus, as in the initial pairing, it appears the two layers may themselves be smaller chiasms within the larger chiasmus framework. The proposed smaller chiastic structures are as follows:

F 17:14-18

a (17:14-15) A man comes to Jesus whose son has seizures
   b (17:16) Jesus’s disciples unable (ἠδυνήθησαν) to heal the boy
      c (17:17a) “O unbelieving (ἀπιστος) and perverted (διαστρέφω) generation (γενεά)!”
   b’ (17:17b) The time is short that Jesus will be with them
a’ (17:17c-18) The boy comes to Jesus and He casts out the demon

F’ 17:19-20

a (17:19) Jesus’s disciples ask why they were unable (ἠδυνήθημεν) to cast out the demon
   b (17:20a) Because of your little faith (ὀλιγοπιστία)
      c (17:20b) If you have faith (πίστις) as a mustard seed
b’ (17:20c) The mountain will move, if you tell it to
a’ (17:20d) Nothing will be impossible (ἀδυνατήσει) for you!204

Admittedly, the chiastic structuring is less obvious here. Nevertheless, whether or not one accepts the validity of the smaller chiasms within the large structure, what is quite evident in this pairing (F, F’) is that Jesus is certainly saying something about faith.

Jesus’s reaction in the F layer to the man’s request concerning his son initially seems strong and even surprising. However, if one has tracked the previous uses of γενεὰ in Matthew (excluding the genealogy in 1:1-17), Jesus’s frustration and anger with the present “generation” clearly grows progressively.205 It is probable that Jesus is even here echoing Deuteronomy 32:20, in which God says, “I will hide My face from them, I will see what their end shall be; For they are a perverse generation, Sons in whom is no faithfulness.” This very similar wording is then followed in 21a by a description of God being provoked to jealousy and anger. In 21b God’s intent to provoke Israel to jealousy is stated by using בלאם, literally “not a people,” and to anger with חכם, “a senseless nation.”

Jesus has come to the point with the present generation—that is, the present generation of Jewish people to whom he had revealed himself as Messiah—at which he will no longer be with them and put up with their faithlessness and perversion. Paul makes this point in Romans 10:19 when he references Deut 32:21 and explains that Israel had their chance to attain righteousness by faith in Jesus when he presented himself as their Messiah. But, since they did not, God would

---

use the Gentiles (i.e., not a people, a people with no sense of godliness) to provoke Israel to jealousy and a desire to return to God.206

Assuming that the structuring of the smaller chiasms in F and F’ is correct, it is no doubt significant that the center of F (17:17a) focuses on ἄπιστος, “faithless,” and the center of F’ (17:20b) focuses on πίστις, “faith” (both c in the smaller chiasms). Whether or not one accepts the legitimacy of the smaller chiastic structures, however, does not negate the fact that Jesus clearly contrasts the ἄπιστος καὶ διεστραμμένη generation in F with the ὀλιγοπιστία of the disciples and the πίστις the size of a mustard seed.

Perhaps the best way to understand ὀλιγοπιστία here is as inadequacy or imperfection of faith207 rather than littleness of faith, as it is typically rendered. This helps clarify the contrast Jesus is making. The disciples are distinct from the faithless and perverted generation of Israel that has rejected Jesus, but their faith is not adequate at this point, for they do not yet fully understand all the Jesus is doing, as evidenced by the fact that in the immediately following verses, E’, Jesus has to tell them again that he will be killed and raised on the third day. Once they do adequately understand, though, even very small faith in the Gospel will yield amazingly big results (cf. Mt. 13:31ff.).

As the center of the larger chiasmus spanning from Matthew 16:13-18:20, according to most scholars who study chiastic structures, F and F’ should hold a place of importance in interpreting the overarching structure. That being that case, it seems there is something very important about the role played by faith. At this point, that appears to be referring to adequate faith in the truth of who Jesus is and in the future building of Jesus’s ἐκκλησία.


A Brief Summary of the Meaning of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasmus

Having outlined the layers of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm, rather than going into great detail about the meaning of each layer, as it is beyond the scope of this present work, it will be most helpful here to briefly summarize the meaning of the chiasmus layer by layer in order to lay the foundation for examination of how the chiastic reading relates to the rest of Matthew’s Gospel and, ultimately, its ecclesiological implications. This is the case, because, as noted previously, the outer layers of an even numbered chiasmus occupy the positions of prominence, so something very important about the ἐκκλησία is being said in this structure.

A Layer

A – Those who rightly identify Jesus and confess Him as Messiah are narrowed down to Peter as the rock on which Jesus will build His ἐκκλησία. As such, Peter is given the keys to Kingdom of Heaven and authority to bind and loose.

A’ – Those who share in Peter’s confession and gather in Jesus’ name are likewise given authority to bind and loose.

Jesus’ ἐκκλησία will be built on the rock of those who rightly identify Him as Messiah, and the ἐκκλησία and its authority to “bind and loose” will be widened from those who make up the rock to all those who gather in Jesus’ name.

208 Because Matthew 16:17-19 is such an important and widely discussed passage, a more detailed examination of these verses in light of the chiastic reading has been given below in the Appendix.

209 For further discussion of the meaning of “on this rock,” see Appendix.
B Layer

B – Even Peter, who has just confessed Jesus as Messiah has become a stumbling block when his mind is not on God’s interests.

B’ – It is far better to suffer in a worldly sense than to become a stumbling block and having concern for “little ones” is an indication of having a mind set on things of God rather than those of man.

There are, in the building of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία, two great dangers: setting your mind on man’s interests—possibly influenced by Satan—and becoming a stumbling block, especially to “little ones,” those with childlike faith.

C Layer

C - True discipleship is denial of self, even to the point of giving up one’s own life and there is no time to waste in doing so.

C’ – Childlike faith and humility make one the greatest in the kingdom of heaven, and, in fact, being converted and becoming like a child is actually a requirement to enter into the kingdom of heaven. Receiving a child in His name is like receiving Him and causing a child to stumble has grave consequences.

Jesus’ ἐκκλησία will be made up of those who are willing to give up their life—their worldly concerns—and those with childlike faith. They must be willing to suffer and to receive those with childlike faith, while being on guard not to cause any to stumble.
D Layer

D – Jesus is transfigured before Peter, James, and John, and He is confirmed as the true Son of God.

D – Jesus teaches Peter to be humble and not to offend earthly authorities.

Jesus, who is preparing to build his ἐκκλησία, is simultaneously the glorified Son of God and humble enough to submit to earthly authority.

E Layer

E – The Elijah figure has already come and been rejected by the religious leaders, and, likewise, Jesus will be rejected and suffer at their hands.

E’ – Jesus predicts again that he will be deliver over to be killed, and He will be raised on the third day.

Jesus’ suffering, death, and resurrection are apparently closely linked to the building of His ἐκκλησία.

F Layer

F – The unbelieving and perverted generation (γενεά) is being rejected.

F’ – Those who have even mustard seed-sized faith will do great things.
Those with faith, even mustard seed sized faith—i.e., those with childlike faith—rather than those who make up the faithless and perverted generation, will make up Jesus’ ἐκκλησία.

Connecting the Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasmus to the Rest of Matthew

Having examined the meaning of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus, it will now be important to examine its connection to the rest of Matthew’s Gospel. Concerning the preceding chapters of Matthew, there are ten literary pointers that actually build up to the chiasm. The following chart lays out these key words210:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term/Phrase</th>
<th>Initial use in Matt</th>
<th>Key use(s) in Matthew prior to chiasm</th>
<th>Relevant section(s) of chiasm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disciples</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Used an average of 2.5 times per chapter throughout Matthew</td>
<td>Used an average of 4.5 times per chapter in the chiasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>7:24, 25</td>
<td>7:24, 25</td>
<td>16:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td>8:10</td>
<td>8:10, 13; 9:2, 22, 28-29; 15:28</td>
<td>17:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Faith</td>
<td>6:30</td>
<td>8:26; 14:31; 16:8</td>
<td>17:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least/Little one(s)/Small children</td>
<td>11:11</td>
<td>11:25</td>
<td>18:6, 10, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John the Baptist/ Elijah</td>
<td>3:1-2</td>
<td>11:1-13; 14:1-12</td>
<td>17:3-4, 10-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed</td>
<td>11:25, 27</td>
<td>11:25, 27</td>
<td>16:17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jesus, like John the Baptist (Matt. 3:2), began His public ministry in Galilee, proclaiming: “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (4:17). Due to the lack of repentance by those who had seen many of Jesus’ miracles, He declares repeatedly that those of that γενεά will be judged very harshly (11:16, 21-24; 12:39, 41, 42, 45; 16:4), leading directly to His very strong words in 17:17. John the Baptist was offered to Israel as the Elijah figure, who was predicted to come in Mal. 4:5, but he was rejected and killed (Matt. 14:6-12; 17:10-13), requiring the postponement of that prophecy’s fulfillment (17:10-13).

Jesus states that the “secrets of the kingdom of heaven” will only be understood by His disciples (13:10-17), by little children (11:25) and by those to whom God sees fit to reveal certain things (11:25-27), such as Peter (16:17). Jesus also states: “If anyone is not offended (σκανδαλίζω) because of Me, he is blessed” (11:6), which implies that those who are offended are something akin to being cursed. Those offended ones included the people in Jesus’s hometown of Nazareth (13:57) and the Pharisees (15:12).

“ Apostles” is only used once (10:2) in the First Gospel. Matthew’s characteristic way of referring to the 12 is as the “disciples.” On three occasions, the 12 “disciples” are said to have “little faith” (ὀλιγοπιστία/ὀλιγόπιστος [8:26; 14:31; 16:8]), in comparison to a Roman centurion (8:10, 13), two blind men (9:28, 29) and a Canaanite woman (15:8), all of whom are commended by Jesus for their faith. Additionally, humble, childlike faith is characteristic of the one who is “greatest in the kingdom of heaven” (18:1-6).

The only other use of “rock” (πέτρος) and “build” (οἰκοδομέω) together in Matthew besides in 16:18 is in 7:24-25. It thus appears quite possible that Jesus’s short parable of the wise man building his house (οἰκία) on a foundation of rock (πέτρος) at least partly sets the stage for Jesus’ proclamation that He would build His ἐκκλησία on the rock.211

211 Ibid., 30–31.
What seems to be happening here is that the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus is functioning as a sort of lens that helps to focus much of what Jesus has been saying and teaching earlier in the Gospel. This chiastic structure becomes a significant turning-point in the Gospel, which helps to reorient the reader’s understanding to the fact that Jesus is now about to do something new and different. He is going to build His ἐκκλησία, not with or founded upon the current faithless and perverted γενεά, who have rejected Elijah/John the Baptist en masse and, even in light of all the miracles He had done in their presence, will reject and kill Him as well. Jesus, like that wise man who built his house on the rock, is going to build his ἐκκλησία on those who, based on revelation from God, confess Him as Messiah and with those who are humble and have even mustard seed-sized faith.

These key words and ideas point forward toward the chiasm in 16:13-18:20, which does appear to function as a focal point. Not only is the chiasm a focal point of ideas building up from earlier in Matthew, but it also appears point to (or be pointed back to by) ideas in the remainder of the Gospel. Therefore, it is imperative to understand how the chiasm then relates to what happens in the remainder of the First Gospel.

The central portion of the chiasmus points to what happens in Matthew 18-28. There are, passages that reflect on the unbelieving and perverted generation (cf. Mt 23, esp. verse 36) in contrast to those who believe/have faith (cf. 21:21; 23:23). Πιστέω, which has already been seen in 18:6, is also in 21:22, 25 and alongside πίστις in 21:32, plus Matthew 21:32 and 27:42 which fits the pattern seen in 16:13-18:20. What emerges as the common factor in these faith/believe passages is that it is only “little ones” or unexpected hearers who trust Jesus. The “religious” leaders and their followers, who make up the γενεά Jesus rejects, had already rejected Him.
There is, then, in Matthew 18-28 a two-pronged progression. One track follows those in the (mustard seed-sized) faith category, while the other track follows the faithless and rebellious generation, both individually and corporately. It is those of faith who, along with those who are already disciples (another term used extensively in Matt 16-18), who form the core “building material” for Jesus’ ἐκκλησία. In keeping with the discussion of the meaning of 16:17-19 above, they, along with Peter, form the “rock” on which Jesus will build His ἐκκλησία—at least until the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2), when the ministry of the Holy Spirit will indwell God’s people and the New Covenant, Spirit-empowered building of the ἐκκλησία begins.

All of this ultimately points to the connection of the chiasm with the Matthean statement of the Great Commission in 28:16-20. In order to see the link between the larger 16:13-18:20 chiasmus and the Matthean Commission, it will be helpful to return briefly to the A/A´ layer, which, as discussed above, helps set the stage for and holds a position of prominence in this even-numbered chiastic structure. Recall that the A and A´ sections were proposed to be chiastically structured in themselves, in addition to forming that outer layers of the larger chiasmus.

A – 16:13-16:20:

a (16:13-16) Who do you all (i.e., the μαθηταί) say I am? Peter confesses Jesus is the Christ (Messiah)

   b (16:17-18a) The blessing of the Divine revelation to Peter (i.e., “Little Rock”)  

   c (16:18b) Christ will build His ἐκκλησία, and it will not be overpowered by the gates of Hades  

   b´ (16:19) The keys of the kingdom of heaven; binding and loosing  

   a´ (16:20) Charges the disciples (μαθηταί) to tell no one He is the Christ (Messiah)
Assuming the chiastic structure of the A layer is accurate, the two outer layers (a/a´) both refer to the disciples (μαθηταί), while the central section (c) contains Jesus’ statement that He will build His ἐκκλησία. Even if this chiastic structure is disputed, at the very least the references to μαθηταί form an inclusio for this paragraph, which centers on Jesus as the Messiah and the building of His ἐκκλησία. All of this points to an important connection between the disciples and the church and that the terms ἐκκλησία and μαθηταί are closely related. That being the case, the idea of the ἐκκλησία should be in mind when one hears the command to make disciples (μαθητεύω) in the Great Commission (28:19).

A´ - 18:15-18:20:

   a (18:15-16) first steps of rebuking a brother who has sinned: privately, then with two or three witnesses

      b (18:17a) If sinner refuses listen to two or three, tell it to the ἐκκλησία

      c (18:17b) If sinner refuses to listen to the ἐκκλησία: remove them, as a heathen or tax collector

   b´ (18:18) Binding and loosing (i.e., presumably by the ἐκκλησία, evidenced by the switch to second person plural)

   a´ (18:19-20) The presence of Christ in regard to the prayer of two or the assembly of two or three

The A´ layer is located within a larger discourse, in which Jesus is speaking to his disciples (cf. 18:1). Here, in the a/a´ sections, the references to “two or three” are prominent features, while references to the ἐκκλησία are found in the inner layers (or within the inclusio of verses referring to “two or three” if one does not accept the chiastic structuring of 18:15-20 proposed). Since Jesus is speaking to his disciples, this seems to form something of preview of what is to happen in the future when Jesus will build His ἐκκλησία. Here it is made clear that the
authority of “binding and loosing” will be given to the μαθηταί/ἐκκλησία, not to any particular individual. As in the A layer, there seems to be in the A´ layer a strong link between the ἐκκλησία and μαθητοί, which should again point the reader to the future command given by Jesus to make disciples in the Great Commission.

It is also worth noting that scholars, such as R. T. France, have pointed out an important link in the text of Matthew’s Gospel which connects the Great Commission passage to at least the opening layer of the 16:13-18:20 chiasm. France asserts that the Gospel of Matthew seems to be structured using a geographical framework. He explains that most of the first four chapters form what he calls the prologue and then:

…from 4:17 onward Jesus’ ministry in Matthew, as in Mark, is set entirely in and around Galilee until Jesus announces his intention to travel south to Jerusalem in 16:21. Like Mark, Matthew offers a substantial body of material, particularly concerned with the reorientation and training of the disciples, on the journey between Galilee and Jerusalem…[A]t the end of the Jerusalem phase of the story there will be a dramatic return to Galilee (28:16-20), so that the messianic mission is triumphantly relaunched in the place where it had originally begun…212

What France is saying here is very important, as it gives an additional clear connection between Jesus’ declaration that He would build His ἐκκλησία in 16:13-20—the last thing, according to Matthew’s Gospel, that He did in Galilee before going to Jerusalem and being killed—and the Great Commission in 28:16:20—the last thing He did and final command he gave to them in the First Gospel, for which He also specifically returned to Galilee (which certainly seems to have been to purposely make this point). In addition to the connections discussed thus far, the evidence that shows the Great Commission is the method by which Jesus would fulfill his declaration that He would build His ἐκκλησία is abundant in the book of Acts (which will be discussed in the next chapter).

Concluding Ideas Concerning the Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasmus

As one thinks back through what has been presented in this chapter, it becomes clear that the chiastic structure of Matthew 16:13-18:20 is a turning point in Jesus’ mission. As evidenced by the A-F layers of the chiasm, Jesus is rightly identified as the Messiah, the Son of God, but those whose minds are not set on the things of God and who are not willing to give up their lives are a stumbling block to God’s plan, even tools of Satan. Jesus, just like John the Baptist, the Elijah figure, will be rejected and suffer at the hands of the religious leaders of Israel, and this rejection of Jesus as Messiah by the vast majority of Israel will result in Jesus’ corporate rejection of this unbelieving and perverted γενεά of Israel as the centerpiece of God’s plan.

In rightly identifying Jesus as Messiah, His disciples—with Peter as the leader—will become at least the initial building blocks of Jesus’s ἐκκλησία (possibly the foundation stones [Eph 2:20]), joined by those “little ones” with childlike faith—faith like a mustard seed. The future end result of the building process would be a number of local ἐκκλησίαι in which every individual really counts (Matt 18:15-20)—like going after the one sheep, beyond the 99—an ἐκκλησία that has the authority to bind and loose, like Peter (and the apostles [16:19]), but (now) without any hint of the apostolic leadership being needed to call the shots.213

The Matthean Commission, then, effectively picks up the clues and implications stated above and lays out precisely how the task of building the ἐκκλησία will be carried out in the time ahead (in the power of the Spirit [Acts 1:8]): 1) win the building blocks (i.e., disciples) evangelistically (28:19a) from “all the nations”; 2) baptizing the converts (28:19b), so they will identify with Jesus, not Israel—or even the previous ministry of John the Baptist; and 3) teaching

213 This seems to be demonstrated in Acts 14:21-23, i.e., local churches founded apostolically, but soon after organized and placed under the ongoing leadership of appointed elders (i.e., no longer the apostles).
the converts to full obedience (29:20a), so they will be maturing disciples who can in turn win more disciples, building Christ’s ἐκκλησία one “living stone” at a time (cf. 1 Pet 2:4-5).
The Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus has been shown to be highly significant. In fact, it serves as a sort of lens through which interpreters can begin to recognize the First Evangelist’s ecclesiological understanding. Thus, it seems necessary to examine not only its implications for Matthew’s Gospel, but also for the other significant portion of the New Testament that speaks directly of the building of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία: the book of Acts. This chapter will discuss the Great Commission as the means by which Jesus fulfills the promised building of His ἐκκλησία by:

1) establishing the theological connection between Matthew’s Gospel and Acts; 2) showing how this building process is exhibited in the early chapters of Acts; and 3) demonstrating that Luke intentionally points back to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm and the Matthean version of the Great Commission in Acts 2:1-6:1, in order to alert the reader that this is, in fact, what is happening in the succeeding narrative.

The Matthean Commission as the Methodology Fulfilling Jesus’ Declaration that He Would Build His Church

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, there is a strong exegetical link between the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm and the Great Commission (Matthew 28:16-20). Therefore, it is not stretching things to conclude that the Matthean Commission is in some important ways related to Jesus’ building his Church, as he promised in the A layer of the Matthew 16:13-18:20
chiasm. However, in reading the book of Acts with the chiastic understanding of 16:13-18:20 and its connections to the remainder of Matthew in mind, the link between the chiasmus and the concluding Great Commission becomes even clearer. As is seen with high visibility in Acts, that Commission is the method by which Jesus will accomplish the building of His ἐκκλησία.

**Connecting Matthew to Acts: Theological Priority**

Upon evaluating Matthew 16:13-18:20 as a legitimate chiasm, it becomes evident that certain theological themes found within this chiasmus fit together closely with some of the most important theological themes in Acts 1-14. What is of primary interest and helps establish what appears to be a strong link between Matthew’s Gospel—especially the 16:13-18:20 chiasm—and the Book of Acts, is the use of the word ἐκκλησία.

In order to clearly grasp the connection, it is most helpful to: 1) examine the uses of ἐκκλησία in the Gospels and Acts; 2) discuss the absence (or omission) of ἐκκλησία in Luke’s Gospel and its conspicuous presence in Acts; 3) and examine what seems to be a seamless dovetailing of the uses in Matthew’s Gospel with the uses in Acts. What this collectively demonstrates is the likelihood of what has been called Matthean Theological Priority.214

As previously discussed in evaluating Matthew 16:13-18:20, the word ἐκκλησία is significant terminology that connects the A and A’ layers of that structure, in large part because of how exceedingly rare it in the Gospels. In fact, of the 113 times it is found in the New Testament, it is used only three times in the Gospels, and all three are in the A and A’ layers of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiastic structure. By contrast, there are 23 uses of ἐκκλησία in Acts,

---

214 This material is largely derived from research previously done by this author in A. Boyd Luter and Nicholas Dodson, “‘Matthean Theological Priority?’: Making Sense of Matthew’s Proto-Ecclesiology in Acts 1-14.”
19 of which refer to the New Testament church—or as Jesus calls it, His ἐκκλησία. The following chart can help visualize this disparity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NT Book</strong></th>
<th><strong>Number of uses of ἐκκλησία</strong></th>
<th><strong>Passages in which ἐκκλησία is found</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16:18; 18:17 (2x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certainly, there is more going on with the Gospels/Acts uses of ἐκκλησία than a mere statistical anomaly. It is quite surprising that the key ecclesiological term used in the New Testament is found in Matthew and not the other Gospels, especially in light of the fact that Matthew is widely considered to be the most Jewish of the Gospels. Though other important ecclesiologically-related terms do appear in the other Gospels (e.g., μαθητής is used frequently in the other three Gospels), it is only Matthew that actually points ahead beyond Jesus’ death, resurrection, and ascension to the beginning of His ἐκκλησία, which, in the course of the history of the New Testament era, is precisely where the Book of Acts is located.216


216 While this is not a naïve claim that all the Gospels were written before the Book of Acts, it is an affirmation that the events recorded in the Gospels focus on the life and ministry of Jesus, which historically preceded the events recorded in Acts.
Considering the content of the chart above, it is not necessarily strange that Acts contains 19 uses of the word ἐκκλησία in reference to the church, or even that 12 of those occur in chapters 1-14 (more on this below). What is strange, however, is that the Gospel of Luke, the first part of the two-part work (Luke-Acts) by the Third Evangelist, contains no uses of ἐκκλησία whatsoever. It is as if ἐκκλησία suddenly appears in Acts out of nowhere, though it is a virtual certainty that Luke was fully aware of the usage of the ἐκκλησία terminology for the church of Jesus Christ at the time he wrote his Gospel.

Now, it is admitted that the long-held scholarly consensus of Markan Priority, which assumes that the Gospel of Mark was the earliest of the Gospels and, thus, would be a written source for Luke “about the events fulfilled among us” (cf. Luke 1:1), and the fact that there are no instances of ἐκκλησία in Mark, aligns with the absence of ἐκκλησία from the Third Gospel. However, the fact that ἐκκλησία is used prominently in Acts while being entirely absent from the Gospel of Luke demands some explanation.

Since, as discussed above, the Gospel of Matthew includes three uses of ἐκκλησία which fit almost seamlessly with the uses of ἐκκλησία in Acts (see discussion below), an obvious explanation seems to be that the First Gospel is Luke’s source for his ecclesiological content in Acts. If, however, Luke did draw heavily on Matthew’s Gospel in the writing of Luke-Acts,

---

217 It is almost as common for scholars to believe that Luke also utilized the hypothetical document ‘Q’ (short for Quelle, a German word meaning “source”).

218 A. Boyd Luter and Nicholas Dodson, “‘Matthean Theological Priority?’: Making Sense of Matthew’s Proto-Ecclesiology in Acts 1-14.” Until around AD 1800, virtually no extant writing expressed any other view than that the reason why Matthew is placed first in the order of the Gospels is because it was written first. However, while it is not the purpose of this presentation to argue for Matthean Priority, based on the observation that Luke apparently drew upon the First Gospel in writing Acts, it also seems reasonable to hypothesize that the Gospel of Matthew was available—in some form, at least—when Luke conducted his research toward writing both the Third Gospel and Acts. What is meant here by “in some form” is that Luke apparently did not get his Matthean-oriented understanding of the ekklēsia that is played out in Acts 1-14 from a ‘Q’ source. Had he done so, Luke certainly would have included material like Matthew 16:18 and 18:17 in the Third Gospel. It is possible, though, as Papias’s phraseology has been taken by not a few over the centuries, that the initial published version of Matthew was written in Hebrew or Aramaic and may have predated the Gospel of Mark.
why would he have refrained from the use of ἐκκλησία in his first volume? A plausible explanation is that Luke, in deference to Matthew as an eyewitness, was not seeking to supplant the First Gospel, but to supplement it. In that deference, Luke chose to withhold treatment of something as theologically important as the development of the ἐκκλησία until his second volume. In other words,


Though one can only speculate why Luke may have made this choice, it is at least quite plausible that he indeed constructed the Third Gospel as a substantial supplement to the content that was already available in Matthew’s Gospel (and Mark’s). The supplementary material he used was found in doing his research (cf. Lk 1:1ff) concerning Jesus’ life and ministry, but he chose to develop the fulfillment of the Matthew’s “proto-ecclesiology” in his second volume, Acts, which is largely about the growth/building of the ἐκκλησία.

There is good evidence to suggest that “Luke considered the Gospel of Matthew to be: 1) more significant than Mark as a source for at least the theological content that informed his extensive ecclesiological references in Acts; and 2) worth respecting/honoring by choosing not to

219 Ibid. A less likely possibility exists to explain the ἐκκλησία-related silence in the Gospel of Luke: The Gospel of Matthew could have appeared during the time between the publication of the Third Gospel and the Book of Acts. If so, Matthew would have made available to Dr. Luke to inform the inclusions of ekklesia in Acts 1-14. However, since it is common for scholars to date the authorship of The Gospel of Luke and the Book of Acts no more than three years apart, and Matthew and Luke may well have been in distant parts of the Roman Empire when they were writing, the time window is probably too narrow to allow for the copying and spread/availability of the First Gospel to wherever Luke may have been as he was preparing to write Acts.

220 Ibid., 72.
repeat what he knew regarding Matthew’s Proto-Ecclesiology in the Third Gospel, but instead building upon it in the Book of Acts.”

The Fulfillment of Matthew 16:13-18:20 through the Great Commission Seen in Acts 1-14

Typically, when Jesus’ proclamation, “I will build my church,” is read in Matthew 16:18, readers do not grasp that He explained later in Matthew how it was to be carried out. Having demonstrated that Jesus’ declaration is part of a larger chiastic structure, and that the chiastic structure plays a significant role in the Gospel as a whole and is exegetically connected to the Great Commission, it is clearly seen that the explicit command given in Matthew 28:16-20 is, in fact, the method by which Jesus would build his ἐκκλησία.

This becomes still more evident as one views the highly likely ecclesiological connection between Matthew’s Gospel and Acts. The following exegetical/theological conclusion is quite clear from a comparison of a number of relevant passages in Acts: The “church” (ἐκκλησία) that Christ predicted He would build in the Gospels is seen in Acts to be composed of the building blocks of “disciples” (μαθηταί) fashioned according to the steps of Christ's Commission.

Essentially, this means that, in Acts, the term ἐκκλησία is interchangeable with the μαθηταί gathered corporately. At the same time, the μαθηταί, as individual followers of Jesus, are the ἐκκλησία, primarily viewed as scattered for ministry or by persecution.

---

\(^{221}\) Ibid., 73.

\(^{222}\) This material largely derived from work previously present by this author in Nicholas A. Dodson and A. Boyd Luter, “Matthetaical Ecclesiology: An Exegetical Examination of Disciples as the Building Blocks of the Church” (Everyday Theology Conference, Lynchburg, VA, March 20, 2015).
Matthew 28:16-20 stands as one of the most crucial passages for Matthew’s Gospel. After all, it is both the climax of Matthew’s resurrection narrative and the conclusion to the entire Gospel. Of Matthew 28:16-20, Hagner says:

[H]ere [the disciples] receive their commission in the famous words that have become the hallmark of the Gospel of Matthew. For these words, perhaps more than any others, distill the outlook and various emphases of the Gospel…this pericope is basic to the narrative framework of the entire Gospel since it stresses authority and teaching—emphases found in every section of the Gospel.223

The connection noted by Hagner is especially important to the 16:13-18:20 chiastic structure, since 28:16-20 is so closely related to 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, the A and A’ layers of the chiasmus. Here it should be recalled that, as discussed above, the Great Commission is, according to France, the point in the narrative where there is, “…[A] dramatice return to Galilee (28:16-20), so that the messianic mission is triumphantly relaunched in the place where it had originally begun…,”224 and that the Messianic Mission is to build the Jesus’ ἐκκλησία by making disciples.

Matthew 28:16-20 reads:

But the eleven disciples proceeded to Galilee, to the mountain which Jesus had designated. When they saw Him, they worshiped Him; but some were doubtful. And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, "All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth. "Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age."225

---


225 Discussion of the Great Commission is often limited to verses 18-20 or even 19-20, but it is important to include verses 16-17 as well, in order to see that the command to make disciples is specifically given to his closest disciples,” the remaining eleven apostles (i.e., after the betrayal and subsequent death of Judas Iscariot).
Verse 16 makes it clear that Jesus is addressing the eleven “disciples” (i.e., apostles), those remaining of his twelve closest followers, and, after explaining to them that he has been given all authority, Jesus gives them one command, μαθητεύσατε, “you (pl.) make disciples” (v. 19). This is the only imperative voice verb in verses 19-20 and is thus the primary focus of the entire Matthean Commission. This command (i.e., to “make disciples”) is accomplished by the action of the three participles in 19-20: πορευθέντες, “going”; βαπτίζοντες, “baptizing”; and διδάσκοντες, “teaching.”

It is the contention of some that these participles, because they are syntactically subordinate to μαθητεύσατε, take on the force of the force of an imperative. However, it is exegetically more likely to understand them as spelling out the process of what it means to “make disciples.” While it may be correct to translate πορευθέντες as an imperative “go,” as is done in most English translations, given that it is in the emphatic position and the command to “make disciples” can’t begin until one goes (i.e., evangelistically), it still is not equal in force to the imperative “make disciples.” As has been noted by many, last words are lasting words. Thus, μαθητεύσατε, as the concluding command in the concluding pericope of the entire 28 chapters of Matthew’s Gospel, is of utmost importance.

A further very important, but often overlooked, aspect of Matthew 28:16-20 is its theological location in the post-resurrection period. Jesus clearly undertook to make disciples during his ministry in a manner similar to what he commands his followers to do. This is especially evident from passages such as John 4:1, which says, “…the Pharisees had heard that

---


228 This is accurate if this participle is, as Wallace contends, attendant circumstance. See, Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament with Scripture, Subject, and Greek Word Indexes (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996), 640ff.
Jesus was making and baptizing (μαθητάς ποιεῖ καὶ βαπτίζει) more disciples than John.”

However, it is crucial to observe that all of Jesus’ disciple-making activities were carried out prior to his death and resurrection. The Matthean Commission, by contrast, takes place after the cross/resurrection, during the period of the transition to the New Covenant (cf. Luke 22:20 [“the New Covenant in My blood”]). So, even though Jesus, the maker of the New Covenant, was already on the scene, all the Gospel narratives take place under the Old Covenant theologically until the post-Resurrection setting. And, even then, it is not until Pentecost that the promised power source of the New Covenant, the Holy Spirit (cf. Ezekiel 36:26-27), is poured out.

Of course, it is through the empowerment of the Spirit that the Great Commission is to be carried out to the ends of the earth (Acts 1:8). Thus, it is fair to conclude that the steps of Jesus’ disciple-making activities that He chose to continue into the New Covenant, then, are commanded to be carried out in the new era ahead in a way similar—but not identical—to what he himself did in the conclusion of the Old Covenant era. This can be seen in the making of disciples/building the church in the book of Acts.

**Jesus’ disciple/church building process carried out in Acts**

Several passages in the book of Acts demonstrate that the church Jesus intended to be built is, in fact, composed of disciples (i.e., as its building blocks). An examination of these passages clearly demonstrates this to be the case.\(^\text{229}\)

---

\(^{229}\) It should be noted here, in order to avoid any confusion, that it is not the contention of this work that the existence of the church is limited only to instances in which the words ἐκκλησία and/or μαθηταί are used, nor is the case being made that the beginning of the church is delayed until Acts 5 when ἐκκλησία is first used by Luke. This will be made clear in the following chapter, as the theological implications of this exegetical study are expounded.
Acts 5:11 says, “And great fear came over the whole church, and over all who heard of these things…” This verse contains the first use of the word “church” (ἐκκλησία) in Acts. The context indicates that this “whole church” over which the fear came due to the death of Ananias and Sapphira was the entirety of those who had believed in Christ and were gathering together and sharing everything in common. In the verses that immediately follow, more believers are added to the Lord while Peter and the other apostles are performing signs and are threatened by the Jewish authorities.

In Acts 6:1, the text reads, “Now at this time while the disciples were increasing in number, a complaint arose on the part of the Hellenistic Jews against the native Hebrews, because their widows were being overlooked in the daily serving of food.” It is this same group in Jerusalem that is referred to as the church in 5:11 which is here denoted as the “disciples” (μαθηταί).

Interestingly, this is the first instance of the word μαθηταί in Acts. And, it seems from these first uses of both key terms in Acts that “church” is used in 5:11 as the way to indicate the group as a whole, while “disciples” is used in 6:1 because a more individual perspective of the group is warranted by the distinction being discussed between the Hellenist and Hebrew disciples/members of the church.

It is also worth noting here that the next use of μαθηταί—only one verse later—in 6:2 is in conjunction with πλῆθος, which, in some translations, is rendered “congregation.” It is even possible in this and some other passages in Acts for πλῆθος to be understood as a virtual equivalent term to ἐκκλησία.230

The next set of verses that is helpful to examine are:

Acts 6:7 – The word of God kept on spreading; and the number of the disciples continued to increase greatly in Jerusalem…

Acts 8:1 – Saul was in hearty agreement with putting him to death. And on that day a great persecution began against the church in Jerusalem, and they were all scattered throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles.

8:3 – But Saul began ravaging the church, entering house after house, and dragging off men and women, he would put them in prison.

Acts 9:1 – Now Saul, still breathing threats and murder against the disciples of the Lord, went to the high priest.

After the seven διάκονοι are appointed in the early part of Acts 6, verse 7 tells of the number of “disciples” increasing in Jerusalem. After Stephen is seized and gives his speech (6:8-7:60), Luke then refers to the group of believers in Jerusalem in 8:1 and 8:3 as the “church,” whom Saul is persecuting. In 9:1, after many from among the “church” were scattered, Saul continues “breathing threats and murder” against them, but they are here referred to as “disciples of the Lord.” Thus, it is abundantly clear that, in the verses listed above, Luke uses both μαθηταί and ἐκκλησία to refer to the same people in Jerusalem.

Throughout Acts 9, those who believed on Jesus are repeatedly referred to as “disciples”:

Acts 9:10 – Now there was a disciple at Damascus named Ananias…

Acts 9:19b – Now for several days he [Saul] was with the disciples who were at Damascus…

Acts 9:25 – but his disciples took him by night and let him down through an opening in the wall, lowering him in a large basket.

Acts 9:26 – When he came to Jerusalem, he was trying to associate with the disciples, but they were all afraid of him, not believing that he was a disciple…

This includes Ananias, who was sent by the Lord to Saul, those with whom Saul associates after his conversion and who helps him escape from Damascus, and the believers in Jerusalem he tried to associate with when he arrived there. Μαθητής is used here, though in a
somewhat indirect way, to refer to Saul himself, who, after the scales fell from his eyes, was immediately baptized (perhaps an echo of the Matthean disciple-making process given in the Commission in Matt. 28:19).

Then, in Acts 9:31, Luke somewhat abruptly changes his terminology: “So the church throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria enjoyed peace, being built up; and going on in the fear of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, it continued to increase.” Based on the preceding discussion of the use of “disciples” in Acts 9, Luke might have expected to say, “So the disciples throughout all Judea, Galilee, and Samaria….” Instead, he says, “So the church throughout all Judea, Galilee, and Samaria enjoyed peace….” Clearly referring to the same people he has called “disciples” throughout this pericope, Luke now refers to them as a whole by calling them the “church.”

Significantly, immediately after Luke explains that they enjoyed peace after the departure of Saul to Tarsus, he also adds that the church was “being built up and going on in the fear of the Lord.” “Being built up,” oïκοδομουμένη, is from the same verb used in Matthew 16:18 (i.e., “I will build my church”). Since this is the only use of this theologically significant verb (οïκοδομέω) in Acts related to the church, there is a very high likelihood that it is an echo of Jesus’ proclamation about building his church.

That especially appears to be the case if one takes the view that, in Matthew 16:18, Jesus is asserting that, on the rock—that is, on Peter and those who, along with him, confess Jesus as the Messiah—he will build his church. If this understanding is correct, the wording “the church… being built up” in this context carries with it the implication that the church is being built up of, and by, those proclaiming Jesus as the Messiah (cf. Acts 9:28).

Further along in the narrative of Acts, 11:25-26 reads, “And he [Barnabas] left for Tarsus to look for Saul; and when he had found him, he brought him to Antioch. And for an entire year
they met with the church and taught considerable numbers; and the disciples were first called Christians in Antioch.” This passage contains some of the strongest evidence for Luke’s use of μαθηταί and ἐκκλησία as being virtually interchangeable. Here, he explains that Barnabas, after finding Saul in Tarsus, goes with him and meets with the church (i.e., referring to the corporate body) and teaches a great number of people there. Then, referring to the individuals members of the church, he explains that these disciples in Antioch were the first to be called Christians.231

Next, on his First Missionary Journey, after Paul was stoned and left for dead at Lystra, he got up and left for Derbe with Barnabas and, significantly for this study, “made disciples” there (Acts 14:21). Then, they returned to the cities in that area where they had already made disciples, in order to strengthen the believers and also to appoint leaders for them in each local church.

Acts 14:20-23 – “But while the disciples stood around him, he got up and entered the city. The next day he went away with Barnabas to Derbe. After they had preached the gospel to that city and had made many disciples, they returned to Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch, strengthening the souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and saying, ‘Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.’ When they had appointed elders for them in every church, having prayed with fasting, they commended them to the Lord in whom they had believed.”

From an exegetical standpoint, it should be observed that here, though it is the exact same groups of people of whom they made disciples, strengthened, and appointed elders for, those groups are now referred to as corporate entities (i.e., local churches), and they have elders appointed for them. In addition to the clear usage here of “disciples” and “church” in reference to the same people, Luke also uses the verb μαθητεύω in 14:21, the same verb that is the spotlighted command (“make disciples”) in Matthew’s Great Commission passage (which is particularly noteworthy, as will be addressed further below).

---

231 Here the reader sees that “Christians” is yet another interchangeable term for “disciples” and “church” in Acts, but one not used nearly as commonly as the other two words.
From Derbe, Paul and his group returned to Syrian Antioch. At that point, Acts 14:27-28 states, “When they had arrived and gathered the church together, they began to report all things that God had done with them and how He had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles. And they spent a long time with the disciples.” Thus, in Syrian Antioch, they gathered together the corporate entity—the church—to report what had taken place on their first missionary journey. Then, in talking about staying with them, presumably on a more personal/individual basis, Luke explains that Paul and Barnabas spent a long time with the disciples. Once again, it is clear that “church” and “disciples” are used in this passage interchangeably, referring to the same people.

A final example of this interchangeability can be seen in Acts 20:28-30:

Be on guard for yourselves and for all the flock, among which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to shepherd the church of God which He purchased with His own blood. I know that after my departure savage wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock; and from among your own selves men will arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away the disciples after them.

Paul here admonishes the overseers, those responsible to shepherd the church of God in Ephesus. He refers to “the church” as “the flock,” and explains that some of the members of that flock will be drawn away by “wolves.” Those members are specifically called “disciples.” The link may nowhere be clearer in Acts than in this passage that “church” and “disciples” refer to the same people.

---

232 “Flock” is thus yet another lesser-used interchangeable term with “disciples,” “church” and “Christians” (see the discussion above on Acts 11:26). Yet another sparingly-used interchangeable term is “the Way” (e.g., Acts 9:2).

233 That is, by false teachers (i.e., wolves in shepherds’ theological clothing, so to speak).

234 Though it is beyond the scope of this work, it is interesting to note that this instance is found in a speech attributed to Paul. Though the style of the wording seems quite Lucan, there is no reason to believe Paul did not give this speech, and so it is possible that this evidences Paul’s use of ekklēsia and mathētai to refer to the same groups as well. Cf. I. Howard Marshall, The Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary, 1st American ed., The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 5 (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 1980), 328ff.
Luke’s Lone Use of Μαθητεύω

As mentioned above in the discussion of Acts 14:20-23, Luke uses the same verb meaning “make disciples” that is found in the Great Commission in Matthew. Since the use of μαθητεύω is so exegetically significant in Matthew 28:16-20, a brief discussion of this word is warranted.

Μαθητεύω is used only four times in the NT, three of which are in Matthew’s Gospel (Matt. 13:52, 27:57, 28:19). The only other use is in the passage under examination: Acts 14:21.

It stands to reason that the only non-Matthean usage of this verb, and the only occurrence chronologically after Jesus gave his Great Commission, would be especially significant. This instance seems unquestionably to be an echo by Luke of Matthew’s use of μαθητεύω in 28:19. By specifically using this word and echoing Jesus’ Commission found in Matthew, which by no coincidence is on Paul’s first missionary journey, Luke is showing that the goal of making disciples given in Matthew is one and the same as building the church(es) of Jesus.

A Lingering Question

The observant reader will note that, as has been clearly shown, in Acts there is a dovetailing of the uses of significant ecclesiological terminology such as the ἐκκλησία, μαθηταί, and μαθητεύω. However, it seems strange that Luke would choose to wait until chapter five of Acts to begin using the word ἐκκλησία and, even stranger still, until chapter six to begin using μαθητής, a term which is prevalent throughout Luke’s Gospel. As with the question of why he chose not to use “church” in his first volume, one might likewise question why he does not begin using it earlier in his second volume, especially if, as is widely held, the church actually began at Pentecost with the coming of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2).
Perhaps this can best be explained not by simply appealing to Luke’s deference to Matthew’s Gospel in ecclesiological matters, as argued above, but rather by a closer look at some of the exegetical data in the first four chapters of Acts, which looks back to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm. What seems to be the case is that, after setting the stage in Acts 1 for what is to follow, Luke is, in fact, using significant ideas and themes in Acts 2-4 which point back to important ideas/themes from Matthew’s Gospel, especially the chiasm in Matthew 16-18. In so doing, Luke is demonstrating that the very thing Jesus proclaimed he would do is beginning to happen. He constructs his narrative to show that it is Jesus’s church which is being established and built in Acts 2:1-5:10.

Something of great significance in this discussion is that, even as conspicuous as the absence of ἐκκλησία terminology is in the first four chapters of Acts, it may be that the absence of μαθητής is at least as significant. Luke uses μαθητής regularly in his Gospel (32 times). However, his last use of μαθητής in the Third Gospel is in 22:45, leaving more than two chapters at the end of his first volume and more than four chapters at the beginning of his second volume completely silent concerning μαθητής terminology.

Now, it is not as if Luke does not refer to followers of Jesus within these chapters. When he does, though, in Luke he calls them “the eleven and…all the rest” (Lk 24:9) or “the eleven and those who were with them” (24:33). Then, in Acts 1-4, he refers to them as “apostles,” “those who received his word,” “those who believed,” and the like.

It appears this is done intentionally, since Luke used μαθητής so extensively in the earlier chapters of his Gospel and then from Acts 6 onward. Thus, what makes the most sense of this apparently intentional absence is that Luke withholds using “disciple(s)”—just as he does with ἐκκλησία—to make the point that there is some difference/distinction between being the μαθητάι
of Jesus prior to his death and resurrection and being His μαθητάι after He has been raised and ascended.

The distinction is that, in Acts, the μαθητάι of Jesus are the ἐκκλησία he said he would build. There is something new that is very important happening, beginning in the earlier chapters of Acts: precisely what Jesus said would happen in Matthew 16:13-18:20. Further indicators of this will be discussed below.

Chiastic Structuring of Acts 2

If Luke is, in Acts 2:1-5:10, pointing back to the prediction of Jesus about building his church and the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20, it is not unreasonable to think that he might use some kind of chiastic pointer as well. This seems to be exactly the case in the second chapter of Acts.

Thus, it will be helpful for the purposes of this dissertation to briefly examine the chiastic structuring of Acts 2. First, the proposed chiastic structure will be laid out. Next, a discussion of the layers of the chiasm and the pointers back to Matthew will be undertaken.

A 2:1-4 –

a When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one place.

b And suddenly there came from heaven a noise like a violent rushing wind,

c and it filled the whole house where they were sitting

---

235 Likely another indicator of Matthean theological priority, as discussed above.

And there appeared to them tongues as of fire distributing themselves, and they rested on each one of them.

And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit was giving them utterance.

Now there were Jews living in Jerusalem, devout men from every nation under heaven. And when this sound occurred, the crowd came together, and were bewildered because each one of them was hearing them speak in his own language. They were amazed and astonished, saying, "Why, are not all these who are speaking Galileans? "And how is it that we each hear them in our own language to which we were born? "Parthians and Medes and Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the districts of Libya around Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs-- we hear them in our own tongues speaking of the mighty deeds of God."

And they all continued in amazement and great perplexity, saying to one another, "What does this mean?" But others were mocking and saying, "They are full of sweet wine."

But Peter, taking his stand with the eleven, raised his voice and declared to them: "Men of Judea and all you who live in Jerusalem, let this be known to you and give heed to my words. "For these men are not drunk, as you suppose, for it is only the third hour of the day; but this is what was spoken of through the prophet Joel: 'AND IT SHALL BE IN THE LAST DAYS,' God says, 'THAT I WILL POUR FORTH OF MY SPIRIT ON ALL MANKIND; AND YOUR SONS AND YOUR DAUGHTERS SHALL PROPHESY, AND YOUR YOUNG MEN SHALL SEE VISIONS, AND YOUR OLD MEN SHALL DREAM DREAMS; EVEN ON MY BONDSTAKES, BOTH MEN AND WOMEN, I WILL IN THOSE DAYS POUR FORTH OF MY SPIRIT And they shall prophesy. 'AND I WILL GRANT WONDERS IN THE SKY ABOVE AND SIGNS ON THE EARTH BELOW, BLOOD, AND FIRE, AND VAPOR OF SMOKE. 'THE SUN WILL BE TURNED INTO DARKNESS AND THE MOON INTO BLOOD, BEFORE THE GREAT AND GLORIOUS DAY OF THE LORD SHALL COME. 'AND IT SHALL BE THAT EVERYONE WHO CALLS ON THE NAME OF THE LORD WILL BE SAVED.'

Men of Israel, listen to these words: Jesus the Nazarene, a man attested to you by God with miracles and wonders and signs which God performed through Him in your midst, just as you yourselves know—this Man, delivered over by the predetermined plan and foreknowledge of God, you nailed to a cross by the hands of godless men and put Him to death.

But God raised Him up again, putting an end to the agony of death, since it was impossible for Him to be held in its power."For David says of Him, 'I SAW THE LORD ALWAYS IN MY PRESENCE; FOR HE IS AT MY RIGHT HAND, SO THAT I WILL NOT BE SHAKEN. 'THEREFORE MY HEART WAS GLAD AND MY TONGUE EXULTED; MOREOVER MY FLESH ALSO WILL LIVE IN HOPE; BECAUSE YOU WILL NOT ABANDON MY SOUL TO HADES, NOR ALLOW YOUR HOLY ONE TO UNDERGO DECAY. 'YOU HAVE MADE KNOWN TO ME THE WAYS OF
LIFE; YOU WILL MAKE ME FULL OF GLADNESS WITH YOUR PRESENCE.'

G 2:29-31 – "Brethren, I may confidently say to you regarding the patriarch David that he both died and was buried, and his tomb is with us to this day. And so, because he was a prophet and knew that GOD HAD SWORN TO HIM WITH AN OATH TO SEAT one OF HIS DESCENDANTS ON HIS THRONE, he looked ahead and spoke of the resurrection of the Christ, that HE WAS NEITHER ABANDONED TO HADES, NOR DID His flesh SUFFER DECAY.

G’ 2:32-33 – "This Jesus God raised up again, to which we are all witnesses. "Therefore having been exalted to the right hand of God, and having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, He has poured forth this which you both see and hear.

F’ 2:34-35 – "For it was not David who ascended into heaven, but he himself says: 'THE LORD SAID TO MY LORD, "SIT AT MY RIGHT HAND, UNTIL I MAKE YOUR ENEMIES A FOOTSTOOL FOR YOUR FEET."

E’ 2:36 – "Therefore let all the house of Israel know for certain that God has made Him both Lord and Christ-- this Jesus whom you crucified."

D’ 2:37-39 – Now when they heard this, they were pierced to the heart, and said to Peter and the rest of the apostles, "Brethren, what shall we do?" Peter said to them, "Repent, and each of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins; and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. "For the promise is for you and your children and for all who are far off, as many as the Lord our God will call to Himself:"

C’ 2:40 – And with many other words he solemnly testified and kept on exhorting them, saying, "Be saved from this perverse generation!"

B’ 2:41 – So then, those who had received his word were baptized; and that day there were added about three thousand souls.

A’ 2:42-47 –

a They were continually devoting themselves to the apostles' teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone kept feeling a sense of awe; and many wonders and signs were taking place through the apostles.

b And all those who had believed were together and had all things in common;

b’ and they began selling their property and possessions and were sharing them with all, as anyone might have need.

a’ Day by day continuing with one mind in the temple, and breaking bread from house to house, they were taking their meals together with gladness and sincerity of heart, praising God and having favor with all the people. And the Lord was adding to their number day by day those who were being saved.
It is beyond the intended scope of this dissertation to argue at length for the chiastic structuring of Acts 2.\textsuperscript{237} However, since there is scholarly support for chiastic structuring being present in Acts 2 (see footnote 22), it is appropriate at this point to proceed with discussion of the proposed chiasm in order to identify and discuss important themes and key words that link back to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm and the method of its fulfillment: the Matthean Commission.

In A (2:1-4) and A’ (2:42-47), immediately before the events of Pentecost (A) and continuing thereafter (A’), there is an important theme of being gathered together. At the start of Pentecost, it says, “They were all together in one place,” and, assuming Luke is continuing from the end of chapter one, this is referring to at least the eleven apostles plus Matthias, having just been added to their number, and the rest of the 120 that were together in the upper room. Then, in A’, it is not only the apostles and the 120, but all those who believed (i.e., including the “about 3,000” mentioned in 2:41) were together with them. Also, in A, the signs of God’s presence are demonstrated\textsuperscript{238} and they are filled with the Holy Spirit, while in A’ the apostles continue to perform signs and wonders while those who had believed are sharing things in common, continually devoting themselves to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, and continuing with one mind.

The B layer show the beginning of the fulfillment of the Matthean Commission—"making disciples” of “all the nations” (πᾶντα τὰ ἔθνη [Matt. 28:19])—as there were men

\textsuperscript{237} It should be noted that, by briefly examining the proposed chiasm in Acts 2, it appears to meet several criteria as listed in the “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus” given in Chapter 1: 1. Symmetry and Parallelism appear to be displayed by the structure as a whole; 2. Significance at the Center – the crux of Peter’s sermon, it was Jesus who was raised from the dead, not David, who would sit on David’s throne; 3. Closure/Return – the idea of the followers of Jesus being gathered together is common to the two outer layers, etc. Fuller examination of this structure and evaluation against the criteria will certainly be beneficial in the future, but is, at this point, beyond the scope of this work (see Areas for Further Research below).

\textsuperscript{238} The house where they were staying being filled with the noise of a mighty, rushing wind perhaps echoing God’s presence filling the Tabernacle (Ex 40:35-36) and the Temple (1 Kg 8:10-11), and the presence of fire being a common OT indicator of God’s presence (e.g., the burning bush, pillar of fire, God descending on Mount Sinai in fire, etc.), though this time the fire does not descend on a place but on a people.
present in Jerusalem “from every nation (παντὸς ἔθνους) under heaven.” In B’, about 3,000 of those from every nation receive Peter’s words and are baptized. Here, the first two elements of the Great Commission are seen, the making of disciples and baptizing them, while the third, teaching them all Jesus had commanded, is seen immediately afterwards in A’ (2:42).

While the crowds are perplexed and confused in C, asking “What does this mean?”, C’ seems likely to be Peter’s answer to this question and an applicational point responding to all he has said in between (D through D’): “Be saved from this perverse generation!” Interestingly, this is the only use of γενεὰ in Acts that is not a direct reference to an Old Testament passage or group. Relatedly, in Matthew 17, at the midpoint of the 16:13-18:20 chiasm, Jesus refers to the “faithless and perverted generation” (γενεὰ ἄπιστος καὶ διεστραμμένη), which Luke here calls a “crooked generation” (τῆς γενεᾶς τῆς σκολιᾶς), with both passages echoing wording from Deuteronomy 32:5 (echoed in Acts 2:40) and 32:20 (echoed in Matt 17:17). Therefore, it seems quite certain that this is another pointer back to what Jesus said in the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm.

D is the beginning of Peter’s Pentecost sermon. In this section, he gives an extended quotation from Joel 2:28-32. D’ shows the present ways in which the prophecy is being fulfilled (i.e., through the response to Peter’s sermon) and will be fulfilled in the future.

Craig Keener does not identify these layers as part of the chiastic structuring specifically, but he does recognize important features of the sections D and D’ above which show that the two smaller passages are certainly linked to one another:

Though the speech purports to be a spontaneous composition, it reflects the sort of careful structure that could be marred by even minor changes at points (cf. Cic. Or. Brut. 70.232). The speech’s end echoes its beginning, in good rhetorical fashion, on two points: baptism in Jesus’s name (Acts 2:38) fulfills “calling on the Lord” (2:21), and the promise
of the Spirit (2:38) alludes to Joel’s quoted words in 2:17–18… The peroratio (closing exhortation) of 2:40 echoes the end of 2:21 (“saved”).

Thus, the building of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία, as described in the Matthew chiasm, is being fulfilled by those who are repenting and calling on His name, which is also shown in Acts 2 to be the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy. Those who repent and are baptized in Jesus’ name have called on the name of the Lord and been saved. These are the ones the Lord has called to Himself.

As seen above, D and D’ form the introduction and conclusion of Peter’s speech. E begins the content of the speech. Peter calls the “men of Israel” to hear him and then refers to

---


240 Keener, Acts, 864. Within what Keener calls the inclusio of 2:14-21 and 2:37-39, he identifies the chiastic structuring of Acts 2:23-36 (which is roughly the textual material referred to above as E through E’) as follows:

A This one . . . you crucified and killed (Acts 2:23)
B But God raised him up . . . (2:24)
C David says + Psalm 16 quote involving right hand (2:25–28)
   a. Men, brothers,
   b. it is necessary to speak
   c. to you boldly (2:29)
D the patriarch David died . . . (2:29)
E Being therefore a prophet, and knowing (2:30)
F that God had sworn an oath to him (2:30)
G that he would set one of his descendants upon his throne (2:30)
H he foresaw and spoke (2:31)
I of the resurrection of Christ (2:31)
J that he was not abandoned to Hades (2:31)
J’ nor did his flesh see corruption (2:31)
I’ This Jesus God raised up (2:32)
H’ of that we are all witnesses (2:32)
G’ Being therefore exalted at the right hand of God (2:33)
F’ having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit (2:33)
E’ he has poured out this [phenomenon] which you see and hear (2:33)
D’ For David did not ascend into the heavens (2:34)
C’ But he himself says + Psalm 110 quote involving right hand (2:34–35)
   c. Assuredly therefore
   b. let it be known to
   a. all the house of Israel (2:36)
B’ that God has made him Lord and Christ (2:36)
A’ this Jesus, whom you crucified (2:36)
Jesus as the one attested by God with signs and wonders but who, “you [the people of Israel] nailed to a cross by the hands of godless men and put Him to death.” Then, in E’, Peter, pointing again to “all the house of Israel,” explains that God has made Jesus Lord and Christ (as attested by signs and wonders), and again identifies the house of Israel as the ones who crucified Him.

The parallels between these pairings (i.e., the A through E layers) are quite clear, and there are also significant links to the Matthew chiasm in regard to Jesus’ being delivered over and crucified according to God’s plan by the people of Israel (note especially E and E’—as Jesus predicted multiple times in Matthew 16:13-18:20—and in Jesus being identified as Lord and Christ [E’])—as is prevalent in the A section of the Matthew chiasm.

F and F’ reference Jesus being raised up from the dead and ascending. While F does this directly, F’ does so by way of contrast to David, who Peter says was not the one who ascended—assuming that ascension required that one had to be resurrected first. There are also quotations from Davidic Psalms in both sections. In F, Psalm 16 is cited and in F’ there is a quotation from Psalm 110, both of which citations contain references to the “right hand.” Thus, these two sections are clearly linked, and the references to Jesus being raised up and not being abandoned to Hades (possibly an allusion to the Gates of Hades not prevailing against the building of the church in Matt 16:18) point the reader back to the chiastic structure in Matthew.

In the central layer (G and G’), Peter explains that, though David died and was buried—in other words, his flesh did see decay—he was actually prophesying in the Psalm about Jesus as Messiah, who did not decay, but rather was raised from the dead. Jesus is the descendant of David who sits at the right hand of God and has received the promise of the Holy Spirit and is pouring forth what the people of Israel or now seeing and hearing. There is clear contrast here between David, the king who died and decayed, and Jesus, the king who died but was raised to
sit at the right hand of God and who is still pouring forth the Spirit to fulfill what He said he would do (i.e., build His ἐκκλησία).

In addition to the chiastic structuring of Acts 2, which itself (along with the clues found within) points back to what Jesus proclaimed He would do in the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm, there are numerous other clues/echoes found in Acts 2:1-6:1 that point the reader back to the Matthew Chiasm and its method of fulfillment: the Matthean Great Commission. The following chart summarizes the clues/echoes/pointers in Acts 2:1-6:1 and the corresponding reference in Matthew to which they seem to point:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clue/Pointer</th>
<th>Reference in Acts 2:1-6:1</th>
<th>Reference in Matthew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>followers of Jesus gathered together</td>
<td>2:1, 44</td>
<td>18:15-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>believers (pisteuō)/faith (pistis)</td>
<td>2:40, 44; 3:16; 4:4, 32</td>
<td>17:14-18 - as opposed to the apistos genea; 17:19-20[21] (pistis the size of a mustard seed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/on/by Jesus’ name</td>
<td>2:21 (name of the Lord), 38; 3:6, 16 (x2); 4:10, 12, 17, 18, 30; 5:28, 40, 41</td>
<td>18:5, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be saved from this corrupt generation (skolios genea)</td>
<td>2:40; 4:12 – salvation in no one else, and no other name…by which we must be saved (presumably from the corrupt genea);</td>
<td>17:17 – unbelieving (apistos) and perverted (diastrephō) genea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repent/turn away from this crooked genea</td>
<td>3:19 – repent and return (apostrephō); 3:26 – God raised up His Servant to bless you by turning (apostrephō) each one of you from his wicked ways</td>
<td>17:17 – unbelieving (apistos) and perverted (diastrephō) genea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God has made Jesus both Lord and Messiah</td>
<td>2:36; 3:13</td>
<td>16:16-17; 17:1-8, 24-27; 28:18 (all authority in heaven and on earth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus crucified according to God’s plan</td>
<td>2:23, 36; 3:18; 4:10-11, 27-28</td>
<td>16:21; 17:12, 22-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resurrection of Jesus</td>
<td>2:24-35; 3:15, 26; 4:2, 10</td>
<td>16:21; 17:9, 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jesus wasn’t abandoned to Hades 2:27, 31 (these are the only two uses in Acts) 16:18 (only 3 other references in the Gospels)

Two or more agreeing together 3:1-5 18:19

The builders (oikodomoi) rejected Jesus, the chief cornerstone 4:11 16:13-20 – Jesus will build (oikodomeō) His church

Satan 5:3 – Peter asks Ananias, “Why has Satan filled your heart?” 16:23 – Jesus tells Peter, “Get behind me Satan…”

Employing the keys to the kingdom/binding and loosing 5:1-10 16:13-20; 18:15-20

Minds on human/wordly concerns rather than those of God 5:1-10 16:23-26

Ekklēsia 5:11 16:13-20; 18:15-20

Disciples increasing in number 6:1 28:19

Teaching of the Apostles 2:42 28:20

Every nation 2:5 (παντὸς ἔθνους) 28:19 (πάντα τὰ ἔθνη)

Believers were baptized 2:38, 41 28:19

Jesus is the one with all authority (i.e., who sits on the throne of David at God’s right hand) 2:22-36; 3:13 28:18

Having examined the exegetical data concerning Acts 2:1-6:1 and the connections/pointers back to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm, it becomes fairly obvious why Luke delayed his use of ἐκκλησία until Acts 5:11 and μαθηταί—which has been shown above to be interchangeable in Acts with ἐκκλησία—until 6:1. Luke did not “jump into” using these significant ecclesiological terms in order to be completely clear about what was being
established and built in his early narrative in Acts.\textsuperscript{241} It is not an already existing ἐκκλησία to which Jesus is referring. It is something distinct from the Old Testament ἐκκλησία of Israel, as well as from any other ἐκκλησία/gathering which may have come to the mind of the readers of his second volume (i.e., Acts). Instead, it is the ἐκκλησία of Jesus, the one he proclaimed He would build in Matthew 16:13-20, then gave a small preview of what was to be built in 18:15-20, before explaining the method of building in the Matthean Commission (28:18-20).

The Need for Further Ecclesiological Examination

In examining the lone ecclesiological passages in Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 with the understanding that they are closely linked both as part of the larger chiasmus (16:13-18:20) and to the early chapters of Acts (i.e., the history of the beginning of the church, which Jesus had declared he would build), several realizations about the early part of Acts have been clarified. First, Luke, in his second volume, has repeatedly provided significant pointers/clues back to the chiasm in Matthew and the Great Commission in Matthew 28:16-20. Second, Luke withholds the use of foundational and significant ecclesiological terminology (ἐκκλησία and μαθητής) until Acts 5:11 and 6:1. This indicates, third, that Luke, by showing deference to Matthew’s Gospel as it concerns what is being called in this work “proto-ecclesiology”—or, at the least, assuming his readers would have some knowledge of it—is establishing that it is specifically the ἐκκλησία that Jesus said he would build that is in fact being established and built up in the earlier chapters of Acts.

\textsuperscript{241} Again, this is not to say that the beginning of the ἐκκλησία of Jesus is delayed until the first use of this word, as will be shown below, but simply to say that Luke’s delay in using this terminology is intentionally pointing to something, an ἐκκλησία, that did not exist until Jesus began building it.
Also, once Luke does begin to use ἐκκλησία and μαθητής in the Book of Acts, there is clear—and abundant—evidence that he uses the terms interchangeably, leading to the conclusion that “making disciples” (μαθητεύω – the command in the Great Commission) is the intended means by which Jesus’ ἐκκλησία was being built.

Without question, the two ἐκκλησία passages in Matthew and the accounts in Acts highlighted above are crucial for establishing a fully biblical ecclesiology. However, an examination of several prominent systematic theology works in use in various Evangelical institutions currently reveals that this is not the case. Christian theologies typically introduce ecclesiology by discussing the meaning of the word ἐκκλησία in Scripture and the related Hebrew words translated as such in the Septuagint, then move on quickly to examining biblical images of the church, etc. Though there are often references to the ἐκκλησία passages in Matthew in this context, the nature of their connection to the actual establishment of the church in Acts (as mentioned above) is virtually non-existent. Also, if the relationship between the methodology laid out in the Matthean Commission is mentioned at all, it is typically not until the discussion of the role of the church in evangelization where disciple making is addressed. As can be concluded from the discussion above, since the methodology developed in the Matthean Commission is clearly the means by which Jesus intended His church to be built, this de-emphasis (or minimalizing) is problematic, to say the least.

Because the existence of the chiastic structuring of Matthew 16:13-18:20 has, in modern scholarship, only recently been proposed and in this dissertation has been, for the first time, established and fleshed out, the significant correlation between Matthew’s proto-ecclesiology

---

and the beginning of the church in Acts remains to be carefully examined in terms of how it relates to biblical ecclesiology. Based on the exegetical data provided in this and the preceding chapters, the following chapter will seek to carefully develop a concise biblical theology of the Proto-Ecclesiology of the Church by addressing the ecclesiologically-significant findings of the chiastic reading of the Matthew 16:13-18:20, its connection to the following chapters of Matthew—especially the Matthean Commission—and the establishment of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία through disciple making seen in Acts 1-14.
CHAPTER 5: ECCLESIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF UNDERSTANDING MATTHEW 16:13-18:20 AS CHIASMUS

As noted at the end of Chapter 4, the establishment of the existence of the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20—a section of Scripture bookended by the only two passages containing the uses of ἐκκλησία in Gospels—is, in itself, an indication that something highly significant is being said about the church within these verses. The bookend passages of that extended inverted parallel structure, Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, i.e., the outer layers (A/A´) of the chiasmus, are often cited in discussions of ecclesiology. However, their connection as part of the larger literary structure lends itself to numerous further exegetical insights regarding what Jesus in Matthew’s Gospel is actually saying about the ἐκκλησία.

In addition to the establishment of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm itself, it has also been noted that there are significant pointers/connections within the structure to the remainder of Matthew’s Gospel and, specifically, to the establishment/building of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία through the Great Commission at the close of Matthew’s work (28:16-20). Then, with such an understanding of the exegetical significance of the chiasm and its connection to the Matthean Commission, it has become clear that the most significant portion of Scripture concerning the beginnings and early growth of the church, i.e., Acts 1-14, is intimately connected with these passages in Matthew as well (see chapter 4 above).243 In other words, Luke’s ecclesiological understandings are influenced by and dependent on the “Proto-Ecclesiology” seen in Matthew’s Gospel.244

243 See especially Erickson, Christian Theology, 2013; See also Grudem, Systematic Theology; Ryrie, Basic Theology; Geisler, Systematic Theology.

244 A. Boyd Luter and Nicholas Dodson, “‘Matthean Theological Priority?’: Making Sense of Matthew’s Proto-Ecclesiology in Acts 1-14.”
Since the chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the connections between that chiastic structure, the Matthean Great Commission, and the outworking of Jesus’ proclamation through the fulfilling of that Commission in Acts 1-14 are only now being thoroughly investigated in this dissertation, it is now vitally important to examine the implications these findings have for a biblically-grounded theology of the church. Following: 1) an initial discussion of the exegetical foundations for ecclesiology; 2) the implications of the findings presented in preceding chapters on those foundational elements; and 3) on specific ecclesiological issues—notably, the relationship of the church to Israel and the beginning of the church—will be examined; and 4) a brief discussion on how these findings impact practical ecclesiological concerns will be given.

**Biblical Foundations for Ecclesiology**

There has been, especially since the mid-twentieth century, much written concerning the church. However, as Millard Erickson explains, there has been a movement away from ecclesiology as doctrine (i.e., the study of the nature of the church, or what it actually is/ought to be) toward ecclesiology as a study of what the church has been and how it functioned. While helpful insights can be gained from studying the church in relation to its existence in the world and how it has functioned, this approach is ultimately problematic, because it has led to, “…a relative de-emphasis on the theory or doctrine of the church, and a tendency for practical concerns, rather than biblical teaching, to dictate the understanding of the church.”

---

245 Erickson, *Christian Theology*, 2013, 951.
Even among some within Evangelicalism, it has become popular to include culture and social science considerations as sources/tools for developing ecclesiology. Erickson goes on to elaborate lucidly on the problems arising from this trend:

Attempting to define the church in terms of its dynamic activity avoids making any kind of statement regarding the nature of the church. This may lead to...the approach of the transformers, who make significant alterations in the content of doctrine in order to meet changing situations in the world. But the question arises, If the definition of the church is to undergo frequent change in order to relate it to its contemporary world, in what sense is there continuity with what has preceded? Or, in other words, why continue to call it the church? What is the common thread identifying the church throughout all the changes?

What becomes clear is that, in order to have a proper understanding of ecclesiology, it is necessary to have a firm grasp of what the church really is/ought to be. That leads to understanding of how it should function in the world, rather than reliance on the visible manifestations and interactions of the church in the world to drive one’s understanding of what the church actually is. This requires a reliance on an unchanging foundation—the Word of God—to develop a correct ecclesiology.

Gregg Allison lays out a clear path to such a proper, biblical ecclesiology:

As a doctrine of evangelical theology, ecclesiology considers biblical affirmations about the church and synthesizes all those teachings into a coherent whole, thereby setting forth what evangelicals are to believe about the church. This systematic theology of the church is developed in conjunction with other disciplines. “Exegetical theology seeks to determine the meaning of biblical texts. Biblical theology describes the progressive revelation found in Scripture by examining the theology of its various groupings...It also traces the many themes in these biblical groupings and notes their development over time...Historical theology is the study of the interpretation of Scripture and the formulation of the doctrine by the church of the past.” Through solid interpretation of all relevant text of Scripture treating the topic of the church (exegetical theology), careful consideration of themes about the church...and how they relate to each other (biblical theology) and aided by wisdom from the past in terms of a chastened tradition concerning

---


247 Erickson, _Christian Theology_, 2013, 953–54.
the church (historical theology), a systematic theology of the church—ecclesiology—is developed.\textsuperscript{248}

Allison goes on to acknowledge that, while there are differing positions among theologians on the issue, attention to and recognition of the sufficiency of Scripture for and as the foundation of theology is an appropriate hallmark of evangelical theology, built upon the Protestant affirmation of the sufficiency of Scripture \textit{in toto}, i.e., that, “…Scripture contained all the words of God he intended his people to have at each stage of redemptive history, and that it now contains all the words of God we need for salvation, for trusting him perfectly, and for obeying him perfectly.”\textsuperscript{249} It is with these affirmations of Scripture as the basis for evangelical theology, specifically ecclesiology, in mind that this work now turns to the examination of fresh ecclesiological implications offered by the establishment of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus and the subsequent findings relating to the Great Commission and Acts.

\textbf{A Case in Point: Millard Erickson’s Biblical-Philological Definition of the Church}

Before addressing specific ecclesiological issues, such as where in Scripture the church begins, it is valuable to examine the ways in which the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20 may have significant influence on the way the church is defined and, as such, its effects on the very beginning point of ecclesiology. Millard Erickson’s \textit{Christian Theology}, originally published in 1983 and now in its third edition, is one of the most widely-used Evangelical


\textsuperscript{249} Grudem, \textit{Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical Doctrine}, 127.
systematic theologies available, and what follows, hopefully, reflects the utmost respect and acknowledgment of Erickson’s contribution to contemporary evangelical theology. As already noted above, Erickson acknowledges that the church cannot be properly defined empirically or dynamically, and thus explains that, in order to understand what the church is/does or ought to be/should do. He states: “These questions cannot be answered without addressing the issue of the nature of the church, and there is no better place to begin than with the biblical testimony itself.”

This is certainly in keeping with the affirmation set forth by Allison concerning the sufficiency of Scripture, but it does not, strictly speaking, follow the methodology set forth in terms of moving from exegetical theology to biblical theology to historical theology to a systematic theology of the church. While Erickson does seek to understand the meaning of the word ἐκκλησία in the New Testament, his method falls short in this respect: while evaluating the meaning of the Hebrew word often translated ἐκκλησία in the LXX and the Hellenistic meaning of ἐκκλησία are valuable contributions, Erickson does not provide a clear exegetical theology of ἐκκλησία from all the relevant New Testament passages. Now, it must be acknowledged that this may not be entirely possible in a work seeking to be as comprehensive as Christian Theology. Yet, the question must still be raised whether or not Erickson’s approach does justice to what is necessary in defining “church” in terms of the wider New Testament usage.

For example, as Erickson begins his biblical-philological definition of the church, he mentions the uses of ἐκκλησία in Matthew 16 and 18 only in passing:

The word “church” and cognate terms in other languages (e.g., Kirche) are derived from the Greek word κυριακός (kuriakos), “belonging to the Lord.” They are, however, to be understood in light of the New Testament Greek term ἐκκλησία (ekkleśia). While this is a common word, its occurrences are unevenly distributed through the New Testament. The only instances in the Gospels are in Matthew 16:18 and 18:17, both of which are somewhat disputed. It does not appear in 2 Timothy, Titus, 1 or 2 Peter, 1 or 2 John, or

250 Erickson, Christian Theology, 2013, 954.
Jude. There is little significance to its absence from 1 and 2 John, since it is found in 3 John; from 2 Timothy and Titus, since it is found in 1 Timothy; and from Jude, since this book is so brief. More surprising, however, is its absence from Peter’s letters...

While the issue with Erickson “jumping over” the exegetical theology of ἐκκλησία should be duly noted, he does address to some degree the biblical theology of the church through its use by various authors and recurring themes related to the church, what he calls “biblical images.” If, however, the importance of the chiastic structure connecting the uses of ἐκκλησία in Matthew 16 and 18 is correct, then much more than such a cursory mention of these occurrences is surely warranted.

Beginning with the philological definition of the term is unquestionably a valid place to start a discussion on the meaning of “church” in the New testament. However, a more extensive exegetical theology of ἐκκλησία in the passages in Matthew must be undertaken if one seeks to develop a full-scale New Testament theology of the church. Erickson’s work demonstrates the too common tendency of theologians to more or less skip over the passages in Matthew that contain ἐκκλησία unless they are utilized to address points that have often been used to advocate for a certain ecclesiological position (e.g., Roman Catholic polity, the role of church in disciplining members, etc.).

---

251 Ibid.

252 Grenz, *Theology for the Community of God*, 464–66. Grenz, in his initial definition of the church, focuses on the meaning of ἐκκλησία. He addresses the Old Testament meaning and the meaning of ἐκκλησία in the Roman cultural milieu, but he, like Erickson, also mentions the uses of ἐκκλησία in Matthew 16 and 18 only in passing. He says, “These Old Testament references may have formed the background for Jesus’ promise that he would build his congregation (Matt. 16:18; 18:17). Regardless of the genesis of the dominical declaration, the early Christians clearly believed that our Lord himself had instituted the church.”

253 While it is acknowledged that defining the “church” as a concept cannot be limited simply to the definition of a single word, and Erickson does go beyond this to examine recurring themes or biblical images of the church, the point of this discussion is simply to say that defining key terms is important, and to define ἐκκλησία properly in the context of the New Testament requires properly understanding the literary context of the passages in which it is found, specifically the passages in Matthew.
However, given that there is much more to Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20 than simply being the only two passages in the Gospels that include ἐκκλησία—i.e., that they are part of a larger literary structure closely connected to the Great Commission and Acts as well—the foundational role they play in understanding the nature of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία must be recognized. Even if one chooses to address the nature of the church beginning with the kind of philological approach Erickson employs, the weight of the findings so far in this dissertation make it clear that Jesus’ ἐκκλησία is quite distinct from any other ἐκκλησία that may have come to mind for the earliest readers of the New Testament works.

The Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasm and Key Issues in Ecclesiology

Two key issues in ecclesiology on which the chiastic interpretation of Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the subsequent connections to the Great Commission and Acts have bearing are: 1) the relationship between the church and Israel; and 2) the beginning of the church. These two issues are interrelated in the sense that one’s understanding of the relationship between the covenants and, by extension, between the church and Israel—i.e., whether or not there is continuity, discontinuity, or some mediating position between the two—plays a key role in whether one sees the church as actually beginning at some point after the coming of Christ or as extending all the way back to the time of the patriarchs. As such, the contribution to the discussion of the relationship between the church and Israel will be addressed before moving to address what the chiastic reading may contribute to the understanding of the beginning of the church.
The Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasm and the Continuity/Discontinuity of Israel and the Church

The topic of continuity/discontinuity of the church and Israel is a quite extensive one, and it is far beyond the scope of this work to address it in full. However, it is useful to briefly summarize the general tenets of the two major positions in order to have a clear basis for understanding how understanding the chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 might contribute to this discussion.

Gregg Allison gives a helpful summary of the two positions in *Sojourners and Strangers*:

…the relationship between the church and Israel is viewed differently by two opposing perspectives. Broadly speaking, from a continuity position, the people of Israel under the old covenant and Christians of the new covenant are both part of the people of God, joined together under the one covenant of grace. Furthermore, the church has replaced Israel—or it fulfills the promises made to Israel—such that the Jews as a national people hold no special place in the salvific work of God either now or in the future…Broadly speaking, from a discontinuity position, while the people of Israel and the church of the new covenant are both part of the people of God, significant disparate elements—e.g., differences in the old covenant for the people of Israel and the new covenant for the church, the diversity of experience of the Holy Spirit, incorporation of Christians into the body of Christ, the character of the old covenant people (mostly Jews, with a smattering of Gentiles attached to Israel) in contrast with the new covenant people (Jews and Gentiles as one new entity, with a majority of the latter)—underscore the distinctions between the two. Furthermore, the church has not replaced Israel nor fulfilled all of the promises made to Israel, and given the Old Testament promises (affirmed in Romans 11) of a bright future for the Jews, a significant divine work awaits them, including their large-scale conversion and national restoration.254

Even from this brief summary, it is fairly clear that that Allison holds to a discontinuity position, but his assessment of the two positions, broadly speaking, seems to be eminently fair.

As representative of the continuity position, which sees the church as essentially taking the place of Israel, Wayne Grudem says, “The church is the community of all true believers for all time…all those whom Christ died to redeem, all those who are saved by the death of Christ.

---

But that must include all true believers for all time, both believers in the New Testament age and believers in the Old Testament age as well.”

This position holds that the church can be seen from the patriarchal period all the way through the New Testament and what is seen in the New Testament is simply a continuation of true believers from Old Testament times onward; there is no essential difference. In support of this idea, Grudem (and others such as Erickson, McGrath, and Berkhof) appeal to the historic position of the church on this issue. Even Allison admits that, “For most of the church’s history, the relationship between the church and Israel was regarded as one of continuity and substitution.”

Grudem also points to, “the many New Testament verses that undstand the church as the ‘new Israel’ or new ‘people of God,’” such as Romans 2:28-29, in which Paul seems to indicate that a true Jew is one whose heart has been cleansed by God rather than one who is physically circumcised; Romans 4:11-12, 16, 18, and 9:6-8 which suggest that Abraham is the spiritual father of all who believe, not just the physical father of ethnic Israel; and Romans 9:25, which explains that those who believe are now God’s people. He goes on to reference Philippians 3:3, in which Paul says Christians are the true circumcision; Ephesians 2:13-20, and 3:6 which speak to the unity of Jewish and Gentile believers with no indication of a future plan for Israel; Heb 8, especiall verse 8-10, in which the author quotes the Lord’s promise in Jeremiah 31:31-34 to make a new covenant with Israel and says that new covenant has been made with the church; and 1 Peter, which frequently speaks of


256 See, Berkhof, Systematic Theology.

257 Allison, Sojourners and Strangers, 82.

258 Grudem, Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical Doctrine, 861.
New Testament Christians in terms of Old Testament imagery and promises given to Jews, especially 2:4-10.259

While all of those who hold the continuity position believe the church has replaced Israel in some sense, some believe that it has fully replaced Israel, and Israel has forfeited its right to the promises of God, while others, like Erickson and Grudem, believe that there will still be something special for national Israel in the future. Erickson sums up his understanding of this future blessing, explaining, “…the church is the new Israel. It occupies the place in the new covenant that Israel occupied in the old. Whereas in the Old Testament the kingdom of God was peopled by national Israel, in the New Testament it is peopled by the church. There is a special future coming for national Israel, however, through large-scale conversion to Christ and entry into the church.”260 Among theologians, even those within Evangelicalism, this position is not at all uncommon.

The other major perspective within Evangelicalism concerning the relationship of Israel to the church largely stems from the understanding of classical dispensationalism, which began to challenge the historic continuity/replacement view in the nineteenth century. While variant understandings of dispensationalism have arisen in recent decades that do not hold as strictly to the tenets of classical dispensationalism concerning, e.g., the church as a parenthesis in God’s plan, spiritual blessings for the church vs. earthly blessings for Israel, and the like, all of these dispensational approaches still recognize that there is discontinuity between Israel and the church.

259 Ibid., 853ff; See also, Berkhof, Systematic Theology; Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology: An Introduction, 4th ed. (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007); Erickson, Christian Theology, 2013.

260 Erickson, Christian Theology, 2013, 966.
According to Allison, in what he calls the moderate discontinuity view, which he holds, lack of continuity between the Israel and the church can be clearly seen in certain salvation experiences, such as, the baptism of the Holy Spirit, who permanently indwells Christians and gives them spiritual gifts.\textsuperscript{261} Henry Thiessen and Vernon Doerksen elaborate on the distinctions that the discontinuity position sees in the New Testament between the church and Israel:

While there is a connection between the saved of all ages (John 10:16; Rom. 11:16, 24; 1 Pet. 2:9), and there is a people of God throughout the various ages, Christianity is not new wine poured into old wineskins. Rather, it is new wine in new wineskins (Matt. 9:17). That the church is not a continuation of the old system is seen from several arguments. First, Israel and the church are not synonymous terms. Paul distinguished between Jews, Gentiles, and the church (1 Cor. 10:32). Further, Paul speaks of the church as one new man (Eph. 2:14; cf. Col 3:11), composed of believing Jews and believing Gentiles. And finally, God has yet a future for Israel. Paul, in Rom. 11, outlines the chronology of God’s future dealings with Israel. She is the olive branch which has now been broken off while the wild olive has been grafted into the trunk. It is during the time of the wild olive branch that the church is God’s instrument on earth. That the kingdom did not come in the days of Christ is attested to by the question of the disciples, “Lord, is it at this time You are restoring the kingdom to Israel?” (Acts 1:6). The counsel of James at the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:13-21) suggests that the early church saw itself as something quite different than the continuation of Israel.\textsuperscript{262}

While Allison is somewhat more moderate on the discontinuity issue than Thiessen, he still believes that “… the dissimilarities are significant enough so as to maintain the distinction between the church and Israel,” and to hold to, “…a future fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies directed to a national Israel, including the salvation of many Jewish people and restoration to the land of Israel.”\textsuperscript{263}

As with the issue of defining the church, as discussed above, references to the passages in Matthew 16 and 18 in discussion of the church’s continuity/discontinuity with national Israel are

\textsuperscript{261} Allison, \textit{Sojourners and Strangers}, 88.


\textsuperscript{263} Allison, \textit{Sojourners and Strangers}, 88.
quite limited in major theological works of recent decades, if they are noted at all. However, as
the issue of the relationship of Israel and the church is important for other aspects of one’s
ecclesiology, Matthew 16:13-18:20, along with the subsequent findings, have been shown to be
of great ecclesiological importance. It begs asking how the findings set forth so far in this
dissertation might speak to this issue of Israel and the church.

At first glance, it may seem that there is little contribution to this issue, as the Matthew
16:13-18:20 chiasm does not *directly* address Israel as distinct from the church. However, the
chiasm does repeatedly speak of Jesus suffering at the hands of the chief priests, Pharisees,
Scribes, rulers, etc., of Israel. While this data does not, in itself, mean there is a distinction or
discontinuity between Israel and the church, Jesus’ strong words concerning the “`generation” to
which he was preaching the Kingdom of Heaven—the unbelieving and perverted γενεά (see Matt
17:17) addressed at the very center of the chiasm—serve to demonstrate that the church Jesus
says He will build in 16:18, His ἐκκλησία—the primary referent of the entire chiastic structure—
will be something new and distinct from the present generation of Israel, which had previously
rejected Him (see, e.g., Matt 11:20-24; 16:4).

In addition to the rejection of the unbelieving and perverted γενεά, the fact that Jesus says
“My Church,” not just “the church” or “a church,” forcefully reflects the uniqueness of His
ἐκκλησία. Donald Hagner, commenting on this issue in Matthew, says:

As the community of the kingdom, this is a new eschatological people...there is an
obvious and inevitable discontinuity with Israel...Very significant here is Jesus’
reference to “my church,” where the pronoun, preceding the noun in the Greek, is
emphatic: μου τὴν ἐκκλησίαν (“my church”). The church is the community of Jesus, a
designation that stands in remarkable contrast to the phrase qahal YHWH, “community of
the Lord” (LXX: ἐκκλησία κυρίου, e.g., Deut. 23:1-2; 1 Chr. 28:8; Mic. 2:5; cf. Neh.
13:1; Lam. 1:10).²⁶⁴

While Hagner’s main point here is not specifically to argue for the discontinuity approach to ecclesiology, he makes an extremely important exegetical point that must not be overlooked. In fact, while Hagner points out the emphatic pronoun and the evidence for Jesus’ ἐκκλησία standing in contrast to the ἐκκλησία κυρίου in the Old Testament, the evidence seen so far in this study from the chiastic structure found in Matthew 16:13-18:20 goes even further. There, Jesus continually shows the opposition from the Jews—especially their leaders—to His mission to build His ἐκκλησία and the distinct mindset/mentality that being His disciple/a part of His ἐκκλησία will entail, most notably in the A/A’, C/C’, and F/F’ layers.

Another aspect of the chiastic structure relevant to this discussion is the fact that, as mentioned above, the chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 functions as a sort of lens and turning-point in Matthew’s Gospel. In Chapter Three of this dissertation (see above), it was shown that key ideas/themes point forward from earlier in Matthew to the chiastic structure, while a number of aspects of the chiasm point forward to what is to come in the remainder of the First Gospel. Having established the significant connection between the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the Matthean version of the Great Commission in 28:16-20, i.e., that the essence of the Great Commission—“making disciples” of “all the nations”—is the method by which Jesus intended to build His ἐκκλησία, and with the understanding that the chiastic structure is a lens/focal point/turning-point in the Gospel of Matthew, clarity is brought to the relationship between the Great Commission at the end of Matthew and a previous commission with some striking similarities (and differences) given by Jesus earlier in the Gospel.

Matthew 10:1-15 says:

Jesus summoned His twelve disciples and gave them authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal every kind of disease and every kind of sickness. Now the names of the twelve apostles are these: The first, Simon, who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother; and James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother; Philip and Bartholomew; Thomas and Matthew the tax collector; James the son of Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus; Simon the Zealot, and Judas Iscariot, the one who betrayed Him. These
twelve Jesus sent out after instructing them: “Do not go in the way of the Gentiles, and do not enter any city of the Samaritans; but rather go to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. And as you go, preach, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons. Freely you received, freely give. Do not acquire gold, or silver, or copper for your money belts, or a bag for your journey, or even two coats, or sandals, or a staff; for the worker is worthy of his support. And whatever city or village you enter, inquire who is worthy in it, and stay at his house until you leave that city. As you enter the house, give it your greeting. If the house is worthy, give it your blessing of peace. But if it is not worthy, take back your blessing of peace. Whoever does not receive you, nor heed your words, as you go out of that house or that city, shake the dust off your feet. Truly I say to you, it will be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment than for that city.

Here, Jesus sends out the Twelve Apostles specifically to “the lost sheep of Israel” (10:6) and, in fact, tells them not to even go anywhere near the Gentiles or Samaritans. Though the similarities to the Matthean Great Commission are interesting, the distinctions are even moreso. Jesus gave the Twelve “authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal every kind of disease and every kind of sickness” (10:7) and says to them, “…as you go, preach, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons” (10:8).

It is clear that Jesus’ emphasis here is for the Twelve to go out with the good news of the kingdom to the people of Israel, but—as is made clear in the remainder of chapter 10—he fully anticipates that the Twelve will have trouble and meet resistance to their message. Next, in Matthew 11-15, though Jesus continues teaching and doing miracles, there is a recurring theme of lack of understanding and rejection of Jesus by the leaders and people of Israel—e.g., Jesus’ denouncement of the unrepentant cities where he had done many works (11:20-24), the Pharisees conspiring against Him (12:14), the scribes and Pharisees seek a sign, even though Jesus has already done many in their midst (12:38ff), Jesus is rejected in his home town of Nazareth (13:53ff), scribes and Pharisees challenge Jesus concerning His disciples’ failure to follow tradition of hand washing (15:1ff), Pharisees and Sadducees come again asking for a sign (16:1ff).
This comes to a head in Matthew 16:1-12, when Jesus denounces the leaders of Israel as an “evil and adulterous generation” (γενεὰ πονηρὰ καὶ μοιχαλίς) for their failure/lack of willingness to see the signs right in front of them, then warns his disciples not to be like them; not to be infected by “the leaven of the Pharisees and Saducees” (i.e., their unsound teaching [16:11]).⁶⁵ This sets the stage for the chiastic structure in which Jesus declares that He will build His ἐκκλησία and provides a kind of preview of what that new/distinct ἐκκλησία will look like.

In a real sense, all of the material in the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiastic structure is prompted by the rejection of the message of Jesus and the Twelve concerning the kingdom, leading to the conclusion that Jesus is now going to begin doing something distinctively new and different. He is not restoring the kingdom of Israel at that time (see Acts 1:6). Instead, he is going to build His ἐκκλησία, which, as demonstrated above in the discussion of Acts, is something altogether different. Jesus is not sending His messengers to Israel now to build His ἐκκλησία; rather, He is sending them to “all the nations” (Matt 28:19).

Jesus’ message of the kingdom had been rejected by Israel and its leaders (Matt 10:1ff.), so Jesus sends out his messengers to all nations (28:19), in order to build His church (16:13-18:20). Thus, it is seen that the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm functions as a key piece of scriptural support (i.e., exegetical ecclesiology) for the discontinuity between Israel and the church.

In addition to the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the surrounding context, including the remainder of the First Gospel, especially the Great Commission, there is, as discussed above, evidence of discontinuity between Israel and the church demonstrated in the

---

⁶⁵ While Jesus here denounces the unsound teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees, it becomes increasingly clear, especially in the chiasm that Jesus’ message is more widely rejected by the whole faithless and perverted generation of Israel, except for the few believing followers of Jesus, which leads to his rejection of the wider generation, not just its leadership.
connection between 16:13-18:20 and the early part of the Book of Acts. In chapter 4 of the dissertation, the exegetical data concerning Acts 2:1-6:1 and the connections/pointers back to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm reveal quite clearly that Luke delayed his use of ἐκκλησία until Acts 5:11 and μαθηταὶ—which has been shown above to be interchangeable in Acts with ἐκκλησία—until 6:1 for an important reason. Luke did not begin using these significant ecclesiological terms because he was being very clear about what was being established and built in the early part of his second volume (i.e., the church of Jesus Christ).

In Acts, it was not some already existing ἐκκλησία to which Jesus is referring, such as the Old Testament ἐκκλησία of Israel (or ἐκκλησία κυρίου). Nor was it any other ἐκκλησία/gathering which may have come to the minds of his readers. Rather, it is the ἐκκλησία of Jesus, the one He proclaimed He would build in the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus.

Again, while Acts is often referred to in the discussion of the continuity/discontinuity between Israel and the church, its connection to: 1) this newly identified chiastic structure in Matthew; and 2) the subsequently discussed/identified deference of Luke to Matthew’s Gospel in ecclesiastical (or at least proto-ecclesiastical) matters serves as significant, fresh evidence pointing to the idea that there is a distinction between Israel and the church; there is discontinuity between the Old and New Testament people of God.

The work presented here does point to the discontinuity between the church and national Israel. However, it should not be inferred that the church has either replaced Israel or that God has permanently cut off Israel from His plan. More will be discussed on this issue below, but it is important to keep in mind moving forward that this evidence of distinction/discontinuity, Jesus’ rejection of the unbelieving and perverted γενεά in Jesus’s day does not in any sense mean total rejection of the people of Israel from God’s future plans.
Within Evangelicalism, broadly speaking, there are three predominant views concerning the beginning of the church. First, there are those who, in accordance with their understanding of the church as the continuation of believing Israel from the Old Testament, believe that the church has been in existence since the Patriarchal period. For example, Grudem says of the origins of the church:

Jesus Christ himself builds the church by calling his people to himself. He promised, “I will build my church” (Matt. 16:18) …But this process whereby Christ builds the church is just a continuation of the pattern established by God in the Old Testament whereby he called people to himself to be a worshipping assembly before him. There are several indications in the Old Testament that God thought of his people as a “church,” a people assembled for the purpose of worshipping God.266

Grudem largely follows the thought of Louis Berkhof concerning the beginning of the church, though Berkhof goes even further and is more explicit in his explanation of the existence of the church in the Old Testament. He says:

…the Church existed in the old dispensation as well as in the new, and was essentially the same in both, in spite of acknowledged institutional and administrative differences… The Church is essentially, as was pointed out in the preceding, the community of believers, and this community existed from the beginning of the old dispensation right down to the present time and will continue to exist on earth until the end of the world.267

On this view, since the church has existed since the beginning of history, there is no clear “beginning” of the church, at least not in the sense that it can be discerned in Scripture--except to say that it began at the same point history began.

Second, on the “opposite end” of the ecclesiological spectrum, as far as the beginning of the church is concerned, is the position that Jesus’ ἐκκλησία, as distinct and discontinuous with
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national Israel, has a clear beginning which can be seen in the New Testament. According to Allison:

From the perspective of Jesus Christ during his earthly ministry, the church was a future reality. Specifically, with reference to Peter’s confession of Christ’s identity, Jesus explained that “on this rock I will build [οἰκοδομήσω (oikodomēsō), future tense] my church” (Matt. 16:18). This future point was not specified, but other New Testament affirmations demarcate it as subsequent to the death, resurrection, and ascension (e.g., Matt. 16:21). Only after these events would the Father exalt the Son; only as the crucified, resurrected, and ascended Lord over all would Jesus become the head of the church, which is his body (Eph. 1:19-23). The church began at Pentecost and did not exist prior to that event…

Especially important in Allison’s discussion of the beginning of the church are specific markers indicating that it did not take place until after Pentecost. Christ baptizes His followers with the Holy Spirit (cf. 1 Cor. 12:13; Jn. 1:33) in order to incorporate them into the church, which did not take place until Pentecost (Acts 2:1-4), and the gifts of the Holy Spirit are not distributed to the followers of Jesus until after his ascension (Eph. 4:7-11). In addition, “The extreme contrast between the bumbling, self-centered, fearful followers before the crucifixion and resurrection and the perceptive, self-sacrificing, courageous missionaries after Pentecost must be attributed in part to the sending and outpouring of the Spirit…”

The marks, distinctive to the church, then point to the fact that the church actually came into existence at Pentecost, according to Allison (and many others following dispensationalist/progressive dispensationalist views).

Third is a position somewhere in between the two already discussed. Erickson, while affirming that the church has replaced Israel (see discussion of Erickson’s position on the
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relationship of the church and Israel above), also affirms that the church has a clear beginning in the New Testament. As he explains:

It is notable, however, that Jesus makes only two references to the church (Matt. 16:18; 18:17), and that in the former case he is speaking of the future (“I will build my church”). The fact that Luke never uses ἐκκλησία in his Gospel but employs it twenty-four times in Acts is also significant. It would seem that he did not regard the church as present until the period covered in Acts… We conclude that the church originated at Pentecost… Does this mean that we who are now part of the church will be forever in a separate grouping from the Old Testament believers? I would suggest, instead, that those who were part of Israel prior to Pentecost have been incorporated into the church… Israel was not, then, simply succeeded by the church; Israel was included within the church. The people of God are truly one people; the body of Christ is truly one body.271

Thus, Erickson actually gives very little evidence to support his conclusion that the church began at Pentecost. But, in holding to the idea that the church and Israel are distinct, it would seem quite important to show why any distinction/starting point at all is seen in the New Testament.

The preceding summary of the three positions is admittedly somewhat heavy on quotations from the various authors. However, this is very helpful for the purpose of recognizing that all three (representative) theologians point to Matthew 16:18 in support of their widely varying views on the beginning of the church. Grudem sees it as confirming the pattern of the church that has existed in all ages, while the other two see it as pointing to a future act of building that will take place. Allison sees it as the future building of something new/distinct from Israel. Erickson takes it to mean the future building of the church, but with a lack of clarity as to what the distinction is apart from the initiation of the New Covenant (more on this below).

What is highly significant to point out here is that, without proper exegetical context for the meaning of Matthew 16:18, i.e., understanding it in light of it being part of a larger chiastic structure, that key verse is susceptible to being interpreted to fit widely divergent ecclesiological views/understandings (e.g., what it means in relation to the beginning of the church). This
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somewhat amazing divergence accentuates the need for the exegetical clarification the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus provides in regard to the beginning of the ἐκκλησία which Jesus said he would build.

What is immediately obvious—and which is pointed out by many studying the beginning of the church, including Allison and Erickson, as discussed above—is that Jesus uses the future tense (οἰκοδομήσω) when He declares that he will build His ἐκκλησία in Matthew 16:18. What is less frequently noted is the future-oriented nature of both Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, the very important outer (A and A’) pairing of the chiastic structure. In Matthew 16:13-20, after Jesus probes the disciples concerning the understanding of who He is and Peter’s confession of Him as Messiah, not only does Jesus declare in 16:18 that He “will build” (οἰκοδομήσω) His ἐκκλησία, but He also declares that the gates of Hades “will not prevail” (κατισχύσουσιν) against it. Then, in 16:19, Jesus says, “I will give” (δῶσω) the keys to the kingdom of heaven, which is followed by the binding and loosing statement (καὶ ὅσα ἐὰν δήσητε ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἐσται δεδεμένα ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς, καὶ ὅσα ἐὰν λύσητε ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἐσται λελυμένα ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς), which contains two future perfect periphrastics (future indicative of εἰμί with a perfect passive participle).

In 18:15-20, Jesus begins with a potential situation, as evidenced by the presence of the third class conditional structure, which, in this case, could be a hypothetical but more likely is a future occurrence.272 Jesus then gives the binding and loosing formula again in 18:18 (ὅσα ἐὰν δήσητε ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἐσται δεδεμένα ἐν οὐρανῷ, καὶ ὅσα ἐὰν λύσητε ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ἐσται λελυμένα ἐν οὐρανῷ)—almost verbatim with that in 16:19—again containing the future perfect periphrastic, and in 18:20 declares that, “if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will be done (γενήσεται) for them by my Father in heaven.” In understanding the two passages together (as

272 See, Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics, 696ff. Though it is beyond the scope of this work to make an in-depth argument for which understanding of third class condition is correct here, the general sense of what follows would seem to indicate that the probable future occurrence is the best understanding.
was done earlier in interpreting the Matt 16:13-18:20 chiasmus), and realizing that, in addition to bracketing the entire structure, the A’ portion clarifies/intensifies the A portion in some manner, the future/not-yet-present nature of the church seems to be highlighted.

Also notable in the chiastic structure is the overall future orientation of the material contained within, which seems to point to an imminent beginning for the church Jesus declared he would build. In the remaining internal layers of the chiastic structure, there is a repeated theme of Jesus having to suffer and die at the hands of the Jewish religious leaders and then be raised on the third day (16:21-22; 17:9-12; 17:22-23). In addition to the repeated pointing to His coming suffering, death, and resurrection, there is a also a tenor of the way things will be in the time ahead throughout the structure. Jesus says in 16:25, “For whoever would save his life will lose (ἀπολέσει) it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will find (εὑρήσει) it” and, in 16:27, “The Son of Man is going to come (μέλλει ἐρχεσθαι) …He will repay (ἀποδώσει),” clearly pointing to future events. In 17:17, he exclaims, “You unbelieving and perverted generation, how long shall I be with you? How long shall I put up with you?,” indicating a point in the near future in which He will no longer bear with them. Then, in 18:1-14, as discussed in more detail in the interpretation of the 16:13-18:20 chiasm above, Jesus seems to be pointing to the need for humility and the proper attitude for true discipleship in the church. Thus, by understanding the chiasmus as a whole, rather than simply taking 16:18 and 18:17 as independent references to the church, it is abundantly clear that this immensely important ecclesiological section is pointing toward sometime in the future in its references to the church Jesus declared He would build.

**Does the Matthew 16:13-18:20 Chiasm Support the Beginning of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία at Pentecost?**

This evidence, inasmuch as it points to the discontinuity with national Israel and to a future beginning for the church, perhaps after the death and resurrection of Jesus, is most in line
with the view espoused by Allison. But, whether or not the chiastic structure and the subsequent connections to the latter part of Matthew and the early chapters of Acts points to that future beginning as the Day of Pentecost remains to be evaluated.

It is often argued that the beginning of the church and the inception of the New Covenant are simultaneous. As such, the events of the Day of Pentecost as recorded in Acts 2 are what demarcates the beginning of the church. But, is there more that should be taken into account biblically before drawing such a far-reaching theological conclusion? The answer is yes, and it is necessary to go back to the Old Testament to amass the evidence for that assertion.

As early as the context leading up to, and immediately following, Deuteronomy 30:1-10, when the Mosaic covenant is being renewed, there are hints that the Mosaic Covenant will be a failure due to the sin of the people of Israel, and it will be replaced by a new covenant. This takes place much later, as spoken of by the prophet Jeremiah:

"Behold, days are coming," declares the LORD, "when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah, not like the covenant which I made with their fathers in the day I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt, My covenant which they broke, although I was a husband to them," declares the LORD. "But this is the covenant which I will make with the house of Israel after those days," declares the LORD, "I will put My law within them and on their heart I will write it; and I will be their God, and they shall be My people. "They will not teach again, each man his neighbor and each man his brother, saying, 'Know the LORD,' for they will all know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of them," declares the LORD, "for I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will remember no more." (Jer. 31:31-34)

The wording here makes it clear that this “new covenant” will be superior to the old covenant, as the law will be written on their hearts of God’s people, they will have personal, intimate knowledge of the Lord, and He will deal with their sin through forgiveness.

This expectation of a new covenant is then heightened in the oft-recognized parallel passage in Ezekiel:

"For I will take you from the nations, gather you from all the lands and bring you into your own land. "Then I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean; I will
cleanse you from all your filthiness and from all your idols. "Moreover, I will give you a
new heart and put a new spirit within you; and I will remove the heart of stone from your
flesh and give you a heart of flesh. "I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk
in My statutes, and you will be careful to observe My ordinances. (Ezek. 36:24-27)

The themes of forgiveness (here represented by “sprinkling with clean water”) and a
renewed/new heart are repeated from Jeremiah, but Ezekiel adds a third element: a new spirit,
the Spirit of God Himself, who will be put into the people of God, causing them to obey rather
than disobey, as they had done in their failure to keep the laws of the Mosaic covenant. This
indwelling of God’s Spirit is unprecedented to this point in the history of God’s people.273

From these passages in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, however, it is not at all clear that the new
covenant God is promising through these prophets is for anyone other than the nation of Israel.
However, Joel picks up remarkably similar themes in 2:28-32a:

"It will come about after this That I will pour out My Spirit on all mankind; And your
sons and daughters will prophesy, Your old men will dream dreams, Your young men
will see visions. Even on the male and female servants I will pour out My Spirit in those
days. I will display wonders in the sky and on the earth, Blood, fire and columns of
smoke. The sun will be turned into darkness And the moon into blood Before the great
and awesome day of the LORD comes. And it will come about that whoever calls on the
name of the LORD Will be delivered.

As Allison explains, “Joel’s prophecy anticipates a fresh, future, unprecedented outpouring of
the same Spirit that would significantly eclipse his old covenant work. Indeed, the Spirit would
be poured out on all people: men and women, young and old, slave and free."274 So, while Joel
continues similar themes for the new covenant, his prophecy begins to reveal that it will go
beyond just the people of Israel.
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This prophecy from Joel is, of course, the passage that Peter quotes in total in Acts 2, and, as such, demonstrates clearly that Pentecost is the inception of the New Covenant. There is then compelling evidence that, from the perspective of the New Testament writers, the recipients of the New Covenant are not simply the people of national Israel, but both Jews and Gentiles who are in Christ (cf. 2 Cor. 3; Heb. 8:6-12; Eph. 2:11ff.; Mt. 26:27-28). Allison concludes:

…the church is the church of the new covenant. Like the other covenants found in Scripture, the new covenant (1) is unilateral, established by God and God only. Indeed, the provision for this covenant—the death of Jesus…—“was foreknown before the foundation of the world” (1 Pet. 1:20)...(2) creates a structured relationship between God and his covenant partners, who consist of people “from every tribe and language and people and nation” (Rev. 5:9)...(3) features binding obligations, which some have summarized as “the Great Commandment” (Matt. 22:37-40) and “the Great Commission” (Matt. 28:19-20)...(4) involves two covenantal signs: baptism, the sign of entrance into new covenant relationship with God and into the covenant community, the church; and the Lord’s Supper, the sign of ongoing new covenant relationship with God and the covenant community, the church.\textsuperscript{275}

The evidence from the Old Testament clearly points to a new covenant that will in some way replace the old covenant, the recipients of which will be all people rather than specifically national Israel.\textsuperscript{276} And, as is indicated by Allison, the evidence from the New Testament writers shows that the recipients are all people who are in Christ, i.e., the church that Jesus declared he would build. So, the new covenant and the church are inextricably linked in some way.

Therefore, in one sense, it may be correct, based on the preceding evidence, to understand the formal beginning of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία as contemporaneous with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and initiation of the New Covenant in Acts 2. However, in light of the new exegetical data

\textsuperscript{275} Ibid., 78.

\textsuperscript{276} While it is not expressly stated that the new covenant will be with anyone other than Israel, what seems to be happening is, at the point of Peter’s preaching at Pentecost, the formal building of the church begins with the seed (see analogy below) of those from among Israel with mustard-seed sized faith, which grows into the larger entity of the church, at which point the gentiles are grafted in (cf. Rom. 11) as part of the church and partakers of the New Covenant.
from the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus and its subsequent connections to the rest of Matthew and the early part of Acts, presented earlier in this dissertation, more must be said concerning the beginning of the church as it relates to those followers of Jesus in the period between the chiastic structure and the events of Acts 2.

Allison hints at such an understanding when he says, “…I conclude that the disciples were prepared for future leadership in his church, which came into existence at Pentecost. The nascent form was established during Jesus’ earthly ministry and awaited the Spirit’s vital breath to enliven and empower it, thereby constituting the church the living body of Christ.” What the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20 does, then, is to sketch a clearer picture of what that “nascent form” is and provide a way to understand what Jesus is doing concerning His ἐκκλησία in Matthew 18-28 and Acts 1, in order to categorize (spiritually) those followers of Jesus in this interim period.

One could simply say that Jesus is preparing his disciples for leadership in His church during this interim period, as Allison does. But, given that Jesus has rejected the unbelieving and perverted generation of Israel, it seems to leave the Apostles and those with “mustard seed”-sized-faith (see Matt 17:19) theologically stranded, so to speak. This group is likely not a small number, taking into account that Paul says Jesus appeared to “more than 500 brethren at one time” (1 Cor. 15:6) during the post-resurrection period, and in Acts about 120 brethren were gathered together in the upper room (Acts 1:15), and John says that Jesus was making and baptizing more disciples than John the Baptist (John 4:1-2). Depending on how much overlap there is between the 500 to whom Jesus appeared and the 120 gathered in the upper room, not to mention those followers of Jesus from outlying areas who were not part of these groups, and the “little ones” (see Matt 18:1ff.) who were following Him, it seems reasonable to conclude that
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during this period there were at least 600 followers of Jesus (brethren), and perhaps significantly more.

It appears that there are basically three options for categorizing these “bretheren” in the period between Jesus’ declaration that He would build His church and the events at Pentecost in Acts 2: 1) they are still part of the Old Testament ἐκκλησία of Israel (ἐκκλησία κυρίου); 2) they are in some kind of theological limbo, essentially free-floating until Pentecost; or 3) they are connected in a significant way to Jesus’ ἐκκλησία, even prior to its full establishment/empowerment at Pentecost.

The first option seems highly unlikely. That seems to be the case especially in light of Jesus’ rejection of the present, faithless generation of Israel and the indications in the chiastic structure and, beyond that, He is doing/building something new and distinct (see above).

The second option seems to be that taken by taken by Allison, though he doesn’t say it in such explicit terms. He notes the marked distinction between the, “…bumbling, self-centered, fearful, followers before the crucifixion and resurrection and the perceptive, self-sacrificing, courageous missionaries after Pentecost…” and concludes that, “…the disciples were prepared by Jesus for future leadership in his church, which came into existence at Pentecost.”

However, to simply say that Jesus was preparing them for leadership in the future ἐκκλησία—though that is certainly true of the Apostles and a few others—falls short of doing justice to what was actually taking place, especially in light of the significant number of Jesus’s followers that would have likely been effectively “free-floating” spiritually during that interim period, awaiting the time when they would take up leadership to be exercised in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Suffice it to say here that the best conclusion among the three options is that the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20 and its further implications for the remainder of Matthew and

278 Ibid., 81–82.
Acts support the third option: that the followers of Jesus were, during the period of time between Matthew 18 and Acts 2, connected in some significant way to Jesus’ ἐκκλησία. The chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 points to certain things that Jesus’ followers would/should do as His disciples/part of His ἐκκλησία. Though these have been discussed at length above in the interpretation of the chiasm, it will be helpful here to review some of these points briefly.

Jesus gives “the keys to the kingdom” in Matthew 16:19 (which would be fulfilled by Peter’s preaching at Pentecost and the miracles the Apostles are able to do in Acts 2-5) and the “binding and loosing,” mentioned in both Matthew 16:19 and 18:18 (this may be seen in the instance of Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5). Jesus also says in the chiasm: “If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take up his cross and follow Me,” (Matt. 16:24) and speaks of losing one’s life to save it (16:25-26). Then, in chapter 18, Jesus also points out that becoming like children and child-like humility are necessary for entrance into the kingdom and whoever receives a little one in His name receives Him.

By understanding Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiastically, then, it is seen that Jesus is already putting key elements of His ἐκκλησία in place in the “interim” period between the declaration to build His church and the pouring out of the Spirit at Pentecost. For example, the Apostles, who are confirmed to be the foundation of the church (cf. Eph. 2:20; as well as the twelve foundation stones of the wall of the New Jerusalem in Rev. 21:14), are introduced to the fact that Jesus is doing something new and distinct, and those who have confessed him as Messiah will be what His ἐκκλησία is built on. They exercise the keys to the kingdom (Matt. 16:19) and the binding and loosing (16:19; 18:18) through Peter’s preaching at Pentecost and the miracles the Apostles are able to do in Acts 2-5, and in the encounter with Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5. Then, examples of humbling/taking up one’s cross can be seen in disciples of Jesus, such as Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, who went to Pilate to request Jesus’ body, and buried it, and the
women disciples who are at the crucifixion and return to the tomb. Even little children come to Jesus (Matt. 19:13ff.), in addition to others throughout the remainder of Matthew who truly believe (see 17:20).

Therefore, it seems quite clear that at least some pieces of the church are in place/being put into place virtually from the time Jesus declares He will build His ἐκκλησία (16:18). How then should this period (and this group of people) be understood if not in some kind of theological limbo awaiting the full empowerment at Pentecost?

Perhaps the best way to understand this is by use of an analogy that Jesus himself used. In the central layers of the chiasmus in Matthew 16:13-18:20, Jesus contrasts the faithless and perverted generation of Israel with those who have faith like a mustard seed. In the context, this is faith, even very small at this point, in Jesus as the Messiah, for it from those who, like the Apostles (initially Peter), confess Him as Messiah that Jesus will build His church.

Just a few chapters earlier, Jesus uses the parable of the mustard seed to explain that the kingdom of heaven, though it will start very small, will grow into something immense. This seems to be the case with the followers of Jesus between Matthew 16:18 and Acts 2: Those with faith are part of the seed, the very small grain, which will become an immense body called the ἐκκλησία of Jesus in the book of Acts.

Another analogy in line with what Jesus says in the chiasmus is that those with mustard-seed-sized faith are like building blocks Jesus is gathering in His early ἐκκλησία-building program. The building plan has been laid out (in the chiasm and the Matthean Great Commission), the Apostles are the foundation (as mentioned above), and those who take up their cross/humble themselves like children are the materials being gathered for the construction to begin, and Jesus himself will, after his death, burial, and resurrection, become the chief cornerstone (cf. Acts 4). It would seem, then, that they are more than simply faithful followers.
awaiting the building project to begin, but rather they are already part of Jesus’s ἐκκλησία to be built. That is, in the same sense that materials (perhaps like custom-made pieces) that are gathered to be used in a building project are already in some sense part of the thing to be built.

In sum, what happens in Matthew 18-28 through Acts 1 seems to be an initiatory stage that overlaps the theological twilight of the old covenant period, while a number of the things highlighted in the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasm play out—especially the Jesus’s suffering, death, and resurrection—setting the stage for the coming of the New Covenant at Pentecost. It thus seems best to say that those who are followers of Jesus during the period from the end of Matthew 18 through Acts 1 form what might be called the proto-ἐκκλησία (the seed), which will develop into the full-fledged ἐκκλησία (the large tree) with the empowerment of the Holy Spirit when the New Covenant begins in Acts on the Day of Pentecost.

Concluding Thoughts on Ecclesiological Implications

Without any reasonable doubt, the passages in Matthew containing the only uses of the word ἐκκλησία (Matthew 16:18 and 18:17) in the Gospels, words spoken by Jesus himself, have exceedingly important implications for ecclesiology. It has been demonstrated in this chapter that properly understanding them in light of their place in a larger chiastic structure (i.e., 16:13-18:20) sheds new light on a proper understanding of what the church is, its relationship to national Israel, and the beginning of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία. While the findings here do not drastically differ from previous theological positions concerning the church, they do provide clear evidence that the proto-ecclesiology in Matthew appears to have substantially influenced the development of Luke’s ecclesiology in the earlier chapters of Acts. These findings support an understanding of the church as something both new and distinct from Israel. Also, while it seems accurate to
say that the *formal* beginning/full empowerment of Jesus’s ἐκκλησία took place on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2), it is also the case that the seed of the church, the proto-ἐκκλησία, began during the portion of Jesus’s ministry covered by Matthew 18-28 through Acts 1.
CONCLUSION

As stated at the outset of this dissertation, the purpose of this work has been to establish the connection of the two passages in Matthew containing the only uses of the word ἐκκλησία in the Gospels (Matt 16:13-20 and 18:15-20) through demonstrating that they are part of a larger literary structure called a chiasmus. Since this structure has, until quite recently,279 been undetected by New Testament scholarship (i.e., modern or otherwise), significant evidence was required to establish its legitimacy.

Chapter Summaries

Chapter 1 of this work showed that chiasmus is an oft-used and important literary device in Scripture. While inverted parallelisms were a common device used by Hebrew writers in the Old Testament,280 chiasmus was used with some frequency by the New Testament authors, including Matthew.281


Even though many are accused of seeing such structures where they may not exist, certain criteria have been consistently proposed by various authors, especially to evaluate the existence of extended chiasms. While the criteria given by scholars such as Welch, Breck, and Blomberg are particularly helpful, it proved necessary to synthesize these criteria into a more serviceable single set of criteria for evaluating the chiasmus in question (i.e., Matthew 16:13-18:20). This synthesis resulted in the development of the following set of criteria, which are separated into tiers of significance:

A Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus (Dodson)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Critical Components</td>
<td>Parallelism and Symmetry</td>
<td>There is evidence of parallelism between corresponding layers of proposed chiasmus and a symmetrical arrangement of those layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significance at center</td>
<td>A central element of ethical or theological significance toward which the author desires the entire structure to point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominance of important words/phrases/themes</td>
<td>Parallelism between symmetrical layers involves significant words, phrases, and or themes, not trivial language or ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closure/Return</td>
<td>The beginning and end, the outermost layers, create a sense of completion or closure – there is strong parallelism between the beginning and ending elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Strong Support</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>More sets of corresponding layers and fewer irrelevancies within lead to a higher likelihood of the presence of chiasmus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Repeated elements | Verbal and/or conceptual parallels should involve words or ideas that are not found elsewhere in the proposed chiasmus

Boundaries | Proposed chiasmus divides the text at natural breaks and does not violate the natural structuring of the text

Primary structuring device | Chiasmus is the primary structuring device and is not in competition with other proposed structures for the text – there is some difficulty in perceiving the structure of a text, which chiasmus helps to overcome

Compatibility | Chiasmus is compatible with the author’s style – chiasmus found elsewhere in the author’s writing(s)

Purpose | There is a clear literary reason for the use of chiasmus

This “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus,” which has been very useful in evaluating and establishing the legitimacy of the chiastic structuring of Matthew 16:13-18:20, should be of further value for future work in determining the validity of other proposed larger chiastic structures in the New Testament. In addition, it is the hope of this author that, beyond demonstrating more conclusively whether the passages in question are part of such a structure, these graded criteria will be a contribution to broader fields of literary criticism and the study of Scripture as a whole.

Chapter 2 was devoted to laying out the proposed structure of the chiasmus in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and demonstrating the ways in which the corresponding layers complement one another. After displaying the structure of the chiasmus, the “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus” was used to evaluate the likelihood that the structure is, in fact, a valid chiasmus. The results of this evaluation show that the evidence for the validity of the existence
of this structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 is quite strong. Thus, the proposed inverted parallel structuring should be taken seriously.

Having therefore established the existence of this structure in Chapter 2, it was the task of Chapter 3 to evaluate the meaning of the structure as a whole. While a merely straightforward reading of the passages encompassed in wider section being studied (i.e., Matt 16:13-18:20) has led to widely divergent understandings of their significance, a chiastic reading allows new light to be shed on their significance. The chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20 not only lends clarity to the meaning of the verses within the structure, as the corresponding layers help to inform one another through amplification, contrast, intensification, etc., but other significant insights were revealed as well. For example, not only does understanding the passage as chiastic help one better understand the passage itself, but it has been shown to be quite significant in the overall understanding of the Gospel of Matthew as well. The chiasm, in essence, functions as a sort of turning point or lens as the clues or pointers from earlier in the Gospel build up to the chiasm. In addition, there are significant ideas within the chiasm that point forward, connecting it to the remainder of Matthew’s Gospel, especially the Matthean statement of the Great Commission (28:16-20), as well as beyond to the Book of Acts.

Since the ἐκκλησία passages in Matthew 16 and 18 and the Book of Acts are of such obviously great ecclesiological significance, any connection between them must necessarily also be of great importance. Therefore, Chapter 4 carefully examined those two passages, resulting in several important discoveries. In Acts, especially Acts 2:1-6:1, Luke provided important pointers back to the chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and to the Great Commission statement in Matthew 28:16-20. Notably, Luke withholds the use of the most foundational and significant ecclesiological terminology (ἐκκλησία and μαθητής) until Acts 5:11 and 6:1, indicating he is at pains to establish that it is the ἐκκλησία that Jesus said he would build—not some other
ἐκκλησία—that is, in fact, being established and built up in the earlier chapters of Acts. Also, once Luke does begin to use the terms ἐκκλησία and μαθητής in Acts, there is clear, ample evidence that he uses the two terms interchangeably. Such interchangeability means that “making disciples” (the imperative in the Great Commission in Matt 28:19) is the means by which Jesus intended His ἐκκλησία to be built, and that is precisely what is occurring in moving forward in the narrative of Acts from 5:11 and 6:1.

The first four chapters of the dissertation built the case for the existence of the extended chiasm in Matthew 16:13-18:20, established its meaning as such a sophisticated literary structure, and demonstrated the connections to the Matthean Commission and Acts. Throughout this process, some very significant exegetical insights emerged, both in regard to the chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20 and the remaining portions of the First Gospel, as well as the Book of Acts. Accordingly, Chapter 5 considered the implications of these exegetical steps forward as to their impact on a biblical ecclesiology. By understanding Matthew 16:13-18:20 as chiasmus, it becomes immediately evident that an attempt to define what the church is, or at least the meaning of ἐκκλησία in the New Testament, must take this crucial passage seriously. Unfortunately, that has not been the case with too many theologians. It seems that, since the connection between the uses of ἐκκλησία in Matthew 16 and 18 has not been previously made—at least not nearly to the extent it has in the current dissertation, surprisingly little value has been given to these passages for carefully understanding what the ἐκκλησία said he would build (Matt 16:18) actually is. However, based on the work done in the previous chapters, it was shown in Chapter 5 that these passages do indeed have much to offer as the exegetical evidence from the extended chiasm and connections to other passages are fleshed out.

Two very significant ecclesiological issues to which the chiastic structure and subsequent connections appear to speak—the continuity/discontinuity between national Israel and the
ἐκκλησία and the beginning of the church—were addressed in Chapter 5. What the exegetical evidence from the chiastic structure supports is the position that there is discontinuity between Israel and the church, most notably by Jesus’ rejection of the present generation of Israel in order to create something new/distinct: to build His ἐκκλησία. This is evidenced in the chiasm by the juxtaposition of the faithless and perverted γενεά (Matt. 17:17) with those who have faith the size of a mustard seed (Matt. 17:20) in the two significant central layers (F/F’) of the structure and through connections to passages such as Jesus sending out of the Twelve in Matthew 10 to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, but commissioning his followers in Matthew 28 to make disciples of all the nations. The distinction of the church from Israel is also evidenced by the uniqueness of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία—as opposed to the ἐκκλησία of Israel seen in the Old Testament—which is demonstrated both in the chiasm itself (especially in Matt. 16:18, where Jesus says, οἰκοδομήσω μου τὴν ἐκκλησίαν, [“I will build my church”]) and by the connections/pointers in the early chapters of Acts, which reveal Luke’s intentionality in delaying use of the significant ecclesiological terms ἐκκλησία and μαθηταί until 5:11 and 6:1 respectively, to more clearly show that it is the unique ἐκκλησία of Jesus that is being built in his second volume. While this idea of the distinction within national Israel is certainly not a new one, as it has been espoused by those who hold to dispensationalism (to varying degrees) for more than a century, this chapter presented what is certainly fresh evidence in support of that view.

The beginning of the church, which is closely linked to one’s position regarding the relationship between Israel and the church, was also addressed in Chapter 5. While the evidence from the chiasmus in Matthew and the passages connected to it seems, at first glance, to provide evidence for the conclusion that the formal/full beginning of the church took place at Pentecost, in Acts 2, it also provides additional insight into what is happening with those faithful followers of Jesus in the period between His declaration that His ἐκκλησία would be built (Matt 16:18) and
the full-blown beginning of the church. Based on the substantial exegetical evidence compiled in this dissertation, a good bit more can be said theologically concerning this interim period than has been done previously by those who hold to the Acts 2 beginning of the church. What is being set forth here is that, while the full empowerment of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία through the coming of the Holy Spirit did indeed take place at Pentecost, contemporaneous with the implementation of the New Covenant, rather than conclude the faithful disciples of Jesus, during the “interim” period, were either still part of the faithless/rejected γενεά or in a kind of theological limbo, it is better to understand them as the “proto-ἐκκλησία.” They are, as such, already gathered/prepared foundation stones and building blocks of Jesus’ forthcoming ἐκκλησία. This fresh distinction provides both: 1) a clearer understanding of the earliest phase of biblical ecclesiology; and 2) better expresses the fact that, while the formal beginning of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία did take place at Pentecost, the building process had already begun in a significant way—a much more consequential way than previously espoused by most theologians—during the latter part of Jesus’ earthly ministry.

Areas for Further Research

This dissertation has provided substantial evidence for the existence of a chiastic structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20, which, in modern scholarship, previously has gone undetected (prior to the work of this author along with a colleague283). In addition, this dissertation has developed the chiastic reading of that significant passage, demonstrated its connections to the rest of Matthew—especially the Matthean Great Commission, and to the Book of Acts, and explored some of the important ecclesiological implications of the exegetical evidence gleaned

from this work. However, these findings are by no means the full extent of what the discovery of this significant chiasmus can lead to. This work, while seeking to be as careful and thorough as possible, has in certain respects only “scratched the surface” of what might be done as a result.

In the more general study of chiastic structure, it is the hope of this author that the “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus” (as seen above), which was developed in this dissertation (based on the work of several preeminent scholars in their study of chiasmus), specifically to evaluate the structure in Matthew 16:13-18:20, will prove to be a valuable tool for the detecting and evaluating of the validity of other such structures within the Scriptures.

A possible initial place for such study would be a fuller evaluation of the proposed chiastic structuring of Acts 2 set forth in Chapter 4 above. It was beyond the scope of this work (and scholarly support already existed for the presence of a chiasm within that chapter of Acts) to do a full evaluation of the chiastic structure in Acts 2. However, using the “Graded Synthesis of Criteria for Extended Chiasmus” to evaluate this passage would surely be a valuable contribution and may provide further insights into the chapter itself, clearer connections to the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus, and even prove to have some additional ecclesiological implications, as this passage is so frequently pointed to as the beginning of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία.

Also, while much research was sifted in the preceding chapters to better grasp the connection between the two ἐκκλησία passages in Matthew—the only two instances where this highly important term is used in the Gospels—by developing the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20, it remains to be seen if further insights can be gained concerning the meaning of the specific passages within the chiastic structure itself. As noted above, understanding chiastically structured Scripture is something that would have been much more natural to first century
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readers/hearers of the Gospel. Thus, it is quite possible that deeper insights into the meaning of the chiasm itself and of the pericopes within may be developed.

One well-known issue within the structure in which the chiastic reading developed in this dissertation may lead to further insights is the meaning of the significant binding/loosing language seen in the two outer layers (A/A`). While the repetition, almost verbatim, of this binding and loosing formula helps establish the very strong connection between Matthew 16:13-20 and 18:15-20, there is not previously a strong consensus among scholars as to its actual meaning. Perhaps further development of these two passages as corresponding layers in the chiasmus will lead to a better understanding of the ecclesiological implications of this binding/loosing terminology. It is the belief of this author that such further insights would only add to the understanding of Matthew’s Gospel and the author’s proto-ecclesiology, which has been shown to have influenced Luke’s ecclesiology in the Book of Acts.

Since the research presented in this dissertation has demonstrated that there is a strong theological connection between the Gospel of Matthew and the Book of Acts, especially as it concerns the building of the church (i.e., the proto-ecclesiology of Matthew and its outworking in the early chapters of Luke’s second volume), the existence of the clues/pointers from Matthew ahead to Acts and from Acts back to Matthew may lend further insights into the area of synoptic studies. While it is common for scholars to understand Matthew’s Gospel to have been written prior Luke, it is interesting to note that a number of Gospels scholars, such as Richard Derrett, “Binding and Loosing (Matt 16”); Duling, “Binding and Loosing”; Haar, “Binding and Loosing”; Hiers, “‘Binding’ and ‘Loosing,’” June 1985; Marcus, “The Gates of Hades and the Keys of the Kingdom (Matt 16”); Powell, “Binding and Loosing,” December 2003.

A. Boyd Luter and Nicholas Dodson, “‘Matthean Theological Priority?’: Making Sense of Matthew’s Proto-Ecclesiology in Acts 1-14.”
Bauckham, do not conclude that the Apostle Matthew wrote the First Gospel.²⁸⁷ Perhaps the evidence of the “theological deference” given by Luke to Matthew’s Gospel, as it pertains to Jesus’ ἐκκλησία as developed here, will shed further light on this issue in the future.

Concerning the theological implications, the evidence that points to a clear distinction between Israel and the church was addressed, as well as the additional insights the exegetical study provided for understanding the beginning of the church. What should be noted is that, while the evidence from the study does support the church as distinct from national Israel, that does not mean (as noted above) Israel is simply cut off and has no future in God’s plan. Proving the discontinuity between Israel and the church does not speak to what will happen to Israel long-term. That “faithless and perverted γενεά” will have its house left desolate (Matt 23:36), not one stone of the Temple left upon another (24:2) when, at the end of the “generation,” Jerusalem and the Second Temple are destroyed by the Romans in AD 70. Then, Jerusalem will be trampled under by the Gentiles until “the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled” (Lk 21:24). At the conclusion of the “times of the Gentiles,” “the fulness of the Gentiles” will have come in (i.e., be saved), then “all Israel will be saved” (Rom 11:25-26). Thus, Israel is not being permanently eliminated from God’s plan. She is still God’s Old covenant people and she does have a future beyond the judgment of the “faithless and perverted γενεά” of Jesus’s day. So, upon further investigation of the Matthew 16:13-18:20 chiasmus and its subsequent connects, there may well be very significant additional information to be gleaned concerning the future of national Israel as well.

Another area of potential further ecclesiological research is the development of the implications of the chiastic structure in Matthew as they relate not only to the theological

significance concerning national Israel and the inception of the church, but other areas of
ecclesiological interest as well. One such area that shows promise for further investigation
related to the chiastic structure is what might be called characteristics or marks of the church.

Allison identifies seven characteristics of the church:

…the church is (1) doxological, or oriented to the glory of God; (2) logocentric, or
focused on the Word of God, understood to refer to Jesus Christ the incarnate Word and
Scripture the inspired Word; (3) pneumadynamic, or created, gathered, gifted, and
empowered by the Holy Spirit; (4) covenantal, or gathered as members in (new) covenant
relationship with God and in covenant relationship with each other; (5) confessional, or
united by both personal confession of faith in Christ and common confession of the
historic Christian faith; (6) missional, or identified as the body of divinely called and
divinely sent ministers to proclaim the gospel and advance the kingdom of God; and (7)
spacio-temporal/eschatological, or assembled as a historical reality (located in space and
time) and possessing a certain hope and clear destiny while it lives the strangeness of
ecclesial existence in the here-and-now.\(^{288}\)

While these characteristics of the church seem to largely encompass what most
(Evangelicals) would agree to be the distinguishing marks of the church, further application of
the exegetical evidence from the chiasmus in Matthew, and its connections to the Great
Commission and Acts, may give additional support and/or clarity what some of these specific
characteristics look like (e.g., the foundational importance of the missional characteristic in that),
as addressed above in the discussion of the interchangeability of ἐκκλησία and μαθητάι, which
demonstrates that the Great Commission is the means by which Jesus intended His ἐκκλησία to
be built—building the church (or “advancing the kingdom,” as Allison calls it) is making
disciples.

\(^{288}\) Allison, *Sojourners and Strangers*, 103.
Final Thoughts

After an in-depth examination, it can be said with confidence that there is ample evidence to support the existence of the chiastic structure connecting the two significant ecclesiological passages in Matthew’s Gospel (16:13-20 and 18:15-20). What has become evident after the identification of this chiasmus and very careful study of it as such is that the structure not only connects the only two uses of ἐκκλησία in the Gospels, but also serves as something like a lens or turning point through which the focus of the entire book seems to transition from the bringing of the good news to the present day γενεά of Israel to the new/distinct entity that Jesus is going to build. There are also clear pointers/connection within this passage that link it to Matthew’s version of the Great Commission, as well as pointers in the early chapters of Acts that show a major theological reliance of Luke on the proto-ecclesiology of Matthew. Then, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, there are highly significant implications for ecclesiology to be gleaned from this fresh understanding of Matthew 16:13-18:20.

It is the hope of this author that the research and analysis set forth in this dissertation will lead to further clarity in understanding not only this focal passage itself, but also Matthew’s Gospel as a whole, and to a more complete, biblically-informed ecclesiology.
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APPENDIX: THE EXEGETICAL/THEOLOGICAL CRUX OF MATTHEW 16:17-19 IN LIGHT OF A CHIASTIC READING

As noted in the introduction to this work, Matthew 16:17-19 is a very well-known and much discussed passage, which is of great significance to New Testament interpreters and theologians, especially those concerned with the nature and structure of the Church. There have been innumerable pages written about this passage, as its interpretation has been a point of great contention, especially between Protestants and Catholics since the Reformation Era. However, even before the Reformation there were disagreements among the Church Fathers. Citing Jean de Launoy’s Opera Omnia, Burgess explains that among the fathers, “…seventeen said the rock was Peter, eight said the rock was the Apostles and their successors, forty-four said the rock was the faith which Peter had just confessed, and sixteen said the rock was Christ.” Since the Reformation there have been various interpretations, but most follow along these same lines. Christopher Green helpfully summarizes the options commonly seen among interpreters today. He explains:

There are broadly five ways to understand what Jesus meant, and all five can claim support from both the Early Church and the present…

Option 1: The rock is Peter himself as leader, and the church is the institution he founded…

Option 2: The rock is Peter’s confession…

Option 3: The rock is Jesus’ teaching…

Option 4: The rock is Jesus himself…

Option 5: The rock is Peter because he has just confessed Christ.289


290 Christopher Green, The Message of the Church (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2014), 86–89.
These five options, as Green refers to them, are broad, but they are still representative of the mainstream positions which are held concerning this passage. With that in mind, it will be helpful to examine these options in light of the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20, in order to see which of these, if any, helps to clarify the best way to understand Matthew 16:17-19.

Option 1 is the classic position taken by the Roman Catholic Church. Based on this understanding, Peter is the rock on which the church will be built, the leader who would found the institutional church. The Catholic church has used this passage to claim authority over the church for the Pope as the successor of Peter in this role (i.e., with Peter as the first Pope). As Green points out, there are some assumptions built into this understanding, which call the Roman Catholic interpretation into question: “[F]irst, that Peter was the most senior of the apostles, second that he was the first bishop of Rome and that Rome has a primacy over the other churches, and third that Jesus intended Peter to pass the role of bishop of Rome to his successors, and that he did so.”

While these assumptions could be, in themselves, problematic, these issues have been addressed well elsewhere and are beyond the scope of the present work. What is, however, within the scope of this work is to evaluate this interpretation and the underlying assumptions in the context of the now identified chiasmus of which these verses are a part.

In light of the chiastic reading of this passage, in which the corresponding layers inform one another, it seems highly unlikely that Option 1 is the correct way to understand 16:17-19. While many scholars may make good arguments for Peter as the rock, the leader of the church,
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when looking at just this passage and the immediately surrounding context, the link to what has been called above the A` layer is, as can now be seen, essential for rightly understanding these verses. Jesus does point out Peter individually in 16:17-19 and, in some sense, gives him “the keys to the kingdom of heaven” and the authority of “binding and loosing,” as discussed above. However, the narrowing that takes place in 16:13-20 down to Peter, who confessed Jesus as the Messiah, is contrasted in the A` layer by a widening to the larger ἐκκλησία: those who gather in His name, to whom He also gives the authority to bind and loose. Also, taking into account that, while this chiasm is about Jesus’s (future tense) building of His ἐκκλησία, as evidenced by the focus of the two outer layers of this even-numbered pair structure, the structure itself points to humility and ultimately faith as foundational for the building of Jesus’ ἐκκλησία. Even within the chiasmus itself, when the disciples ask Jesus who is the greatest among them (18:1)—a passage not commonly directly connected to 16:17-19, but now in light of the identification of the chiasmus—Jesus could have easily expounded on his declaration from chapter 16, if it were in fact about Peter, but He does not do so. It is clear from the chiastic reading of Matthew 16:13-18:20, then, that Option 1 is unlikely.

Option 2, that the rock is Peter’s confession, seems more promising in light of the chiastic reading. According to Green, the main argument for this option is that Peter (πέτρος) and this rock (πέτρα), because they are different genders, point to different subjects—i.e., πέτρος to Simon and πέτρα to words he had spoken. While the argument based on the gender of the nouns may not be convincing for many, it should be taken into account. Also, based on the above examination of the passage in the chiastic structure, there is something about the confession specifically (i.e., that Jesus is Messiah) that is foundational for the building of the ἐκκλησία. At this point, it is best to move on to discussion of the other options and return to Option 2.
Jesus’ teaching as the “rock” is the third option given above. Those who follow Option 3, according to Green, often point to Jesus’ teaching in Matthew 7:24: “Therefore everyone who hears these words of Mine and acts on them, may be compared to a wise man who built his house on the rock.” However, Green believes that, even though there are superficial similarities, the cross-reference is too subtle.\textsuperscript{294} Nothing in the chiastic reading of the passage supports Option 3, and since everything in the larger chiasm points to the idea that the building of the ἐκκλησία will be based on more than just correct teaching, but rather on true discipleship and faith, this does not seem to be the best option.

Option 4 (i.e. that the “rock” is Jesus himself) is attested by many of the church fathers and points to instances of similar language for Jesus and for God in the Old Testament for support. In Matthew 21:42-44, Jesus refers to himself as the cornerstone. Paul, in 1 Cor. 10:4, says that the people of Israel “were drinking from a spiritual rock which followed them; and the rock was Christ.” Also, “rock” is used as a title for God several times throughout the OT. Again, nothing in the chiastic reading of the passage specifically supports this, and, in the overall context of the chiasm, it becomes clear that Jesus is not pointing to himself as the foundation of the ἐκκλησία He will build. He is instead, repeatedly trying to get the disciples to see that they are the foundation; they will make up the ἐκκλησία.

The last of the major interpretations of Matthew 16:17-19 is Option 5 (i.e., the “rock” is Peter, because he has just confessed Christ). It is plausible that there is a “balancing” of Peter’s identification of who Jesus is and of Jesus’s of Peter, as is pointed out by many commentators.\textsuperscript{295} In fact, many contend that the only really natural reading of the passage is that the rock is Peter.

\textsuperscript{294} Green, The Message of the Church, 88.

and, if it were not for the Protestant reaction to Catholic interpretation, it is unlikely that anyone would take it differently. Allison goes as far as to say,

‘This rock’ has been identified variously with Peter’s faith or confession, with his preaching office, with the truth revealed to him, with the twelve apostles, with Jesus, with Jesus’ teaching, and even with God himself. All this is special pleading. The most natural interpretation of the Greek is that of the Roman Catholic tradition: the rock is Peter.

It is clear though, as discussed earlier, that there has been a multiplicity of interpretations, ever since the patristic period. So, perhaps Allison is going too far to say that this is the most natural interpretation. However, the idea that “the rock” is Peter, because he has just confessed Jesus as Messiah, holds more promise in light of the chiastic reading above.

As mentioned above, Option 2 can now be revisited, as Option 5 is actually a combination of Options 1 and 2. Many Protestant scholars see Peter as the rock and acknowledge that he has some special role, but they deny the interpretation of Catholic scholars, which leads to understanding Peter to be the first Pope. However, the implications of this position are often not very well fleshed out, because understanding the rock as Peter without understanding it in the context of the larger chiasmus leaves one without any place to go other than to say Peter’s role is in some way significant.

A commentator that does quite well in explaining the meaning here that best fits with the chiastic reading is Craig Keener. Keener explains:

Jesus’ teaching is the *ultimate* foundation for the disciples (7:24-27; cf. 1 Cor 3:11), but here Peter functions as the foundation rock as the apostles and prophets do in Ephesians 2:20-21. Jesus does not simply assign this role arbitrarily to Peter, however; Peter is the “rock” *because* he is the one who confessed Jesus as the Christ in this context (16:15-16). The Gospel has developed Peter’s character to this point, making him the spokesperson
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for the disciples, hence the prototypical church leader. Others who share his proclamation also share his authority in building the church (18:18 with 16:19). 298

While Keener Does not identify the chiastic structure linking the A and A’ layers, he does make the very important connection just seen between 16:19 and 18:18. As discussed above, 16:15-19 narrows down to Peter and his confession, but 18:15-20 widens out to the larger ἐκκλησία. As the rest of the chiastic structure shows, it will be those who share in Peter’s proclamation that will build the church, but it will be with something distinct from the present generation of Israel. It will be those who are willing to humble themselves, who are willing to suffer, who have true faith in Jesus as the Messiah who would suffer, die, and be raised again after three days.